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Abstract

Many articles have pointed out that second language learners make errors in the
learning process. However, this negative way investigating students' learning
performance faded away in the 1960s and 1970s as attitudes toward errors started to
change to the positive. Errors serve as an important source of useful information for
the teacher to confirm what remains to be learned. Now, especially in China, errors
are not regarded as 'wrong' but become an acceptable tool in teaching and learning
English as a foreign language. One area to explore is English verb errors and Chinese
learners' performance in the English learning process. A review of past literature
indicates that English verbs are difficult for second language learners, particularly to
Chinese-speaking ESL learners.
The aim of this study is to help solve this problem through identifying and
categorizing verb errors in Chinese senior high school students' English compositions.
The data of this study is in the form of 105 Chinese senior high school students'
compositions. The error evaluation is based on the Longman Dictionary of
Contemporary English Online (http://www.ldoceonline.com/) (2009) and Collins
Cobuild Dictionary on CD-ROM (2006). Verb error categories are based on A
Communicative Grammar of English (Leech and Svartvik: 1994).
The findings indicate that, based on data, 18 categories of verb errors could be
identified. The results show there are significant differences among three grades
(Grade 10, 11, 12) and two schools (School A, School B). In order to provide useful
information for English teachers and students, remedies based on the data are also
iii

provided along with suggestions for correction.
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Chapter One
Introduction

This research focuses on an analysis of verb errors in Chinese senior high school
students' English compositions as well as the differences in verb plus preposition
usage over grades 10 to 12. This chapter includes the background of the study and its
rationale, aims and significance. It also gives the research questions and the definition
of terms. The last part outlines the organization of this study.

1.1 Background of the study

With the development of economic globalization and international cooperation,
English has been increasingly emphasized for its importance as an instrument of
communication in some fields of Chinese people's lives. Currently, the need to learn
English has become necessary and English is a compulsory course in China. The
teaching of English aims to provide students with speaking, listening, reading and
writing skills in both English communication and academic English. Therefore, due to
the need to communicate in a range of social life, it is one of the most important aims
to help English learners to use the English language naturally.
In China, the nine-year compulsory education period consists of six-years of

primary school and three-years of middle school. Since 1999, English has become a
compulsory course for primary school students at and above the third grade according
to the New National English Curriculum Standard (Lu 2006: 5-6). After they finish
nine years of compulsory education, students can either choose to work or continue
1

their study in senior high school or vocational school. English is also a compulsory
subject as important as Chinese and Mathematics in senior high schools, and it is one
of the compulsory subjects in the National Entrance Examination. Students who want
to study at college or university are required to pass the National College Entrance
Examination. That is to say, if students are expected to enroll at a college or university,
they have to get high scores in the examinations. Therefore, English teaching and
learning are much more important in senior high schools.
Mostly, the classroom is the main environment where students can learn
English in senior high schools. In terms of the New National English Curriculum
Standard, speaking, listening, reading and writing skills are required for senior high
school students. Generally, grammar is emphasized by most of the teachers. However,
because of limited time and others reasons, English grammar is a weakness for most
students, especially in their compositions. It is recognized that, for example, errors in
word order, verb tense, and word choice can prevent the students from making sense.
Verb errors are often the most serious errors, and for Chinese students, the verb
system in English, which is relatively fixed, is particularly difficult.
Many researchers stress that every language has grammar--it simply means how
the language conveys its meanings. For example, in the English language, a sentence
is usually constructed through the order of Subject - Verb - Object. When a person
says, "/ am drinking water", the listener understands that the person saying it is
drinking water. But when he/she says, "Drinking Am Water I", it just won't make
sense. Particularly, many researchers have recognized that there is a grammatical
2
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difference between Chinese and English. Chinese, for example, does not have verb
tense but aspect. Some time words such as "already", "now", "yesterday", and
"tomorrow" are used to express verb tense. Yet if students can understand the basics
of grammar, they can better understand what they read and write. On the contrary,
grammar errors can create miscommunication, and even can create a totally different
meaning than the speaker intended.

1.2 Rationale

The tradition of learning in China is conceptualized as the "student following the
teacher along a path" (Berendt 2007: 37). Memorization is crucial both for general
knowledge classes and in particular for English class. According to Berendt (2007):

In China teachers stress that knowledge is central to learning. Only through
knowledge can skills of learning be developed. The teachers in China
emphasize the role of models for learning. Students are expected to pay close
attention to demonstrations of such models which they should imitate, recite
and learn by heart. It is only when this foundation of knowledge is established
through understanding and memorization that critical thinking and creativity
can develop. The teacher, as a model, is expected to have mastered the subject
taught and be exemplary in behavior. Practice is stressed which is often done as
homework of repetition in class. Students place significance on answering
teachers' questions and asking their own questions after class.
(Berendt 2007:37-38)

Thus, the teachers emphasize the role of models for learning not only in general
subjects but also in English class. It is believed by most English teachers that to
memorize grammar rules enables students to learn English accurately and correctly.
Usually, PPP teaching method (Presentation-Practice-Production) is used commonly
3

to deliver in English class. Some teachers assert that most students know the answer
but that they do not know how to express it in English accurately and fluently. Thus,
Chinese students' problems learning English is caused by the memorization style of
education. Due to the limitation of the course syllabus, few teachers will tell students
how to remember the grammar rules and structure efficiently. They believe that if
only the students work hard enough, they will remember the rules and use the
structure well.
Moreover, Senior English for China written based on the national curriculum in
terms of Curriculum characteristics is a very authoritative state-owned book, which is
the fundamental material for senior high schools in China.
In China, the national curriculum, which applies to both primary and secondary

schools, is the most influential foundation for educational practice. The Ministry of
Education (MOE) is responsible for the development of the national curriculum
across all subject areas. The national English curriculum, in the past 20 years, has
seen

som~

major changes along with the country's social, political, and economic

developments. Changes in the English curriculum have had a profound influence on
the methodological approaches to ELT in Chinese schools.
Furthermore, one of the most important tasks in English teaching is to choose
the correct coursebooks. It is believed proper coursebooks contain articles which will
probably interest students and ask questions to help students understand the texts
better. When we look at the content of English textbook titled Senior English for

China, we can see there are four parts for every unit, which include functional items,
4
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structure, reading, and writing, and these four sections have been connected to each
other naturally for cultivating students' "reading", "listening", "speaking", and
"writing" skills in senior high schools. Mainly, the "structure" section talks about the
grammar point, such as Direct and Indirect Speech, Subjunctive Mood, Predicative,
and Object Complement, etc. "Review all the verb tenses" also is found in the
textbook titled Senior English for China Student's Book 3. All verb tenses and verb
forms have been placed in the textbook for senior middle schools students. That is to
say, students have learned some grammar knowledge in the senior middle schools.
The reason why they make grammar errors, particularly verb errors, will be analyzed
in chapter four.
In addition, teachers' reference book is the most important book for English
teacher. Normally, it gives teaching aims and requirements that teachers need to
follow. It contain "aims", "instructions", "suggestions of teaching methods", "answer
of exercises", and "appendices". Additional grammar books are often used by most
teachers in English teaching. There are exercises designed to teach students how to
deal with grammar problems in those books. Most teachers select carefully some
exercises related to their textbooks they are teaching and give students handouts in
their classes for students to practice grammar.
As can be seen, standard textbook and teachers' reference book are the main
books in senior high schools for English teachers in China. Students and teachers are
busy with their work for preparing for the National Entrance Exam including
"listening", "reading", and "writing". Students don't have much time to focus on
5

grammar exercises. Some previews studies have revealed that one of the puzzles of
English grammar is the verb, which has different forms and is the most basic element
in a sentence. Romanoff (2009) has pointed out that there are some major differences
in the language structures and grammar differences of English and Chinese, where
Chinese students usually have difficulty with English. They also might encounter verb
problems while they are writing their compositions. Therefore, this study attempts to
explore verb errors of Chinese senior high school students from a different aspect
which is to identify and categorize the verb errors found in English writing at two
senior high schools in order to give a clearer idea of students' difficulties in using
verbs, which in tum may help teachers be aware of the importance of grammar
knowledge.

1.3 Aims of the study

This study aims to identify and categorize verb errors in students' compositions to
find out the differences among three grades (Grades 10, 11,12) and two Chinese
senior high Schools (School A, School B) by comparing the students' compositions.
The remedies based on data will be provided in tables. It might be meaningful and
useful for Chinese senior high school students to improve their language control and
encourage them to develop strategies for correcting and reducing verb errors in their
own writing. It is recommended that the findings of this study could be used as a
resource for English teachers by providing suggestions on teaching writing besides
the current practice of teaching grammar in China.
6

1.4 Significance of the study

This study, which will analyze the verb errors with particular reference to verb plus
preposition, is considered to be meaningful and useful for both English teachers and
students. It would be helpful for English teachers to draw attention to the analysis of
verb errors in Chinese students' compositions. Hopefully, this study is to provide
English teachers with a positive point of view to see errors which are found in
students' compositions.
Therefore, the study of error analysis for the English teachers will be a
discovery process, as a reflective tool; they can obtain some useful information and it
will help their teaching. Furthermore, the findings of this study could be significant as
a resource for teachers by providing information and suggestions on teaching English
efficiently at senior high schools in China. The analysis of problems and their
frequency will be analyzed with suggestions for doing remedial studies.

1.5 Research questions

1. What are the types of verb errors found in Chinese senior high school students'
English compositions?
2. What are the differences among three grades (Grades 10, 11, 12) in two senior high
schools (School A, School B) in terms of verb errors?
3. What are the reasons for the verb errors found in the students' compositions?

7
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1.6 Definition of terms

For the purposes of this study, the terms given below will mean the following:
Second language: A language acquired by a person in addition to his mother

tongue (Cook 2001).
The independent language assumption: The language of the L2 learner can

be considered a system of language in its own right rather than a defective version of
the target language. (It is sometimes called 'interlanguage'). (Cook 2001).
L2 user and L2 learner: an L2 user uses the second language for real-life

purposes; an L2 learner is acquiring a second language rather than using it (Cook
2001).
Error: Errors can be the result of the persistence of existing mother tongue

habits in the new language. Most errors are ascribed to interference and consequently
a major part of applied linguistic research has been devoted to comparing the mother
tongue and the target language in order to predict or explain the errors made by
learners of any particular language background (Corder 1981 ).
Error analysis: The fact that learners do make errors and these errors can be

observed, analyzed and classified to reveal something of the system operating within
the learner led to a surge of study of learners' errors, called 'error analysis'(Brown
1987, cited in Sanal 2007).
Language transfer: the learner uses her own Ll as a resource. This used to be

looked upon as a mistake, but it is now recognised that all learners fall back on their
mother tongues, particularly in the early stages of language acquisition, and that this
8

is a necessary process (Mason 2009).

1.7 Organization of the thesis

This thesis consists of five chapters:
Chapter One provides an overview of the study, including the background of

the study, aims of the study, significance of the study, research questions, definition of
terms, and organization of this study.
Chapter Two reviews studies related to the general situation of research in the

analysis of verb errors in reference to verb plus preposition errors.
C)lapter Three deals with the details of how the study was conducted. It starts

with the restated research questions and information about the subjects, then presents
the instrument used to collect the data and the procedures for data collection and
analysis.
Chapter Four examines the results coming from the collected data and puts

forward the findings based on the analysis of participants' compositions.
Chapter Five provides the conclusions from the study, points out pedagogical

implications, states the limitation of the study, and makes recommendations for future
research.

9

Chapter Two
Literature Review

This chapter discusses in more detail the literature regarding theoretical and practical
issues relevant to English verb errors in reference to verb plus preposition. It focuses
on error theory and error analysis, including the previous error theory in writing. In
addition, an overview of English teaching in China will be discussed in this chapter.

2.1 General theory of error

Traditionally, "in the fifties and early sixties, errors were looked upon as evils which
hindered the learning process and which had to be eradicated. From the 1960s to
1970s, however, there has been a gradual but definite change in the attitude of
language teaching specialists towards errors" (Shrestha 1979). Rather than consider
the negative viewpoint, the more recent acceptance of such errors in learners'
language is how errors are significant in second language learning and teaching. "An
'error', then, is not something which hinders a student's progress, but is probably a
clue to the active learning progress being made by a student as he or she tries out
ways of communicating in the new language" (Yule 1997:194). As a productive

.

pedagogical tool, error became a recognized part of applied linguistics from the 1970s.
In order to investigate and examine learners' errors, Corder (1981) provided

theoretical and remedial contributions to error analysis related to second language
teaching and learning. (Ellis 1994: 47) claims, "Errors are not generally thought of as
errors in the same sense as those produced by L2 learners". Error Analysis provides a
10

326 e · 1
methodology for investigating learner language and constitutes an appropriate starting
point for the study of language acquisition.
Corder (1974) suggests the following steps in Error Analysis research: 1)
Collection of a sample of learner language; 2) Identification of errors; 3) Description
of errors; 4) Explanation of errors; 5) Evaluation of errors (Corder 1974, cited in Ellis
1994:48). Ellis (1994: 48) claims it was not until the 1970s that Error Analysis
became a recognized part of applied linguistics, a development that owed much to the
work of Corder. Karra (2006) also claims that, before Corder, linguists observed
learners' errors, divided them into categories, and tried to see which ones were
common and which were not.
For Corder (1967), an important issue is the distinction between 'errors' and
'mistakes':

An error takes place when the deviation arises as a result of lack of knowledge.
It represents a lack of competence. A mistake occurs when learners fail to
perform their competence. That is, it is the result of processing problems that
prevent learners from accessing their knowledge of a target language rule and
cause them to fall back on some alternative, non-standard rule that they find
easier to access. Mistakes, then, are performance phenomena and are, of course,
regular features of native-speaker speech, reflecting processing failures that
arise as a result of competing plans, memory limitations, and lack of
automaticity.
(Corder 1967, cited in Ellis 1994: 51)

Furthermore, some researchers have found problems with identifying errors. Duskova
(1983), for example, identified a total of 1007 errors in the written work of 50 Czech
learners of English, who were postgraduate students studying science. She found 756
11

'recurrent systemic errors' and 251 'nonce errors' (i.e. errors that occurred once only).
Errors in articles were most common (260), following by errors in lexis (233) and
morphology (180). In comparison, there were only 54 errors in syntax and 31 in word
order (Ellis 1994). That is to say, the frequency of the errors did not necessarily reflect
the level of difficulty the learners experienced with different linguistic features. Some
studies also suggest that it may be difficult to provide a satisfactory description of
learners' L2 development by quantifying the types of errors they make. In order to
identify different kinds of errors, Corder (1974) distinguishes three types of error:

Presystematic errors occur when the learner is unaware of the existence of a
particular rule in the target language. These are random.
Systematic errors occur when the learner has discovered a rule but it is the
wrong one.
Postsystematic errors occur when the learner knows the correct target
language rule but uses it inconsistently (i.e. makes a mistake).
(Corder 1974, cited in Ellis, R 1994:56)

In addition, explanation of errors is significant for SLA research as it involves an

attempt to establish the processes responsible for L2 acquisition. As some researchers
point out, the error source may be psycholinguistic, sociolinguistic, epistemic, or may
reside in the discourse structure. In general, SLA research has attended only to the
psycholinguistic source so that it is to provide a psychological explanation. Figure 1
shows the different psycholinguistic sources to be discussed:

12

transfer
..-----oompetence
('errors')

interlingual (e.g. overgeneralization,
transitional competence)
unique (e.g. induced)

errors-

processing problems
'----performance
('mistakes')

ommunication strategies

Figure 1: Psycholinguistic sources of errors
(Ellis 1994:58)

As we have already seen, it is helpful to recognize errors in performance and in
competence. In addition, it is competence errors that have been considered central to
the study of L2 acquisition. A number of different sources or causes of competence
errors have been identified by researchers. Richards (1971 b), for example,
distinguishes three different competence errors:

Interference errors occur as a result of 'the use of elements from one language
while speaking another.' An example might be when a German learner of L2
English says 'I go not' because the equivalent sentence in German is 'Ich gehe
nicht'.
Intralingual errors 'reflect the general characteristics of rule learning such as
faulty generalization, incomplete application of rules and failure to learn
conditions under which rules apply'.
Developmental errors occur when the learner attempts to build up hypotheses
about the target language on the basis of limited experience.
(Richards 1971, cited in Ellis, R. 1994)
It is not easy to distinguish different errors, and even more difficult to identify the
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different types of competence errors. In an attempt to deal with the types of
competence errors, most researchers have operated with a general distinction between
transfer errors and intralingual errors. Lott (1983), for example, distinguishes three
categories of transfer errors:

'Overextension of analogy' occurs when the learner misuses an item because it
shares features with an item in the Ll (for example, Italian learners use
'process' to mean 'trial' because Italian 'processo' has this meaning).
'Transfer of structure' arises when the learner utilizes some Ll feature
(phonological, lexical, grammatical, or pragmatic) rather than that of the target
language. This is what is generally understood as 'transfer'.
'lnterlinguaVintralingual errors' arise when a particular distinction does not
exist in the Ll (for example, the use of 'make' instead of 'do' by Italian learners
because the 'make/do' distinction is non-existent in Italian).
(Lott 1983, cited in Ellis, R. 1994)

It is this third category that has caused so many of the problems in determining
whether an error is transfer or intralingual (Ellis 1994).

lntralingual errors can be further subdivided. Richards (1974), for instance,
distinguishes four categories:

Overgeneralization errors arise when the learner creates a deviant structure on
the basis of other structures in the target language. It generally involves the
creation of one deviant structure in place of two target language structures (for
example, 'He can sings' where English allows 'He can sing' and 'He sings').
Ignorance of rule restrictions involves the application of rules to contexts
where they do not apply. An example is 'He made me to rest' through extension
of the pattern found with the majority of verbs that take infinitival complements
(for example, 'He asked/wanted/invited me to go').
Incomplete application of rules involves a failure to fully develop a structure.
Thus learners of L2 English have been observed to use declarative word order
in questions (for example, 'You like to sing?') in place of interrogative word
order (for example, 'Do you like to sing?'). This type of intralingual error
corresponds to what is often referred to as an error of transitional competence.
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False concepts hypothesized (i.e. the learner fails to comprehend fully) arise
when the learner does not fully comprehend a distinction in the target
language-for example, the use of 'was' as a marker of past tense in 'One day it
was happened'.
(Richards 1974: 174)

Again, it is important to recognize that the concept of 'transfer', upon which many of
the early Error Analysis studies were based, was simplistic. Transfer is, in fact, a very
complex notion which is best understood in terms of cognitive rather than behaviorist
models of learning (Ellis 1994:62). In particular, the concept of transfer error was
often not operationalized with sufficient rigour, where 'transfer' was identified and
discussed by some researchers. Yet, some 'errors' may be due to the transfer of
expressions or structures from the Ll. Yule (1996) distinguishes positive transfer and
negative transfer. He claims:

If the Ll and the L2 have similar features, then the learner may be able to

benefit from the positive transfer of Ll knowledge. On the other hand,
transferring an Ll feature that is really different from the L2 results in negative
transfer and it typically isn't effective for L2 communication. It should be
noted that negative transfer (sometimes called 'interference') is more common
in the early stages of L2 learning and typically decreases as the learner develops
familiarity with the L2.
(Yule, G. 1996: 194-195)

On the surface, the language produced by learners includes a large number of 'errors'
which seem to have no connection to the forms of either Ll or L2. However, Yule
(1996: 195) points out that there is some in-between system used in L2 acquisition
which certainly contains aspects of Ll and L2, but which is an inherently variable
system with rules of its own.
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2.2 The attitudes of Error

Evidence of some research suggests that L2 learning is inevitably different to Ll
learning. Similarly, L2 learners are different from children learning a first language
since there is already one language present in their minds. Suppose some Chinese
students learning English say, 'You very beautiful', 'Me very hot', 'He very hungry',
etc. These are some examples of the language learning process that shows what is
going on in their minds as they transfer from Ll to L2. Apparently, these 'mistakes'
conform to regular rules in the student's own knowledge of English. Cook (2001:15)
claims that their sentences relate to their own temporary language systems at the
moment when they produce the sentence, rather than to the native's version of
English.
From Ll to L2, this error is an inevitable and natural part of the learning
process. Even if a student makes a 'mistake' or 'error', it is not the fault of the teacher
or the materials or even of the student. Karra (2006) points out many major concepts
introduced by Corder (1967) in his article "The significance of learners' errors",
among which we encounter the following:
1) It is the learner who determines what the input is. The teacher can present a
linguistic form, but this is not necessarily the input, but simply what is available
to be learned.

2) Keeping the above point in mind, learners' needs should be considered when
teachers/linguists plan their syllabuses (sic). Before Corder's work, syllabuses
(sic) were based on theories and not so much on learners' needs.
3) Mager (1962) points out that the learners' built-in syllabus is more efficient
than the teacher's syllabus. Corder adds that if such a built-in syllabus exists,
then learners' errors would confirm its existence and would be systematic.
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4) Corder introduced the distinction between systematic and non-systematic
errors. Unsystematic errors occur in one's native language; Corder calls these
"mistakes" and states that they are not significant to the process of language
learning. He keeps the term "errors" for the systematic ones, which occur in a
second language.
5) Errors are significant in three ways:
- to the teacher: they show a student's progress
- to the researcher: they show how a language is acquired, and what strategies
the learner uses.
- to the learner: he can learn from these errors.
6) When a learner has made an error, the most efficient way to teach him the
correct form is not by simply giving it to him, but by letting him discover it and
test different hypotheses. This is derived from Carroll's proposal (Carroll 1955,
cited in Corder), who suggested that the learner should find the correct
linguistic form by searching for it.
7) Many errors are due to the learner using structures from his native language.
Corder claims that possession of one's native language is facilitative. Errors in
this case are not inhibitory, but rather evidence of one's learning strategies.
(Karra 2006, http://www.proz.com/translation-articles/articles/63 3/)

The above insights played a significant role in linguistic research, and in particular in
the approach linguists took towards errors. Indeed, the analysis of learner errors had
long been a part of language pedagogy (Ellis 1994). Some researchers argued that
error analysis put the teacher in a better position to decide how teaching time should
be spent. In order to explain the role played by errors in the process of L2 acquisition,
Corder (1967) noted that errors could be significant in three ways:

( 1) they provided the teacher with information about how much the learner had

learnt,(2) they provided the researcher with evidence of how language was
learned, and (3) they served as devices by which the learner discovered the
rules of the target language. Whereas (1) reflects the traditional role of error
analysis, (2) provides a new role that is of primary interest to the L2 researcher
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because it could shed light on (3)-the process of L2 acquisition.
(Corder 1967, cited in Ellis 1994:48)

It should be noted, many of the researchers have continued to be concerned with

language teaching and have attempted to consider error in writing, and they have
demonstrated how error analysis can be used to improve writing skills. They have
analyzed possible sources of error in non-native-English writers, and have attempted
to provide a process approach to writing where the error analysis can help achieve
better writing skills. These studies have recognized the importance of errors in SLA
and started to examine them in order to achieve a better understanding of SLA
processes, i.e. of how learners acquire an L2.
Most teachers are able to give an account of the typical errors made by the
students who pass through their hands; they often build up a useful list of so-called
common errors. Teachers necessarily rely on this intuitive analysis of the students'
knowledge to show them where the main learning problems of their students lie, and
also to guide their informal in-course remedial work (Corder 1981). Effective
remedial teaching of this sort requires that we should classify different errors, leading
to the reader's understanding of the writer's message.
In this system, these errors that impede understanding are called global errors,

and those errors that do not affect overall comprehensibility are called local errors.
Global errors usually involve more than one clause in a text, while local errors are
most often isolated errors within a single clause (Bate et al. 1993). Linguists such as
Burt and Kiparsky (1972, 1975) have distinguished global errors from local errors:
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In our ESL error analysis system, we have used the terms global and local for
ESL sentence-level errors in a way that differs slightly from the more technical
linguistic use of these terms. For example, we have called all verb tense errors
global in order to show that they are among the most serious errors in writing,
although a verb tense error affecting only one clause would not be termed
global by some linguists. This simplification will help instructors and students
readily distinguish between more serious and less serious errors.
(Burt and Kiparsky 1972, cited in Bates et al 1993)

According to Bates (1993:35), global errors (the sentence structure problem) usually
impede understanding, including the following: incorrect verb tense; incorrect verb
form; incorrect use of formation of a modal; incorrect use or formation of a
conditional sentence; incorrect sentence structure; incorrect or awkward word order;
incorrect or missing connector; incorrect formation or use of passive voice; and
unclear message. On the other hand, local errors (the number and article problems)
most often do not impede understanding, including the following: incorrect
subject-verb agreement; incorrect or missing article; problem with the singular or
plural of a noun; wrong word choice (including prepositions); wrong word form; and
nonidiomatic phrasing (not expressed this way in English). Additionally, "Other
Errors" are commonly made by native speakers, including: capitalization; coherence;
comma splice; dangling modifier; fragment; lower case; punctuation; pronoun
reference/agreement; run-on; and spelling errors.
Instead of simply identifying global or local errors in students' writing,
Thornbury (2003: 114) has identified categories of errors:

Learners may make mistakes at the level of individual words, in the way they
put sentences together, or at the level of whole texts. At the word level, learners
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make mistakes either because they have chosen the wrong word for the
meaning they want to express (My brother was stopping in the door instead of
standing), or they have chosen the wrong ... word (lower instead of lawyer,
thinks instead of things). These are lexical errors. Lexical errors also include
mistakes in the way words are combined: the Sunday night past instead of last
Sunday night.
Grammar errors, on the other hand, cover such things as mistakes in verb form
and tense (the doorbell rangs, we speaked), and in sentence structure: was the
four o'clock, where the subject of the clause (it) has been left out.
There is also a category of errors called discourse errors which relate to the
way sentences are organized and linked in order to make whole texts.
(Thornbury 2003: 114)

To sum up, three categories of errors have been identified in writing. It should be
apparent that it may pay to look briefly at teachers' and students' attitudes to error and
correction. The decision whether to address all or selected errors is a complex one,
and probably depends a great deal on the level of writing the student is capable of
producing (Kroll 2001:230). It is very important that the teacher should probably
concentrate on those errors which are considered more serious and represent a pattern
of errors in that particular student's writing. In addition, the "how" of calling
students' attention to their errors is also complex. Kroll (2001:230) suggests:

Teachers can choose ( 1) to point out specific errors by using a mark in the
margin or an arrow or other symbolic system; (2) to correct (or model) specific
errors by writing in the corrected form; (3) to label specific errors according to
the feature they violate (e.g., subject-verb agreement), using either the complete
term or a symbol system; (4) to indicate the presence of error but not the precise
location, e.g. nothing that there are problems with word forms; or (5) to ignore
specific errors. Most teachers use a combination of two or more of these
methods, depending on what they perceive to be the needs of the students;
studies of teacher feedback are inconclusive as to what the best methodology
might be. The best approach to feedback on errors undoubtedly derives from
considering the circumstances of the individual student coupled with the goals
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of the course and the stage of the composing process a particular draft reflects.
(Kroll 2001:230)

Many people still believe that errors are contagious, and that learners are at risk of
catching the errors other learners make. On the other hand, many teachers believe that
to correct errors is a form of interference, especially in fluency activities (Thornbury
2003: 116). Current methodology is much more tolerant of errors. Some researchers
suggest that learners' errors offer the teacher a rich source of data with which to
monitor learning. At the same time, learners need feedback on their production.
Thornbury (2003: 117), for instance, suggests that teachers should deal with at least
some of the errors that arise:

Negative feedback is simply indicating No, you can't say that when a learner
makes an error. Positive feedback, on the other hand, is when learners are told
when they are right. If the only messages learners get are positive, it may be the
case that there is no incentive to their mental grammar. The restructuring
mechanisms close down. Hence it is now generally accepted that a focus on
form (not just on meaning) is necessary in order to guard against fossilization.
A focus on form includes giving learners clear messages about their errors.
(Thornbury 2003: 117)

Here is an example that the teacher gives a student feedback when faced with a
student's error. "No" is a clearly negative feedback, but it offers the student no clue as
to what is wrong (Thornbury 2003: 117). "Good", for example, is in fact a very
common way that the teacher provides feedback on a student's production, especially
in activities where the focus is more on meaning than on form (Thornbury 2003: 119).
Nevertheless, it is believed that teachers provide feedback on students' production.
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They not only simply say "No" or "Good" but have a wide range of feedback options
available. The choice of feedback strategy will depend on factors such as the type of
error, the type of activity, and the type of learner.
In sum, error analysis above helps us develop a process for identifying,

analyzing, and evaluating language errors that will help us do the following: 1) send
the students back into the writing process (through revision); 2) increase the students'
language knowledge and writing skills; 3) identify curriculum strengths and
weaknesses; 4) evaluate the writing (Reid 1998: 118).

2.3 Error in writing and error correction
Reid (1998:118) claims that, "writing is essentially a social act; that is, writing takes
place in a context, with the author's purpose(s) and the needs and expectations of the
intended audience considered". Real-world teaching and evaluation of student writing
involves recognition of student error and the development of strategies to encourage
students to return to their writing and have the confidence and knowledge to revise
(Reid 1998: 119).
However, responding to student writing is not easy, as it is usually
time-consuming work, and it reflects a teacher's philosophy of teaching and attitudes
toward students. For instance, some teachers prefer to mark each error; and others
mark only errors that they have been teaching. Many teachers do not believe in the
efficacy of marking errors at all; some teachers have elaborate marking systems and
notational lists. Reid (1998) questions ways in which teachers may respond to
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language errors in their students' writing:
1. Should teachers
• mark every error
• mark no errors
• mark just what they're teaching or have taught
2. As teachers identify errors, should they
• correct errors or simply indicate them (by underlining, X-ing, etc.)
• prioritize errors based on
--egregiousness (how much they interfere with communication)
--commonness of occurrence
--reason(s) for occurrence
3. How might teachers incorporate student language error into their overall
evaluation of a student's paper?
4. How can teachers analyze patterns of error that will help their students learn
correct language structures? And which of these patterns needs to be presented
to the whole class or to groups of students in the class?
(Reid 1998:121)
In terms of student's level of ESUEFL writing proficiency, as well as on such

variables as level of learning style, the teacher should decide which errors to mark,
change, or discuss with the students. Reid (1998:122) stresses that, ESL student
writers make second-language errors for four basic reasons that evolve from linguistic
factors: (1) first-language interference; (2) overgeneralization of English language
rules; (3) high level of difficulty of the language structure; (4) production errors. In
addition, before teachers mark ESL student language errors in their writing, we must
develop a rational marking process (Reid 1998). It is essential, for example, to
consider which errors relate to what we are teaching (and therefore able to be
corrected by the student).
Moreover, "we need to decide (1) whether marking a correction for each error
would benefit the student; (2) which errors she/he should correct in order to extend
the student's learning experience; (3) and which errors should remain unmarked
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because the student is not yet ready to be confronted by the error. Finally, we must
know what we want students to do in response to our comments and marks" (Reid
1998:123).
Next, teachers should consider and be aware of the student's preferences for
teacher response, before marking a student's writing:

•

•

•

Quantity: Does the student want every error marked, the better to trust the
teacher's abilities and to demonstrate the student's abilities to correct every
mistakes, or does the student prefer to have just the most important errors
marked?
Affect: Does the student react well to encouraging notes from the teacher, or
does she/he believe that such notes are "fluff' and therefore prefer 'just the
facts" about errors without elaboration?
Interaction: Does the student learn better by answering questions written in
the margins (or at the end) of the student writing, or might she/he prefer an
audiotape made by the teacher, or might she/he depend on teacher response in
the form of conference?
(Reid 1998)

Correcting language errors is sometimes called "editing," to distinguish it from the
more global "revisions." Some teachers call language correction "merely editing" and
insist that "editing" should be the very last step in preparing a final draft, well after
the "revision" process (Reid 1998:129). For most students, "editing" their language
errors is most effective and efficient as they compose and draft. However, teachers
should also be able to give suggestions to mark language problems. Students should
understand the reasons and learn to articulate useful intentions for their writing. If,
instead, a student corrects an error but neither understands nor integrates that
correction, then remediation does not take place (Reid 1998: 131).
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Therefore, teachers must consider each individual as they respond to student
writing (Reid 1998). For example, deciding which errors to mark, which to correct,
which to ignore, and which to discuss with the writer or with the whole class, takes
experience, focus, and trial and error. Reid (1998:131) stresses that, the results are
worthwhile: The purpose of the revising process goes well beyond making a piece of
writing better. It can make a student a better writer by expanding her know ledge and
skills with written English.
A different approach to error correction was suggested by Porte (1993), who
stressed the importance of self-correction. Porte refers to Corder's distinction of errors
and mistakes and points out that many students do not know the difference:

It is important, Porte notes, that students know how to identify an error in order
to avoid it in the future. She agrees with Corder that it is more efficient for
learners to correct themselves than be corrected by the teacher, and goes on to
suggest a four-step approach for self-correction. This approach consists of
questions that the teacher provides to students. After writing an essay, students
should read it four times, each time trying to answer the questions included in
each of the four steps. Thus, in each re-reading task (each step) they concentrate
on a different aspect of their essay. In brief, the first task asks them to highlight
the verbs and check the tenses; in the second task students concentrate on
prepositions; the third task requires them to concentrate on nouns (spelling,
agreement between subject and verb); finally in the fourth task students should
try to correct potential personal mistakes. Porte also offers some clarification of
what is meant by personal mistakes, in order to help the students identify them.
(Karra 2006, http://www.proz.com/translation-articles/articles/633/)

In conclusion, error theory and ESL, remedial teaching and providing feedback on

students' production focus our attention on error theory in writing. But how do these
theories fit into the large context of teachers' daily work? What is the place and status
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of error theory in overall SLA? In the next section, a wide-angle view will attempt to
answer the question: what are the differences of English and Chinese verb systems?

2.4 The differences of English and Chinese verb systems
After a review of the grammar system and writing theory, the significant relationship
between English grammar and writing is presented. It is probably true to say that we
would not communicate clearly with each other without grammar. As to the
significance of grammar, Leech (1982) has given the following comments:

Grammar for foreign learners was acknowledged to be unavoidable; the rest of
us could manage without. And so, of course, many of us did; and perhaps we
felt the language survived quite happily when we did not look too closely,
whether as teachers or as students or as general users of the language, at the
imprecision, the incoherence and - let us confess it - often the
incomprehensibility of much of what we read or even wrote in our everyday
lives.
(Leech et al. 1982)

One of the puzzles of English grammar is the verb, which has different forms and is
the most basic element in a sentence. To describe the different forms, Yule (1998) has
discussed tense and aspect. Yule (1998) has stated that tense often has to do with the
location of a situation in time, and aspect characterizes the way in which that
situation is perceived or experienced. Yule makes the following comments:

English has two distinct tense forms, present and past tense, and two distinct
forms for aspect, perfect and progressive aspect, which are marked on the
verb. (The progressive is also sometimes called the continuous.) In most
descriptions, the use of the modal verb will is included, typically as an
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indication of future reference. With this small set of technical terms, the range
of English verb forms can be described, as in Box 2.1.
Summary Box 2.1 Basic English verb forms
Verb forms
Examples
Simple present
I love your Mercedes.
Present progressive
You are standing too close to it.
Simple past
I wanted a car just like it.
Past progressive
You were aiming too high.
Simple future
I will work for it.
Future progressive
You will be working forever.
Present perfect
I have worked hard before.
Present perfect progressive
You have been working for nothing.
Past perfect (pluperfect)
I had saved my money.
Past perfect progressive
You had been saving pennies.
Future perfect
I will have saved enough.
Future perfect progressive
You will have been saving in vain.
From the examples presented in Box 2.1, it is possible to describe a set of core
elements need to form verbs in English sentences.
(Yule 1998: 54)

After a brief review of basic verb forms, it is worthwhile to mention distinguishing
between verb+ preposition and verb+ particle. According to Yule (1998: 156), "there
is a fairly large set of forms in English which can function as either prepositions or
particles". Usually, prepositions are structurally connected to the following noun
phase and form prepositional phrases. However, particles are connected to the
preceding verb and, having more of an adverbial function, are sometimes described as
'prepositional adverb'. "When a particle is regularly combined with a particular verb,
the resulting 'verb-part' verb often has a distinct meaning and is categorized as a
phrasal verb" (Yule 1998: 156). There are several features to distinguish between

prepositions and particles in utterance. Yule (1998) summarized these basic
distinctions in Box 2.2.
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Summary Box 2.2
Differences between p.-epositions and particles (Yule 1998: 157)
Verb + particle
Verb + preposition
Preposition is unstressed
Particle is stressed
Pronoun before particle
Pronoun after preposition
Adverb before preposition
Adverb not before particle
Preposition before wh- form
Particle not before wh- form
in que tions, relative clauses
in questions, relative clauses

The different features of prepositions and particles in utterance are presented in Box
2.2. However, "most learners have less experience with phrasal verbs" (Yule 1998:
157). As to the explanation of phrasal verbs, Yule makes the following comments:
Learners are often given a lot of practice with simple verb + preposition
sequences (as in Look at the picture) and learn that they can put an adverb
between verb and preposition (e.g. Look carefal at the picture). If they are not
aware that adverbs are usually places between a verb (look) and a particle (up),
as in Look up the word, then they will tend to follow the pattern they know best
and produce ungrammatical sentences, such as *He looked quickly up the word.
As phrasal verbs, they function together conceptually as single units of
meaning. They often have single lexical verb counterparts (e.g. put back=
return; put off= postpone; put out= extinguish).
(Yule 1998: 157)
Wishon and Burks (1968) also discuss phrasal verbs (two-word verb) in detail and
give some examples:

Often verbs combine with other words, most commonly prepositions, to form
what are essentially new verbs. The meanings of these combinations are often
completely different from the meaning of either of the component parts, though
occasionally the meaning may be the literal meaning of the words used.
She turned on her heel and left. (On is a preposition.)
She turned on the radio. (Tum on is a two-word verb.)
Look up the street. (Up is a preposition).
Look up his telephone number. (Look up is a two-word verb.)
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Like all other verbs, the two-word verbs, sometimes called composite verbs,
may function as gerunds, participles, or infinitives.
Turning on the radio, I realized that the rumor I had heard was true. (participle)
I don't need to look up his phone number; I know it already. (infinitive)
Looking up his phone number during a power break was no easy job. (gerund)
(Wishon and Burks 1968: 246)
In sum, verb is the most important part of English sentence structure and plays an

important role. Compared to English, some possible causes of grammar errors have
been discussed by Romanoff (2009), who lists some differences between Chinese and
English:

1) Chinese has no Nominative or Accusative cases. 'I' and 'me' are the same, as
are 'he' and 'him', 'she' and 'her'.
2) Chinese has no morphological Genitive case in either verbs or nouns: One
word (de) is used to indicate possession in syntactic genitive. 'I de' is 'my' or
'mine', etc.
3) Chinese verbs do not express time, but simply action, so Chinese has no verb
tenses. Time expressions are done with temporal adverbs. 'He future travel'. 'I
tomorrow shop'. The Chinese do not express in the present about the future
being in the past, for example: 'By Friday I will have gone .. .'.
4) Chinese verbs are one word and express a simple action meaning or
compound verb, in contradistinction to English in verb phrase.
5) Our need for the verb 'to be' is a non-existent concept- 'I am going'; Chinese
says, 'I go', or 'I will happy', or 'We will always together', or 'you very
beautiful'.
(Romanoff
2009
http://www.eslteachersboard.com/cgi-bin/language/index. pl ?read= 113 7)

As can be seen, Chinese students might encounter verb problems while they are
writing their compositions. Furthermore, Shoebottom (2008) has given a summary of
the differences between English and Chinese particularly in Grammar. According to
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Shoebottom (2009):
Grammar - Verbffense: In English much information is carried by the use of
auxiliaries and by verb inflections: is/are/were, eat/eats/ate/eaten, etc. Chinese,
on the other hand, is an uninflected language and conveys meaning through word
order, adverbials or shared understanding of the context. The concept of time in
Chinese is not handled through the use of different tenses and verb forms, as it is
in English. For all these reasons it is not surprising that Chinese learners have
trouble with the complexities of the English verb system.
Here are some typical verb/tense mistakes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do you do? (i.e. What are you doing?) (wrong tense)
I will call you as soon as I will get there. (wrong tense)
She has got married last Saturday. (wrong tense)
She good teacher. (missing copula)
How much you pay for your car? (missing auxiliary)
I wish I am rich. (indicative instead of subjunctive)

English commonly expresses shades of meaning with modal verbs. Think for
example of the increasing degree of politeness of the following instructions:
•
•
•

Open the window, please.
Could you open the window, please?
Would you mind opening the window, please?

Since Chinese modals do not convey such a wide range of meaning, Chinese
learners may fail to use English modals sufficiently. This can result in them
seeming peremptory when making requests, suggestions, etc.
Grammar - Other: Chinese does not have articles, so difficulties with their
correct use in English are very common.
There are various differences in word order between Chinese and English. In
Chinese, for example, questions are conveyed by intonation; the subject and verb
are not inverted as in English. Nouns cannot be post-modified as in English; and
adverbials usually precede verbs, unlike in English which has complex rules
governing the position of such sentence elements. Interference from Chinese,
then, leads to the following typical problems:
•
•
•

When you are going home?
English is a very hard to learn language.
Next week I will return to China. (More usual English: I will return to China
next week.)
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Vocabulary: English has a number of short verbs that very commonly combine
with particles (adverbs or prepositions) to form what are known as phrasal verbs;
for example: take on, give in, make do with, look up to. This kind of lexical
feature does not exist in Chinese. Chinese learners, therefore, may experience
serious difficulty in comprehending texts containing such verbs and avoid
attempting to use them.

(Shoebottom 1996-2007: http://esl.fis.edu/grammar/langdiff/chinese.htm)

Verb tense in English is handled by a complex system of verb inflections and
auxiliaries. For instance, the copula "to be" and all its forms (is/are, was/were) and the
concepts of progressive and perfect tenses are ideas that are taken for granted by
native English speakers. Chinese, on the other hand, does not handle the concept of
time through verb forms, so ESL students typically struggle greatly with the
intricacies of the English verb system.
Thus, belonging to two different language families, English and Chinese have
many significant differences. This makes learning English a serious challenge for
Chinese native speakers. Students have verb problems because of the following
reasons: (1) ignore grammar rules; (2) lack of synonyms knowledge; (3) false concept
hypothesized, (4) negative interlingual transfer.

2.5 Review research on verb error in the Chinese teaching context
In order to analyze Chinese students' verb problems, some language researchers have

discussed verb errors in the Chinese teaching context. Su's study (2002) analyzed the
possible causes of verb errors when Chinese students study English and gave
remedies to Chinese learners. In her study, she collected three verbs (buy, learn, wait)
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as data and discussed the common problems in detail. The result is that learners' Ll
language is the main cause of verb errors. When Chinese learners ignore English
grammatical rules and the idiom of usage, they would make more errors in English.
Su (2002) gave eight suggestions to Chinese learners in her study, such as accepting
English rules and idioms without question; looking up words in standard English
dictionary; building up a dynamic generative model of English and writing English
idiomatically, etc.
Lin's study (2009) points out that verb-noun collocational errors are the most
frequent errors during the Chinese graduate students' learning process in English. He
collects three verbs (do, learn, make) as data in his study and analyzes the possible
reasons why Chinese graduate students make many verb errors.
Wei (2009) discussed verb errors in Chinese students' English writing and
concluded that learner's LI language is the main cause of verb errors. In his article,
five verb errors were identified and classified in categories based on data. The results
show students have problems with the differences of verb plus preposition and verb
plus particle; the wrong usage of verb form and verb tenses; the misusage of transitive
and intransitive verbs, etc. In addition, Chen (2007) pointed out that Chinese students
have verb problems during their English study process. Zheng and Li (2008) also
point out "it is significant to analyze, identify, and clarify verb errors in students'
writings."
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2.6 Conclusion
To summarize, this chapter has provided an overview of theories and empirical
studies of errors. It consists of error theory and error analysis, as well as the previous
grammar theory in writing. In addition, an overview of English verb errors research in
China has been discussed in this chapter. The next chapter will present the
methodology employed for this research.
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Chapter Three
Research Methodology

This chapter presents a restatement of the research questions, followed by a brief
description of the research content, the procedures for data collection and analysis.

3.1 Restatement of the research questions

The main aim of this research, as stated in Chapter One, is to analyze verb errors in
senior high school students' compositions. The research is on verb problems students
often make, and analysis of errors is provided as well. The following research
questions have been formulated:
1. What are the types of verb errors found in Chinese senior high school students'
English compositions?
2. What are the differences among three grades (Grades 10, 11, 12) in two senior high
schools (School A, School B) in terms of verb errors?
3. What 3;fe the reasons for the verb errors found in the students' compositions?

3.2 Description of research context

After graduating from middle schools, if students want to enroll in senior high schools,
they are required to take an exam titled Senior High School Entrance Examination
which is a very important exam in China every year. As a result of students' test
scores, they are enrolled in different senior high schools which are classified as
superior schools and ordinary schools. That is to say, students' level, particularly their
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English level is very different in superior and ordinary schools. The data to be
analyzed in this research is collected from two senior high schools of Zhejiang
province in China, which are Yanzhou Senior High School and Xinanjiang Senior
High School. The students' English level is much higher in Yanzhou Senior High
School which is one of the superior senior high schools in Zhejiang province. In
Xinanjiang Senior High School, which is one of the ordinary senior high schools in
Zhejiang province, students' English level is much lower. Totally, there are three
grades from grades 10 to grades 12 in each school, where each grade has about 10
classes every year, and each class contains about 50 students in each school.

3.3 Instrument for data collection

Data collection was in the form of students' composition for an analysis of verb errors.
Six classes of students were involved in this research; three each were from two
different schools representing grades 10, 11, and 12 in the superior senior high school
and the ordinary senior school. Totally, 150 compositions were written by students
from the whole three grades of two schools, and 25 samples of compositions from
each grade were taken for this study.
To obtain the 150 writing samples, every participant was required to write a
composition of about 150 words titled ''The Most Admired Person in My Mind". The
instructions for the topic were:
1) Who is your most admirable person in your life?
2) Make a brief introduction of him/her.
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3) What are the most influences you got from the person?
Moreover, to ensure the responsibility of the data collected for analysis, the
students were required to write about 150 words for this composition and asked to
finish it in class, but there was no time limit for doing it. They could submit it the next
day so that they could have enough time to think over the topic and recheck it by
themselves.

3.4 Procedures for data analysis

When all the 150 compositions were checked by the researcher, for the convenience
of data analysis, all sentences in every student' composition were classified into two
parts, which are 'No Verb Errors' and 'Verb Errors' (See Appendix). As a preliminary
stage of analysis, every verb in students' compositions was checked totally four times
by the researcher and her supervisor. The verb errors in this research were mainly
identified with the help of the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English Online
(http://www.ldoceonline.com/) (2009) and Collins Cobuild Dictionary on CD-ROM
(2006). Eighteen verb errors were found in students' compositions, and classified in
categories based on A Communicative Grammar of English (Leech and Svartvik:
1994). To ensure the reliability of analysis, when some sentences seem to be
acceptable but not listed in the dictionaries as mention above, the researcher consulted
native English teachers, particularly her supervisor as to his opinion. The following is
a brief example of the process of error identification:
When one verb error is found, such as "/ learned a lot to my father", the Longman
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Dictionary of Contemporary English Online (http://www.ldoceonline.cornD (2009)
can be employed and it is illustrated that:

learn

past tense and past participle learned or learnt especially British English

[intransitive and transitive] to gain knowledge of a subject or skill, by
experience, by studying it, or by being taught[<-+ teach]:

ii What's the best way to learn a language?
learn (how) to do something
,,; ·I learnt to drive when I was 17.
1Hector spent the winter learning how to cope with his blindness.
4 The teacher's task is to help the pupil learn.
learn (something) from somebody
4 'I learned a lot from my father.
learn about

•t

Kids can have fun and learn about music at the same time.

learn what
4 Youngsters must learn what is dangerous and what is not to be feared.

< The student will learn from experience about the importance of planning.
! Do not say that you 'learn someone something' or 'learn someone how to do
something'. Use teach: I taught him how to send an e-mail.

As a result, the dictionary shows that "learn (something) from somebody" is
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acceptable but not "learn (something) to somebody".
Here is another example found in students' composition: "My father always
smiles to me". The. Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English Online
Q~ttp://www.ldoceonline.cornD

(2009) however shows:

smile

1 [intransitive] to make your mouth curve upwards, in order to be friendly or
because you are happy or amused
smile at
41Susan smiled at him and waved.
'4'She had to smile at his enthusiasm (=she was amused by it).
4i!He was smiling broadly now.
rdher smiling face
smile about
4il haven't had much to smile about lately.
smile to yourself
idlMark read the message and smiled to himself (=smiled or felt pleased).

! You smile at someone. Do not say 'smile to someone'.
2 [transitive] to say or express something with a smile:
4h'lt's good to have you back,' she smiled.
3 fortune/the gods etc smile on somebody
especially literary if fortune, the gods etc smile on you, you have good luck
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As can be seen, Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English

Online

(!ittp://www.ldoceonline.com/) (2009) shows "smile at somebody" is an acceptable
but not "smile to somebody".
In order to know which types of verb errors are more common based on data,

different types of verb errors in the students' compositions will be categorized and
listed in the different tables in Chapter Four. The categories of each kind of verb
problems will be counted, and the percentage and frequency of each type of verb
problems will be shown by using tables.
Furthermore, in order to give useful suggestions to Chinese teachers and
learners, different categories of verb errors then will be divided in tables and remedies
will be suggested for correcting the wrong usage of verbs. The causes of verb errors in
students' compositions will be discussed in more detail.

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter has provided information on the research methodology used in the study
and has described the subjects in detail. The source of data and the reasons for
including 150 senior high school students' compositions have been discussed. The
method of data collection, description of the data and the method of data analysis has
been discussed as well. The next chapter will concentrate on the analysis of data and
discuss the major findings of this study.
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Chapter Four
Analysis and Discussion

This chapter analyzes the data collected from the compositions involved in this study.
It first presents the figures based on the students' verb problems in the compositions.

The verb errors are mainly identified with the help of the Longman Dictionary of
Contemporary English Online (http://www.ldoceonline.com/) (2009) and Collins
Cobuild Dictionary on CD-ROM (2006). Eighteen types of verb errors are found in
students' compositions, and classified into categories based on A Communicative
Grammar of English (Leech and Svartvik: 1994). The results are given in tables
followed by a brief discussion and provided with remedial sentences. This chapter
thus intends to answer the research questions proposed earlier. The presentation of the
analysis is organized as follows:
1) The result of the identification and categorization of verb errors found in
Chinese senior high school students' English compositions.
2) The differences among three grades (Grades 10, 11, 12) in two senior high
schools (School A, School B) in terms of verb errors.
3) The analysis of the possible causes of the typical verb errors.

4.1 Statistical analysis in Yanzhou Senior High School (School A) and Xinanjiang
Senior High School (School B)

The following table (Table 4.1) shows the verb error numbers and percentages of
these 18 categories in School A. The first column on the left lists the categories of
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verb errors in School A which contains 18 types. The next column lists the numbers
and percentages in terms of verb errors in Grade 10 of School A. The result of total
numbers is 115. The third column also provides the numbers and percentages
according to verb errors in Grade 11 of school A. The total number is 106. In addition,
the fourth column presents the numbers and percentages of verb errors in Grade 12 of
School A. The total number is 154.
In order to analyze the verb plus preposition problems in the students'

compositions and compare the results with a representative data base of verb errors,
Lane et al. (1993: 256) give four categories for defining "verb+ preposition problem"
in students' writing: the wrong preposition has been used after a given verb; the
preposition that goes with a given verb is missing; a preposition is used when it is not
needed after a given verb; a preposition that is part of a phrasal verb (two-word or
three-word verb) is incorrect or missing. However, in terms of this study, this presents
three problems that Chinese students commonly encounter with verb plus preposition.
Here are three verb plus preposition problems listed in Table 4.1 .
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Table 4.1
The Numbers and Percentages of Verb Errors Found in Yanzhou Senior High School (School A)

-Categories

Grade 10

Grade 11

Grade 12

Numbers

Percentages

Numbers

Percentages

Numbers

percentages

Present simple

15

13%

10

9.4%

16

10.4%

Present continuous

0

0

0

0

0

0

Past simple

32

27.8%

36

34%

44

28.6%

Past continuous

2

1.7%

0

0

0

0

Future

1

0.9%

2

1.9%

3

1.9%

Present perfect

9

7.8%

3

2.8%

2

1.3%

Modals

2

1.7%

4

3.8%

8

5.2%

Conditionals

1

0.9%

0

0

0

0

Passive

1

0.9%

2

1.9%

6

3.9%

Infinitive

9

7.8%

11

10.3%

14

9%

Verb+ -ing

2

1.7%

3

2.8%

5

3.2%

Irregular verb

1

0.9%

4

3.8%

1

0.6%

Third person singular

11

9.6%

4

3.8%

11

7%

Verb choice

14

12.2%

6

5.7%

13

8.3%

Usage of verb to be

3

2.6%

7

6.6%

11

7.1%

Wrong preposition used

4

3.5%

6

5.7%

9

5.8%

8

7%

6

5.7%

8

5.2%

0

0

2

1.9%

3

1.9%

115

30.7%

106

28.3%

154

41.1%

after a given verb
Preposition with a given
verb is missing
Preposition

is

used

when not needed after a
given verb
Total

Based on Table 4 .1, a total of 17 categories of verb errors are identified in students'
compositions of three grades (Grade 10, 11, 12) in School A. As can be seen, a total of
115 or 30.7% verb errors were found in students' compositions of Grade 10 and 106
or 28.3% verb errors were found in students' compositions of Grade 11. By
comparing the results of three grades, we can see that there is no difference between
Grade 10 and Grade 11. Interestingly, a total of 154 or 41.1 % verb errors were found
in the students' compositions of Grade 12. It may be concluded that students made
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more mistakes in Grade 12. When we look at the students' compositions, we can find
the reason why the students in Grade 12 made more verb errors. Based on data, it
seems probable that the students in Grade 12 wrote more compound and complex
sentences in their compositions than the students of Grade 10 and Grade 11.
Compared to Yanzhou School (School A), the result of the numbers and
percentages of verb errors in Xinanjiang School (School B) are given below.
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Table 4.2
The Numbers and Percentages of Verb Errors Found in Xinanjiang Senior High School (School B)
Grade 11

Grade 10

Categories

Grade 12

Numbers

Percentages

Numbers

Percentages

Numbers

Percentages

Present simple

7

6.1%

24

12.7%

11

8.4%

Present continuous

1

0.9%

0

0

1

0.8%

Past simple

30

26.3%

37

19.6%

21

16%

Past continuous

0

0

3

1.6%

4

3.1%

Future

3

2.6%

4

2.1%

0

0

Present perfect

1

0.9%

2

1%

3

2.3%

Modals

0

0

3

1.6%

7

5.3%

Conditionals

2

1.8%

1

0.5%

1

0.8%

Passive

4

3.5%

3

1.6%

3

2.3%

Infinitive

9

7.9%

16

8.5%

3

2.3%

Verb+ -ing

2

1.8%

7

3.7%

4

3.1%

Irregular verb

1

0.9%

1

0.5%

0

0

Third person singular

13

11.4%

16

8.5%

21

16%

Verb choice

15

13.2%

32

16.9%

26

19.8%

Usage of verb to be

11

9.6%

18

9.5%

6

4.6%

Wrong preposition used

10

8.8%

11

5.8%

11

8.4%

a

3

2.6%

5

2.6%

3

2.3%

used

2

1.8%

6

3.2%

6

4.6%

114

26.3%

189

43.5%

131

30.2%

after a given verb
Preposition

with

given verb is missing
Preposition

IS

when not needed after a
given verb
Total

Table 4.2 shows the numbers and percentages of verb errors in Xinanjiang School
(School B). From this table, it clearly presents the difference among three grades. In
Grade 11, the total number of verb errors is 189. However, the total number of verb
errors found in Grade 10 is 114, and 131 errors are found in Grade 12. Therefore,
there is no clear distinction between Grade 10 and Grade 12. Interestingly, compared
to Grade 10 and Grade 12, the students in Grade 11 made more verb errors in their
compositions. Compared to other grades, the reason why the students made more verb
errors in Grade 11, may be due to the different study process. They write simple
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sentences and avoid using complex structures in their compositions at the beginning
of their study. When they enter in Grade 11, the students start to write compound
sentences in their writings. That's why we found many verb errors in their
compositions.
A further indication of significant differences in three Grades of School A and
School B can be seen in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3
The Comparison of Verb Errors in Grade 10, Grade 11 and Grade 12 (School A and School B)
Grade 10

Categories

Grade 12

Grade 11

School A

School B

School A

School B

School A

School B

Present simple

15

7

10

24

16

11

Present continuous

0

1

0

0

0

1

Past simple

32

30

36

37

44

21

Past continuous

2

0

0

3

0

4

Future

1

3

2

4

3

0

Present perfect

9

1

3

2

2

3

Modals

2

0

4

3

8

7

Conditionals

1

2

0

1

0

1

Passive

1

4

2

3

6

3

Infinitive

9

9

11

16

14

3

Verb+-ing

2

2

3

7

5

4

Irregular verb

1

1

4

1

1

0

16

11

21

Third person singular

11

13

4

Verb choice

13

15

6

32

13

26

Usage of verb to be

3

11

7

18

11

6

Wrong preposition used

4

10

6

11

9

11

8

3

6

5

8

3

0

2

2

6

3

6

115

114

106

189

154

131

after a given verb
Preposition with
a given verb is missing
Preposition is used when
not needed after a given verb
Total

Table 4.3 shows the numbers of verb errors from three grades of two schools. It
should be noted that particularly specific differences have been found from the
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students' compositions and categorized in this table. The total number of verb errors is
115 in School A and 114 verb errors were found in School B of Grade 10. That is to
say, there is no clear difference between School A and School B in Grade 10.
However, the total number of verb errors is 106 in School A and 189 verb errors were
found in School B of Grade 11. Clearly, the result shows there is a big number
distinction between School A and School B in Grade 11. As mentioned above, School
A is one of the superior schools, but School B is an ordinary school in Zhejiang
province of China. Their English levels are obviously different in two schools from
the start. That's why there is a total difference in two schools based on the data. In
contrast, the total number of verb errors in School A is 154 and 131 verb errors were
found in School B of Grade 12. It may be concluded that the students had more verb
problems in School A of Grade 12. As can be seen, students make some progress on
verb problems after two years' study in School B.
In order to compare the differences between School A and School B, the total

number and percentage of verb errors, clearly, may be seen by calculating the results
of Table 4.4, where a specific difference between School A and School B has been
shown in detail.
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Table 4.4
The Comparison of Verb Errors between School A and School B (Total grade 10, 11, 12)
Categories

School A

SchoolB

Numbers

Percentages

Numbers

Percentages

Present simple

41

11%

42

9.7%

Present continuous

0

0

2

0.5%

Past simple

112

29.9%

88

20.2%

Past continuous

2

0.5%

7

1.6%

Future

6

1.6%

7

1.6%

Present perfect

14

3.7%

6

1.4%

Modals

14

3.7%

10

2.3%

Conditionals

1

0.3%

4

0.9%

Passive

9

2.4%

10

2.3%

Infinitive

34

9.1%

28

6.4%

Verb+ -ing

10

2.7%

14

3.2

Irregular verb

6

1.6%

2

0.5%

Third person singular

26

6.9%

50

11.5%

Verb choice

33

8.8%

73

16.8%

Usage of verb to be

21

5.6%

35

8%

Wrong preposition used

19

5.1%

32

7.4%

22

5.9%

11

2.5%

5

1.3%

14

3.2%

375

46.3%

435

53.7%

after a given verb
Preposition with
a given verb is missing
Preposition is used when
not needed after a given verb
Total

As Table 4.4 shows, there is a significant difference in numbers and percentages of
verb errors between School A and School B. Totally, the number of verb errors is 375
(46.3%) in School A and 450 (53.7%) verb errors were found in School B. From the
result, School B shows a high number and percentage than School A. The reason why
School B students have more trouble in some categories of verb errors (e.g. third
person singular, verb choice, usage of verb to be, wrong usage of verb plus
preposition, etc), may be due to their lack of grammar knowledge and less vocabulary
in English.
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As analyzed, the verb errors can be classified into 18 categories and are listed in
the following table.

Table 4.5
The Total Numbers and Percentage of Verb Errors in School A and School B
Categories

Number

Percentage

Past simple

200

24.7%

Verb choice

106

13.1%

Present simple

83

10.2%

Third person singular

76

9.4%

Infinitive

62

7.7%

Usage of verb to be

56

6.9%

Wrong preposition used after a given verb

51

6.3%

Preposition with a given verb is missing

33

4.1%

Modals

24

2.96%

Verb+ -ing

24

2.96%

Present perfect

20

2.5%

Passive

19

2.3%

Preposition is used when not needed after a given verb

19

2.34%

Future

13

1.6%

Past continuous

9

1.1%

Irregular verb

8

0.99%

Conditionals

5

0.6%

Present continuous

2

0.2%

Total

810

100%

Table 4.5 shows that there are 18 categories of verb errors found in students'
compositions in terms of frequency, where the total number is 810 verb errors found
in students' compositions based on data. There are fairly higher numbers of verb
errors in this table. Examples include: verb choice (106); present simple (83); third
person singular (76); infinitive (62); usage of verb to be (56). However, there are not
many other verb errors found in students' compositions. Examples include: modals
(24), verb+ -ing (24), present perfect (20), passive (19), future (13). In contrast, the
results show only low numbers of other categories of verb errors found based on data.
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Examples are past continuous (9), irregular verb (8), conditionals (5), and present
continuous (2). Surprisingly, the highest frequency in these categories of verb errors is
'Past simple', which is 200 out of the total of the 810 errors, accounting for 24.7% of
the errors. The reason why students have trouble with 'Past simple', may be due to the
topic of students' compositions based on data. As mentioned above, the topic of data
which is 'The Most Admired Person in My Mind' is to discuss something or describe
somebody in the past. Therefore, the tense of 'Past simple' often is used in the
students' compositions based on data. Other verb error categories (e.g. present
continuous, conditionals, past continuous, etc) present a low level of frequency based
on data. It seems probable that students avoid using these categories because of lack
of confidence to use in their compositions. It is also probable that these categories are
not related to the topic of data in the study.
Furthermore, as these tables above indicate, 18 categories of verb errors have
been found in students' compositions based on data. In order to give English teachers
and students useful information and suggestion, the remedies of verb errors based on
data are provided as follow.

4.2 Verb Errors Found and Remedy Analysis in Yanzhou Senior High School
(School A) and Xinanjiang Senior High School (School B)
Notes:

Sources listed in the following tables indicate school, grade, student, and sentence.
A-10-1-lO=School A-Grade 10-Student 1-Sentence 10
A-11-3-l=SchoolA-Grade 11-Student 3-Sentence 1
A-12-5-6=School A-Grade 12-Student 5-Sentence 6
B-10-9-3=School B-Grade 10-Student 9-Sentence 9
B-11-7-9=School B-Grade 11-Student 7-Sentence 9
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B-12-3-3=School B-Grade 12-Student 3-Sentence 3
(See Table 4.6-Table 4.100 for Sources list)

It is generally recognized that 'error study' has two functions (Corder 1981: 45). The

first is a theoretical aspect, which "is part of the methodology of investigating the
language learning process" (Corder 1981: 45). The second one is a practical aspect
and "its function in guiding the remedial action we must take to correct an
unsatisfactory state of affairs for learner or teacher" (Corder 1981: 45). Therefore, in
order to further correct students' verb usage in English writing, the following tables
illustrate different verb errors found in students' compositions based on Longman
Dictionary of Contemporary English Online (http://www.ldoceonline.com/) (2009)
and Collins Cobuild Dictionary on CD-ROM (2006). Remedies of the key words are
given for correcting the wrong usage of verb and listed in following tables.

4.2.1 Grade 10 of Yanzhou Senior High School (School A)
Table 4.6 Examples of Present Simple

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Present simple

is SQeaking and learning English

speaks and learns

A-10-1-10

English language was based on

is

A-10-1-11

she will aQQear with a cup of milk

appears

A-10-4-8

she will aQQear with a cup of tea

appears

A-10-4-9

she is always telling me

always tells

A-10-4-13

my mother is always believing me

always believes

A-10-4-13

I was deeply moved

am

A-10-5-7

I remembered

remember

A-10-6-17

He is working so hard

works

A-10-10-6

He is always helQing others

always helps

A-10-11-10

it was father

is

A-10-12-7

my father are alwavs smellim!:

always smiles

A-10-12-8

I think I will be mean

am

A-10-19-8

which will make me hated

make me hate that

A-10-19-8

he will go school

goes to

A-10-20-5
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Table 4.7 Examples of Past Simple

-Category
Past
simple

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

many people join him

joined

A-10-1-4

I have admired him

admired

A-10-1-6

he becomes a farmer and has to do that

became ... had

A-10-2-7

that's no words to com2lain about

he never complained

A-10-2-7

he does a lot and sends his love as much as

did a lot and sent his

A-10-2-7

he can to us

love

he gets up first

got

A-10-2-8

he comes back

came

A-10-2-9

he has ever said

said

A-10-3-13

he still ID'. his best

tried

A-10-5-5

she always gets on well with others

got

A-10-6-7

He is a great people

was

A-10-7-6

he has improving thoughts

had

A-10-7-6

had already left home

left

A-10-7-7

he always tell me

told

A-10-11-6

he has graduated from a college

graduated

A-10-11-7

I cheat in the exam

cheated

A-10-12-9

he becomes the most famous

became

A-10-13-5

he can just do something

did

A-10-13-6

he was working hard

worked

A-10-13-8

It have come true

came

A-10-14-12

he had ever studied

studied

A-10-15-3

It had influenced him

influenced

A-10-15-4

who are poor very much

were

A-10-15-6

before I weak up

woke

A-10-17-3

he has gone to fields

went

A-10-17-3

he doesn't come home until I have eaten my

didn't. .. had

A-10-17-3

he .!§. not well, he .!§. ill

was ... was

A-10-17-5

I request him not to work and stay at home

requested ... stayed

A-10-17-6

But he always says

said

A-10-17-7

He is one of the QeOQle

was the person

A-10-21-3

she's never taught me alone

didn't teach

A-10-25-6

she Qast energies

passed

A-10-25-9

supper

Table 4.8 Examples of Past Continuous

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Past continuous

when we are sleeping

were

A-10-2-8

I surfed the internet for too long

was surfing

A-10-18-7
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Table 4.9 Examples of Future

Category

-future

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

people are also able to go to some other stars someday

also will be

A-10-14-13

Table 4.10 Examples of Present Perfect

Category
- Present perfect

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

~

has played

A-10-1-9

qualities will influence

have influenced

A-10-6-20

I learn a lot from my father

have learned

A-10-10-15

who foster my interest

has fostered

A-10-12-7

I learned very much

have learned

A-10-18-11

many of them made contribution

have made

A-10-21-1

His experience make me

has made

A-10-21-9

He had made many wonderful movies

has made

A-10-24-4

All these changed

have been changed

A-10-25-5

a important role

Table 4.11 Examples of Modals

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Modals

I have tried my best

should try

A-10-3-13

so he must be very brave

might

A-10-14-7

Table 4.12 Examples of Conditionals

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Conditionals

if we don't have Maozedong, we will not have a new

didn't. .. would

A-10-8-10

China
Table 4.13 Examples of Passive

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Passive

nothing can be change it

be changed/change it

A-10-3-15

Table 4.14 Examples of Infinitive

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Infinitive

He used almost his life to adding words

to add

A-10-1-2

seems a mountain

seems to be

A-10-3-5

I need do it

to do

A-10-7-9

grandfather used to said to us

to say

A-10-8-10

She told herself never gave UQ

to give up

A-10-9-11

is making contribution

to make

A-10-21-6

determined to achieve

determine

A-10-21-9

encourage people live happily

to live

A-10-24-10

learn the boring grammar

to learn

A-10-25-3
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Table 4.15 Examples of Verb+ -ing
~

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Verb+ -ing

isn't worth to admire

admiring

A-10-2-4

didn't finish her studying

studying

A-10-6-7

Table 4.16 Examples of Irregular Verb
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Irregular verb

other people leaded farmers

led

A-10-8-6

Table 4.17 Examples of Third Person Singular
Remedies

Sources

encourages

A-10-5-10

always warm my heart

warms

A-10-10-5

he always do a part time job

does

A-10-10-9

he care for nothing

cares

A-10-10-11

he influent me a lot

influences

A-10-12-3

who foster my interest

fosters

A-10-12-7

he still insist on making

insists

A-10-13-4

Once he start a movie

starts

A-10-16-4

He always work

works

A-10-20-3

wup so early

gets

A-10-20-3

he always call

calls

A-10-20-4

Examples of Errors

Category

Third person singular It encourage me to do

Table 4.18 Examples of Verb Choice
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Verb

he comes out to work

went

A-10-17-5

choice

He always courage to study

encourages me

A-10-20-6

Just like a bright light, light the

It is like a bright light and

A-10-21-4

darkness

lights up

he was busy with working to afford my

was

whole family

support

I want to learn his article

read

A-10-23-9

I never o,gened u,g my mouth

opened

A-10-25-4

she made me courage able

encouraged me to study

A-10-25-10

busy

working

A-10-22-4

to

English
..

Table 4.19 Examples of Usage of Verb to Be
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Usage of verb to be

there was two mountains

were

A-10-5-3

he is very care about me

cares

A-10-20-3

he doesn't alive

isn't

A-10-23-2
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Table 4.20 Examples of Wrong Preposition Used After a Given Verb

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Wrong preposition

put my heartJQ my studies

into

A-10-11-8

was born on 1930

in

A-10-14-2

studied in the Harvard University

at

A-10-15-3

teacher also smiled to me

at

A-10-25-8

used after a given verb

1--~~~~~~~~~~~+-~~~-1-~~~--1

Table 4.21 Examples of Preposition with a Given Verb Is Missing

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Preposition with

Have you heard a person

heard of

A-10-7-1

a given verb is missing

he can do to help me

for

A-10-10-13

he heard the news

heard of

A-10-16-8

he will go school

goes to

A-10-20-5

go to study a good university

study at

A-10-20-6

he cared was the health

cared about

A-10-22-8

he knew the Sichuan earthquake

knew about

A-10-24-7

Believe my self

Believe in

A-10-25-15

4.2.2 Grade 11 of Yanzhou Senior High School (School A)
Table 4.22 Examples of Present Simple

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Present simple

The person I most admired

admire

A-11-3-1

I admired Stephen

admire

A-11-3-7

The person who I loved

love

A-11-8-1

I always be fully convinced

am

A-11-11-8

he also went on his job

goes to

A-11-13-6

things will disappear

disappear

A-11-16-11

theory was wrong andkbrave

is .. .is

A-11-16-12

when I am studying

study

A-11-18-8

I thought it was difficulty

tbink .. .is

A-11-21-8

I learned that

learn

A-11-25-9
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Table 4.23 Examples of Past Simple
~

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

past simple

He lives in tang dynasty

lived

A-11-1-2

nothing is successful

was

A-11-1-4

he is bearing a lot of miseries

bore

A-11-1-4

he doesn't choose death

didn't choose

A-11-1-5

he wants to finish

wanted

A-11-1-5

he doesn't give up, he doesn't give

didn't

A-11-1-6

wanted to continue his

A-11-1-6

up life
he wants to life continue

life
he become very famous

became

A-11-3-5

He had found "the black hole"

found

A-11-7-4

graduate from the college

graduated

A-11-7-5

he can't move his arms

couldn't

A-11-7-7

he finally succeed

succeeded

A-11-7-10

leads to his achievements

led

A-11-8-7

he can insist on his own theory

insisted

A-11-9-9

developing_![_very difficult

was

A-11-10-4

he was succeed and he found a

succeeded ... founded

A-11 -10-5

Bill make a lot of money

made

A-11-10-6

he lli not miserly

was

A-11-10-7

He contributes money

contributed

A-11-10-8

African people who lli hard

were

A-11-10-8

she is sorry

was

A-11-15-6

work is not good

was

A-11-15-7

people will be amazed when they

were ... found

A-11-16-5

He_![_the first person

was

A-11-18-2

he dare to doubt

dared

A-11-18-4

the earth_![_the center

was

A-11-18-4

which lli protected

was

A-11-18-4

It is very dangerous

was

A-11-18-7

it is obviously that to be cautious is

was .. . was

A-11-18-7

he was studying at the university

studied

A-11-19-3

He never feels hopeless and his

felt. .. stopped

A-11-19-10

~rformed

performed

A-11-20-9

which prevent him

prevented

A-11-20-10

Hawking becomes a great man

became

A-11-23-6

company

find

mind never stops
and has

who is never give up and overcome
all difficulties
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gave up . ..overcame

A-11-24-12
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Table 4.24 Examples of Future
~

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Future

it will going

go

A-11-15-11

we would succeed

will

A-11-21-8

Table 4.25 Examples of Present Perfect

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Present perfect

our country changed

has changed

A-11-14-7

Up to now, he thinks

has thought

A-11-16-12

I learnt that

have learned

A-11-19-14

Table 4.26 Examples of Modals

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Modals

We wouldn't be afraid

should not

A-11-11-10

who can't move any parts

couldn't

A-11-16-5

!!filY._PUnish him

might

A-11-18-7

working hard can let people

could make

A-11-22-12

Table 4.27 Examples of Passive

Category
Passive

Examples of Errors
instead of defeated by our life
some computer game have be made to be a DE program

Remedies

Sources

being defeated

A-11-23-9

been

A-11-25-6

Table 4.28 Examples of Infinitive

Category
Infinitive

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

be

A-11-5-7

to work hard into some discovers

to make

A-11-5-7

I learn is that love my own job

to love

A-11-6-10

He continued it

to do it

A-11-10-4

a new suggestion----reform and open to the world

to reform

A-11-14-6

to sacrifice and devoted

devote

A-11-14-10

when facing disasters

to face

A-11-19-14

want to became

become

A-11-20-2

to choose living

to live

A-11-21-5

let people became

become

A-11-22-12

to be

A-11-23-7

was willing to work

which dare be against

.
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Table 4.29 Examples of Verb+ -ing
Category
-Verb+-ing

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

instead of avoid it

avoiding

A-11-3-6

After discovery radium

discovering

A-11-4-10

instead of defeated by our life

being defeated

A-11-23-9

Table 4.30 Examples of Irregular Verb
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Irregular verb

he hasn't give up

given

A-11-8-6

who fighted against enemy

fought

A-11-12-1

she chosed the work

chose

A-11-15-6

computer game have be made

been

A-11-25-6

Table 4.31 Examples of Third Person Singular
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Third person singular

He always join

joins

A-11-2-10

always contribute the money

contributes

A-11-2-10

the person who need

needs

A-11-2-13

the black hole absorb the things

absorbs

A-11-16-11

Table 4.32 Examples of Verb Choice
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Verb

I know something from him

learn

A-11-1-7

choice

he found the earth make force evervthing

discover gravity

A-11-5-6

he advanced a new suggestion

made

A-11-14-6

and open to the world

open up

A-11-14-6

I said to her that

told

A-11-15-7

I have learnt many poems

have read

A-11-17-5

I knew many things

learn

A-11-18-8

he had also made many great successes

also had

A-11-25-4

Table 4.33 Examples of Usage of Verb to Be
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Usage of verb to
be

it is not only let me know the

not only lets

A-11-1-5

when we in trouble

we are in

A-11-11-10

we also great and be respected

can be great

A-11-11-12

his spirits worth learning

his spirit is worth

A-11-13-6

no making his fans disappointed

not wanting to make his

A-11-25-4

history

fans be
there are still lots of people

lots of people think

A-11-25-6

are

A-11-25-8

thinking that
sky's APM_j§__more than 200
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Table 4.34 Examples of Wrong Preposition Used after a Given Verb
Category
- wrong preposition
used after a given verb

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

hitting Newton in his head

on

A-11-5-4

sit fil the chair

in

A-11-7-8

learned knowl edge about it

from

A-11-10-2

he also went on his job

goes to

A-11-13-6

devoted himself in the universe

to

A-11-16-10

on the wheelchair

in

A- 11-19-7

Table 4.35 Examples of Preposition with a Given Verb Is Missing
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Preposition with

in thinking a hard problem

thinking about

A-11-5-4

a given verb is missing

he played it

played with

A-11-10-2

I don't agree it

agree with

A-11-11-2

and think the world

think about

A-11-23-5

can not work their life

work for

A-11-23-8

We must work our life

work for

A-11-23-9

Table4.36
Examples of Preposition Is Used when Not Needed after a Given Verb
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Preposition is used when

expose to the frightened government

expose

A-11-12-3

we can't imagine of

imagine

A-11-25-8

not needed after a given verb
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4.2.3 Grade 12 of Yanzhou Senior High School (School A)
Table 4.37 Examples of Present Simple

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Present simple

They all made a difference

make

A-12-5-6

never do his work

does

A-12-5-8

His inventions covered many areas

cover

A-12-7-4

If someone asked me

ask

A-12-10-1

Bell had many other

has

A-12-15-4

I realized that

realize

A-12-17-7

He had been the richest

is

A-12-18-2

he was clever

is

A-12-18-4

who were worth

are

A-12-19-1

Their spirit encouraged

encourages

A-12-19-2

they were regarded as

are

A-12-19-3

disability was not the excuse

is

A-12-19-8

There were many reasons for why I liked

are ... like

A-12-20-3

was his kindness

is

A-12-20-4

I liked his spirits

like

A-12-20-6

Yuan seemed to be rich

seems

A-12-21-5

Table 4.38 Examples of Past Simple

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Past simple

she never give up

gave

A-12-1-3

which lead her

led

A-12-1-6

she truly know

knew

A-12-1-7

she ~ hopeful

was

A-12-1-7

she walks along the ro'ad

walked

A-12-1-8

she beliefs

believed

A-12-1-8

she has a big desire

had

A-12-1-9

He cares little

cared

A-12-2-6

and give millions of yuan

gave

A-12-2-6

she prefer to live

prefered

A-12-3-5

who perform miracles

performed

A-12-4-1

he was called the Baltimore Bullet

is

A-12-4-2

Phelps has set a record

set

A-12-4-3

he was suffered fromADHD

suffered from

A-12-4-5

and !!:Y to learn swimming

tried

A-12-4-5

hej§._the best teacher

was

A-12-5-10

Bell's mind ~just

was

A-12-7-9

how many difficulties has faced

he faced

A-12-8-3

overcame

A-12-8-3

him
but he overcome all of them
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...-

She devotes herself

devoted

A-12-11-2

It is her determination that SUQQOrts

was ... supported

A-12-9-6

which ~ the prototype

was

A-12-10-6

he is not only develoQ the technical

not

of computer, but also ins12ire

developed .. .inspired

that helQ disabled people

helped

A-12-11-3

makes his mind creative

made

A-12-11-3

He has the spirit

had

A-12-11-7

life is short and tiny

was

A-12-13-12

She ~ so unlucky

was

A-12-14-3

lifej§_so difficult

was

A-12-14-4

fate is unfair, she doesn't give up

was ... didn't

A-12-14-5

She overcomes many difficulties

overcame ... tried

A-12-14-6

the life brings to her

brought

A-12-14-6

all efforts .QID'. off

paid

A-12-14-9

she has ever written a book

wrote

A-12-14-9

only

A-12-10-10

and !!TI her best

but also

was he continuing to

continued

A-12-15-7

had ... rested

A-12-15-9

She describe three

described

A-12-17-6

Helen have said

said

A-12-17-9

make his own software

made

A-12-18-3

every regard his story to be a myth

regarded

A-12-18-7

he 12rovides a new specie

provided

A-12-21-4

who has a poor childhood

had

A-12-22-2

Yuan has a special dream

had

A-12-24-11

which include plays and poems

included

A-12-25-2

research
he has a spirit that never rest
himself

Table 4.39 Examples of Future
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Future

others must say

will say

A-12-5-5

I would list many

will

A-12-10-1

she was and will be forever remembered

will

A-12-23-4

Table 4.40 Examples of Present Perfect
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Present perfect

he had made a lot of money

has made

A-12-18-6

Yuan has struggle for five

has struggled

A-12-24-3
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Table 4.41 Examples of Modals

Category
-Modals

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

he can't see forever

couldn't

A-12-1-7

tomorrow will be better

would

A-12-1-8

and can't focus on anything

couldn't

A-12-4-5

we can't hold

couldn't

A-12-13-12

he will be known

would

A-12-16-5

can I hold the belief

I can hold

A-12-16-6

the days she can see

could

A-12-17-5

I fell I touch the really world

I feel I could touch

A-12-25-11

Table 4.42 Examples of Passive

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Passive

medals won by a male

were won

A-12-4-3

and not used for entertainment

be used

A-12-9-8

until is comQletes

it is completed

A-12-9-12

I'm influence by he

influenced

A-12-13-3

his effort will admitted

will be

A-12-13-14

He homed in countryside

was born

A-12-25-2

Table 4.43 Examples of Infinitive

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Infinitive

lead her to success

succeed

A-12-1-6

keeQing on continuing

keep

A-12-1-11

when getting in trouble

to get into

A-12-1-14

valuable things are doing something

to do

A-12-2-7

or making a contribution

to make

A-12-2-7

what I do can helQ millions of people

can do to help

A-12-2-7

which is hard to be imagined by us normal people

imagine to

A-12-6-4

people may thought

think

A-12-7-8

told himself that leave

to leave

A-12-7-10

needs brave

to be brave

A-12-7-11

to solving problems

solve

A-12-11-7

to imQroving the quality

improve

A-12-12-6

to imQroving the quality

improve

A-12-15-7

most people knows

know

A-12-19-4
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Table 4.44 Examples of Verb+ -ing
...-

Category
-Verb+-ing

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Beside have optimistic view

having

A-12-1-12

his actions tell me to be rich and

being

A-12-2-8

her optimistic written

writing

A-12-13-13

is worth being learnt from

learning

A-12-15-10

never give up

giving

A-12-22-5

Table 4.45 Examples of Irregular Verb

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Irregular verb

He barned in countryside

was born

A-12-25-2

Table 4.46 Examples of Third Person Singular

Category
Third
singular

person

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

her success encourage me

encourages

A-12-3-10

He seem not as handsome as

seems

A-12-5-2

always smile to others

smiles at

A-12-5-3

He always smile but never give up

smiles ... gives

A-12-5-9

he_£Q out to do business

goes

A-12-5-11

he show me his words

shows

A-12-5-12

every regard his stoa to be a myth

regards his story as

A-12-18-7

which lead us

leads

A-12-19-7

her experience showed

shows

A-12-19-8

he keep the life

keeps

A-12-21-5

he offer money to support the research

offers

of agricultures

research in

money

to

the

A-12-21-6

Table 4.47 Examples of Verb Choice

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Verb

to learn knowledge

get

A-12-1-9

choice

should remind of Helen

remember

A-12-1-14

to learn knowledge

get

A-12-6-7

Helen learns knowledge

got

A-12-14-7

she must make more efforts

had to

A-12-14-7

he was in truth a continuing

he continued to search for

A-12-16-5

to master their life

change

A-12-19-9

only grow the new grain can we

by growing the new grain we can

A-12-21-4

avoid suffering hung!}'.

avoid suffering from hunger

achieve an achievement

make

A-12-21-8

He is determination

has

A-12-24-10

and became succeed

succeeded

A-12-25-2

searcher after practical solutions
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Table 4.48 Examples of Usage of Verb to Be
Category
- Usage of verb to
be

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

you should not be afraid of

A-12-1-13

people may not great people

may not be

A-12-9-3

the inventor who weren't

wasn't

A-12-12-9

I think he a gerson who worth

he is a person who is worth

A-12-12-10

learning

learning from

was I deegly moved by her

I was deeply moved

aren't

you

afraid

about

difficulties

A-12-13-4

determination
difficulties are not that everyone

could

could bear

everyone

it is no doubt that

there is

A-12-14-9

I sure that

I am sure

A-12-18-1

he didn't attracted by

wasn't

A-12-20-6

It is no doubt that

There is

A-12-20-9

Yuan Longping, an ordin!!!)'.

is like an ordinary farmer

A-12-21-1

not

be

borne

to

A-12-14-8

farmer
Table 4.49 Examples of Wrong Preposition Used after a Given Verb
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Wrong

you get in trouble

into

A-12-1-11

preposition

when getting in trouble

to get into

A-12-1-14

used after a given

I know the exgerience of

know Yuan Longping from his

A-12-2-7

verb

Yuan Longging

experience

always smile to others

smiles at

A-12-5-3

Thinking back to his life

on

A-12-5-12

searcher

search for

A-12-16-5

made a joke on

A-12-17-2

he studied in the university

at

A-12-18-3

a man loses hope for life

in his

A-12-23-10

after

practical

solutions
make a joke to her
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Table 4.50 Examples of Preposition with a Given Verb Is Missing

Category
~Preposition with a given verb

is missing

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

She didn't give in her fate

give in to

A-12-6-6

struggle to learn the world

learn about

A-12-6-6

and struggled five decades

struggled

A-12-8-3

for
worth learning

learning

A-12-12-10

from
you have heard this name

heard of

A-12-18-1

lead me a good life

lead me to

A-12-20-9

He has black skin for exposed the

exposed to

A-12-21-2

suffering

A-12-21-4

sun too much time
avoid suffering hungry

from
Table 4.51
Examples of Preposition Is Used when Not Needed after a Given Verb

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Preposition is used when

I read about her article

read

A-12-13-4

should catch up the chance

catch

A-12-18-11

catching up the chance

catching

A-12-18-12

not needed after a given verb

4.2.4 Grade 10 Of Xinanjiang Senior School (School B)
Table 4.52 Examples of Present Simple

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Present simple

I watching his movies

watch

B-10-6-5

she told me

tells

B-10-9-3

doesn't

B-10-11-3

He may don't have

doesn't

B-10-11-4

I didn't feel helpless

don't

B-10-14-11

he will be a hero is

is a hero in

B-10-22-13

is

B-10-23-7

He

may

don't

have

handsome look

someone's heart
he was the clever one
Table 4.53 Examples of Present Continuous

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Present continuous

his movies are hot to sell

are selling very well

B-10-16-2
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Table 4.54 Examples of Past Simple

-Category

Past simple

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

He start 12lay basket ball

started to play

B-10-2-7

when he !§_young

was

B-10-2-7

He always gets injured

got

B-10-2-8

But do those difficulties

Did

B-10-2-9

he ~hard to work

tried

B-10-3-3

He is becoming famous

became

B-10-3-4

when I do something

did

B-10-4-7

and hel12 me

helped

B-10-4-7

he is working hard

worked

B-10-7-5

12ractice sing and dance everyday

practiced singing and

B-10-7-5

dancing
He never gives up

gave

B-10-7-6

we have an exam

had

B-10-9-2

she will ask teachers

asked

B-10-9-2

She love me so much that treat me

loved ... treated

B-10-10-3

when I do something

did

B-10-10-4

she will blame me

blamed

B-10-10-4

anyone need help

needed

B-10-12-4

they take care of

took

B-10-14-7

they would tell me

told

B-10-14-9

this combination become

became

B-10-15-6

he listens to English music and

listened ... took

B-10-18-4

he should go to the English movies

went to

B-10-18-4

He had 12layed a important part

played

B-10-19-2

He !.§. the premier

was

B-10-19-3

Who gives millions

gave

B-10-23-2

When hej§__student

was

B-10-23-5

This make many people

made

B-10-23-6

he has given millions

gave

B-10-23-11

It make me impressed

made

B-10-24-9

When he know that a lot of children

knew ... couldn't

B-10-25-5

takes notes

can't go
Table 4.55 Examples of Future
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Future

we do will make the grade

will

B-10-8-8

I never give

will never give up

B-10-14-15

will

B-10-15-12

UQ

I must be succeed
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Table 4.56 Examples of Present Perfect

-

-

Category
Present perfect

-

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

grandmother ~ older

has got

B-10-10-6

Table 4.57 Examples of Conditional
~

Examples of Errors

Category
~

I wish she will healthy

Conditional

If I was him, I must can' t become famous

Remedies

Sources

would be

B-10-10-10

were ... would not

B-10-15-9

Table 4.58 Examples of Passive

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Passive

He named Kobe Bryant

is named

B-10-2-1

also concerns her students

is concerned about

B-10-9-4

a person who are others all like

is liked by others

B-10-14-9

a boy who name Zhang Jie

is named

B-10-24-4

Table 4.59 Examples of Infinitive

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Infinitive

had to making a living

make

B-10-1-7

startJlli!y basket ball

to play

B-10-2-7

those difficulties made him

make

B-10-2-9

I want to be succeed

to succeed

B-10-3-5

he likes talk with me

to talk

B-10-5-7

to pleased her

please

B-10-10-9

to education teenagers

educate

B-10-16-4

I want to became

become

B-10-17-7

to saw poor people

see

B-10-23-11

Table 4.60 Examples of Verb+ -ing

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Verb+ -ing

after finish there

finishing

B-10-4-6

practice sing and dance

singing and dancing

B-10-7-5

Table 4.61 Examples of Irregular Verb

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Irregular verb

he reached others how to repair

taught

B-10-12-5
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fable 4.62 Examples of Third Person SinguJar
...Examples of Errors
Category
person he
basketball very well
~Third

Remedies

Sources

plays

B-10-2-6

His story tell me

tells

B-10-3-5

mother always love

loves

B-10-4-4

sh e~up

gets

B-10-4-5

he always help solve

helps

B-10-5-7

It make me

makes

B-10-6-5

also act many soap operas

acts

B-10-13-6

He often tell me

tells

B-10-20-4

he still talk with me

talks

B-10-20-5

He always give love

gives

B-10-21-3

He always..lli!thimself

puts

B-10-21-7

That not only let that helped people feel

helps

warm

to

He like children

likes

m

singular

early

people

B-10-21-10
B-10-25-4

Table 4.63 Examples of Verb Choice
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Verb choice

he make the Chen instead

chose Chen

B-10-1-7

I must hard working

work hard

B-10-1-8

to do some breakfast

make

B-10-4-5

she never say tired

says she is tired

B-10-4-6

she let the best things to me

gave me the best things

B-10-10-7

tried to get it over

get over them

B-10-13-8

he didn't that

didn't do

B-10-22-9

I still as my father as my hero

still regard as

B-10-22-12

China suffer from many challenges

faces

B-10-25-7
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Table 4.64 Examples of Usage of Verb to Be
~

categoi:y
- Usage of verb to
be

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

She is vea love me

loves me very much

B-10-4-3

His movies is interesting

are

B-10-6-4

He didn't popular

wasn't

B-10-7-5

though he died

is dead

B-10-12-7

they would more haggy

were happier

B-10-14-8

which was a

B-10-15-3

he was come on the stage

came

B-10-15-5

mother is always care of me

always cares about

B-10-16-5

A person of my fa vorite---J acik

is Jack Chen

B-10-21-1

who are in

B-10-21-4

what

the

famous

amusement

company

Chen
People who in difficulties
This

make

many geog le were

made

many

people

B-10-23-6

surprised

sumrised

Table 4.65 Examples of Wrong Preposition Used after a Given Verb
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Wrong preposition used after

learn for him

from

B-10-7-8

a given verb

I learnt much for her

from

B-10-10-5

My grandmother's love to me is

is very valuable

B-10-10-8

ve!)'. valuable

for me

played jokes with others

on

B-10-12-5

I have to be diligent for study

in studying

B-10-15-11

is always care of me

always

cares

B-10-16-5

about
We often talk about each other

with

B-10-20-3

gut himself to his work

puts himself into

B-10-21-7

threw something into ·him

at

B-10-22-6

shout to her

at

B-10-22-9

Table 4.66 Examples of Preposition with a Given Verb Is Missing
Category

Examples

of

Remedies

Sources

Errors
Preposition with a given verb is

care me most

cared about

B-10-10-7

missing

I should learn him

learn from

B-10-21-9

she smelled said

smiled at him and

B-10-22-11

said
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Table4.67
Examples of Preposition Is Used when Not Needed after a Given Verb
~

Examples of Errors

Preposition is used when not needed

teaches

after a given verb

Chinese

Chinese

I will return back the

return

me

with

my

teaches

love to them

4.2.5 Grade 11 of Xinanjiang Senior High School (School B)
Table 4.68 Examples of Present Simple
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Present simple

people will think

think

B-11-7-9

He has already been 50

is already

B-11-8-6

When friends coming

come

B-11-11-11

family members coming

come

B-11-11-12

Sun Wu was the person

is

B-11-13-1

who I adores best

adore

B-11-13-1

I adores him

adore

B-11-13-9

there were three reason

are

B-11-16-5

I met the problem

meet with

B-11-16-9

you failed

fail

B-11-17-8

I had an idol

have

B-11-18-2

he was a person

is

B-11-18-2

He was famous

is

B-11-18-3

he was

is

B-11-18-4

he was ahero

is

B-11-18-5

I wanted to be a person

want

B-11-18-13

people though of him

think

B-11-18-13

you had made up your

make

B-11-19-7

learn from him was

is

B-11-20-8

we met

meet

B-11-20-8

He was a national hero, he

is ... has .. .is

B-11-23-11

He will try his best

tries

B-11-24-3

He couldn't write reading

can't

book must use

even he reads

mind

had a patriotism. He was

books,

write,

B-11-25-5

he

must
He is holding the post

holds
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Sources

Remedies

Category

B-11-25-7

me

B-10-9-3
B-10-14-14

Table 4.69 Examples of Past Simple

-

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

past simple

he become famous

became

B-11-1-5

he famous as a comic actor

he became famous

B-11-4-3

He have aggearcd

appeared

B-11-4-4

he do, carrving out his promise

carried out

B-11-5-7

he lose 10 relatives

lost

B-11-5-8

he never lose heart

lost

B-11-5-8

was ... helped

B-11-5-10

He never give up

gave

B-11-6-8

he_filil hold of

got

B-11-6-8

I feel tried want to give up

felt tired and wanted

B-11-7-11

He is always working

always worked

B-11-8-10

he never comglains

complained

B-11-8-11

he gets up

got

B-11-9-5

he need to feed animals

needed

B-11-9-6

he will have breakfast

had

B-11-9-6

he will go to the field

went

B-11-9-7

he is tired, but he has never told us

was ... never told

B-11-9-8

tells me he is ok and always simile

told ... was ... smiled

B-11-9-8

he always tells me

told

B-11-9-8

he often tell

told

B-11-10-3

I am glad

was

B-11-11-3

She works very hard

worked

B-11-12-4

She also has said

said

B-11-12-7

Thanks for them give me

they gave

B-11-12-7

which make me

made

B-11-12-7

he become more famous

became

B-11-14-3

Kobe. never give ug the dream of

Kobe never gave up

B-11-14-4

his is getting champion ring

his dream of

He was always telling to

told

B-11-15-11

he writes

wrote

B-11-17-3

I want to do

wanted

B-11-17-4

he had made up his mind

made

B-11-19-3

We all like to take

liked

B-11-20-3

always helg us

helped

B-11-20-5

we all like

liked

B-11-20-6

Bruce Lee become crazy

became

B-11-23-7

he communicate with others only

communicated

He

~

so unlucky, but he still helg

others

with

B-11-25-4

thought feeble sound

others by only

which was Newton and Dicacar

Newton and Dicacar

B-11-25-7

have had the post

had
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Table 4.70 Examples of Past Continuous

-Category
~

Examples of Errors

past continuous

Remedies

he gets ill

Sources

was getting

B-11-8-10

others are sleeping

were

B-11-9-5

they putting the ball

were putting

B-11-14-8

Table 4.71 Examples of Future

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Future

nothing is impossible

will be

B-11-6-9

therekno pity

will be

B-11-17-8

keep moving, keep to be self. Best wishes to

best wishes will come

B-11 -17-10

us

true

his spirit would be remained

will remain

B-11-23-12

Table 4.72 Examples of Present Perfect

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Present perfect

He ~ a basketball player

has been

B-11-5-1

he hadn't gain one champion

has not gained

B-11-5-3

Table 4.73 Examples of Modals

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Modals

ne ver give ug

I should never give up

B-11-1-11

we often can't help laughing

couldn't

B-11-10-3

I would understand

could

B-11-13-8

Table 4.74 Examples of Conditional

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Conditional

I wish he were healthy

would be

B-11-10-8

Table 4.75 Examples of Passive

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Passive

and buried in 1961

was buried

B-11-2-5

I won't beaten by them

won't be

B-11-12-4

I worship the people who called

the person who is called

B-11-19-1
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Table 4.76 Examples of Infinitive
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Infinitive

he could made films

make

B-11-1-6

I can success

succeed

B-11-1-11

He teaches me brave

to be brave

B-11-2-11

to gave fresh impetus

give

B-11-3-8

I adoring most.

adore

B-11-4-1

you have to surnrise

to be surprised

B-11-5-2

he knew only keeQ happy

to keep

B-11-5-9

never give UQ

to give up

B-11-5-11

outing of curiosity

out

B-11-6-5

He often tells me only I study

to study

B-11-8-8

allows any opportunity escaQing

to escape

B-11-8-9

shoes "Air Force" still sells well

sell

B-11-15-12

I learn from her is never say " give up"

never to say

B-11-16-9

help us doing something

do

B-11-20-5

to called him

call

B-11-20-6

we should to be kind

be

B-11-20-8

Table 4.77 Examples of Verb+ -ing
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Verb+-ing

he began to smoking

smoking

B-11-2-2

must keep run

running

B-11-5-11

go on do it

goes on doing

B-11-7-7

don't like talk to each other.

doesn't like talking

B-11-7-8

But know him will find

knowing

B-11-7-9

Everybody lived in the world

living

B-11-9-1

Rely on his outstanding

relying

B-11-18-8

Table 4.78 Examples of Irregular Verb
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Irregular verb

he was barned

born

B-11-23-2
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Table 4.79 Examples of Third Person Singular
~

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Third person singular

let me tell myself

lets

B-11-5-11

his boss always praise him

praises

B-11-7-4

always smile with them

smiles at

B-11-7-7

go on do it

goes on doing

B-11-7-7

don't like talk to each other

doesn't like talking

B-11-7-8

somebody worship some stars

worships

B-11-9-2

She always smile

smiles

B-11-11-6

When trouble coming

comes

B-11-11-10

she make the family warm

makes the family feel

B-11-16-6

she realize

realizes

B-11-16-7

she care about my everything

cares about me in

B-11-16-8

she love me

loves

B-11-16-10

Time made a great person

makes him

B-11-18-12

work in a factory

works

B-11-24-6

he never complain

complains

B-11-24-6

he know

knows

B-11-24-8
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Table 4.80 Examples of Verb Choice
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Verb

He never gave

gave up

B-11-1-9

choice

learn more knowledge

get

B-11-2-9

He told

said

B-11-2-10

he came to Africa

went

B-11-5-5

He made his mind to help

made up

B-11-5-6

you will run out sadness

he overcame

B-11-5-9

I would hide away from him

hide

B-11-6-4

I began to comgrehension from

know him

B-11-6-5

he wakes UQ to factory

goes

B-11-7-3

his most time is cost to do with business

most of his time is spent

B-11-8-7

on doing
and..,gQhome

came

B-11-9-7

the sun falls down

sets

B-11-9-7

She is always contented with the children

concerned about

B-11-12-9

we must do hard for ourself

work hard for ourselves

B-11-12-11

It likes a light

looks like

B-11-13-8

Kobe played flighted at last

a part in the fight to the

B-11-14-5

last
When I know Kobe

watch

B-11-14-7

It always let people feel excited

made

B-11-14-8

things is difficult to say right

are difficult to judge

B-11-17-5

grows what is called super hybrid rice

produced

B-11-19-2

to grow a kind of hybrid rice made geogle

produce ... to overcome

B-11-19-3

should not give it ug

give up

B-11-19-7

He never fouled on of us

criticized

B-11-20-6

learning more knowledge

getting

B-11-21-5

his father set him

sent

B-11-23-6

he let the foreigner admit that

showed

B-11-23-10

he sees somebody in trouble

knows

B-11-24-3

out of hunger
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Table 4.81 Examples of Usage of Verb to Be
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Usage of verb

He didn't afraid of

wasn't

B-11-2-6

to be

Point to goint

The point is

B-11-5-4

He also an lucky person

He was also

B-11-5-8

It's him let me know love

He lets

B-11-5-11

you not a failure

you will not be

B-11-5-11

He just as a worker

he is just as

B-11-7-2

The major point I venerate him because of

is because of

B-11-10-4

his confidence
children who stay in hung[Y or who is

are

homeless

homeless

Kobe, one of

Kobe is one of

B-11-14-1

and were glaced on many hoges

hoped for success

B-11-14-9

things is difficult to say right or wrong

are

B-11-17-5

hungry

difficult

or

to

B-11-12-9

judge
Who were you worship?

do

B-11-18-1

I was worshig him

worship

B-11-18-12

he isn't care about

didn't

B-11-19-6

He just like a friend

He was just like

B-11-20-7

he also is who I most worship

he is the person

B-11-21-10

He was graduated from

graduated

B-11-23-9

I will be responsibility

have

B-11-24-10

Table 4.82 Examples of Wrong Preposition Used after a Given Verb
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Wrong preposition used after a

show their respectJQ_her

for

B-11-3-3

given verb

always smile with them

smiles at

B-11-7-7

I adore his spirit on working

of

B-11-8-9

moved at his smiling on my

by his smiling

B-11-8-13

caprice

at

get more experience of society

from

B-11-8-15

thanks for those

to

B-11-12-7

look down at me

looked down

B-11-12-7

on
they

must

flight

with

fight for

B-11-14-10

be a person liked he

like him

B-11-18-13

I watch him playing basketball

on

B-11-22-5

he must sit in

B-11-25-1

themselves

JlyTV

his daily activates must on the
wheelchair
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Table 4.83 Examples of Preposition with a Given Verb Is Missing
~

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Preposition with a given verb is missing

I heard her name

heard of

B-11-3-1

I learned it

learn from

B-11-13-10

believe myself

believe in

B-11-13-11

who waited me

waited for

B-11-16-1

I met the problem

meet with

B-11-16-9

Table 4.84
Examples of Preposition Is Used when Not Needed after a Given Verb
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Preposition is used when

died of fighting

died

B-11-3-1

not needed after a given

Thank you for father

Thank you, father

B-11-7-12

verb

we can get to

get

B-11-12-12

became on the "all star player

became

B-11-15-7

He was always telling to young

always told

B-11-15- 11

people
I will make him exam12le for

will

make

make and

example

him

4.2.6 Grade 12 of Xinanjiang Senior High School (School B)
Table 4.85 Examples of Present Simple
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Present simple

I will" hate" him

hate

B-12-3-3

I went to see her

go

B-12-12-8

they have our life im12rove a lot

improve our life

B-12-14-8

I decided to support her until

decide ... the day she

B-12-18-8

died

dies

tears will be fill with my eyes

fill

B-12-18-9

who had lived

lives

B-12-19-1

bought meals for me

buy

B-12-22-2

she told me

tells

B-12-22-4

but don't need my requiting

doesn't need

B-12-23-4

he was very tired

is

B-12-24-5

she was just in her thirties

is

B-12-25-7

Table 4.86 Examples of Present Continuous
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Present continuous

mother~

is getting

B-12-12-7

older
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B-11-25-8

Table 4.87 Examples of Past Simple

Category
~Past simple

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Though mother complete I'm not

complained I did

B-12-1-3

every time did I see

I saw

B-12-2-3

My grandfatherj§__a monitor

was

B-12-4-2

she is very happy

was

B-12-4-3

I make an excuse

made

B-12-10-10

She love me so much that teat me

loved ... and treated

B-12-12-4

I do something wrong. She will

did ... blamed

B-12-12-5

Bend down and bend down

bent...bent

B-12-14-5

complaining about

complained

B-12-14-5

didn't say a word but do.

did his work

B-12-14-6

never give up, never gone

gave up

B-12-16-2

which make communist party

made

B-12-16-2

I don't know the answer

didn't

B-12-17-18

I wake up

woke

B-12-18-3

I wake up

woke

B-12-18-4

it is valuable

was

B-12-19-3

who have much money

had

B-12-19-4

he have no chance

had

B-12-19-5

he become crazy

became

B-12-19-6

I have no interest

had

B-12-20-5

my mother must go out

had to go

B-12-25-5

do well

blame me

Table 4.88 Examples of Past Continuous

Remedies

Category

Examples of Errors

Past

I am growing day and day

continuous

she added with her tears roting her

Her tears were rolling

face

down

was busing cleaning

was cleaning

B-12-14-5

as my father suffered from

was suffering

B-12-25-3

was

Sources
B-12-2-6
B-12-10-13

Table 4.89 Examples of Present Perfect

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Present

grey hair is nearly covered with my

has nearly covered

B-12-2-7

perfect

grandfather's head
there have been a lot of

B-12-4-1

I have a lot of people to respect

people that I respect
have grown up

I grow up
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B-12-12-7

Table 4.90 Examples of Modals
Category
~Modals

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

This geogle we will resgect

we should respect them

B-12-5-6

But now, I fil!Y

can say

B-12-14-2

It is certain for us to resgect them

We should respect them

B-12-14-9

I heard clearly

could hear

B-12-18-6

I can't stand and can't helQ crying out

couldn't help crying

B-12-18-6

tell me what should I do

I should do

B-12-21-6

I can see

could

B-12-25-6

Table 4.91 Examples of Conditional
Examples of Errors

Category
Conditional

If I quarrel with others, he won't just help

me without any reason, he will analyze

Remedies

Sources

quarreled ... wouldn't,

B-12-21-6

would

Table 4.92 Examples of Passive
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Passive

is regard as

regarded

B-12-13-1

also concerns her students

is concerned about

B-12-22-5

he concerned with my study

is concerned about

B-12-24-5

Table 4.93 Examples of Infinitive
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Infinitive

We should told them

tell

B-12-1-5

want my life better

to be better

B-12-3-6

do my best to gleased her

please

B-12-12-10

Table 4.94 Examples of Verb+ -ing
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Verb+ -ing

even swam in it

swimming

B-12-2-4

mother is also worth of resgecting

respecting

B-12-6-9

stopped me from Qilly computer

playing

B-12-10-8

He is still worth to my resgect

respecting

B-12-19-7
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Table 4.95 Examples of Third Person Singular

-Category

Third person singular

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Mother give my life and give me

gives ... gives

B-12-1-2

she still love me

loves

B-12-1-3

he only want

wants

B-12-3-6

the friendshiQS become more

friendship becomes

B-12-5-4

he also resQect me

respects

B-12-5-4

and Qay out a lot of herself for me

pays money

B-12-7-2

She looked after me

looks

B-12-7-4

give out all of the things

gives away

B-12-7-8

he love me

loves

B-12-8-3

He distinguish himself

distinguishes

B-12-9-4

he just work hard

works

B-12-11-5

he give the family

gives

B-12-11-6

and care me most

cares for

B-12-12-8

She let I know

lets me

B-12-13-3

she_gQ back from work

goes

B-12-15-5

exhausted

she looks exhausted

B-12-15-5

he treat me

treats

B-12-21-2

he tell me

tells

B-12-21-5

and work hard

he works

B-12-23-2

work usually make him tired

makes

B-12-23-3

he never comQlain

complains

B-12-23-3
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Table 4.96 Examples of Verb Choice
Category
-Verb
choice

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

we don't heart them

want to hurt

B-12-1-4

they listen to we say about this

hear we talk about

B-12-1-6

I have a lot of QeOQle to resQect

a

lot

of people

are

worth

B-12-4-1

respecting
villagers often remind him

remember

B-12-4-4

can think over

think

B-12-5-1

I can't image

imagine

B-12-6-11

Qay out a lot of herself for me

pays money

B-12-7-2

give out all of the things

gives away

B-12-7-8

he does a service to Rockets

offers his service

B-12-9-3

he can remove rapidly

move

B-12-9-6

she show me love

gave

B-12-10-2

she told me the words above

said

B-12-10-12

he

takes

B-12-11-4

she let the best things

gives

B-12-12-8

and care me most

cares for

B-12-12-8

making the city tidy

keeping

B-12-14-8

I often had a strong sleeQ

slept late

B-12-18-3

left their children go to the

let

B-12-19-4

life is too tiring to stand

endure

B-12-21-5

So I Qicked my confidence

built up

B-12-24-7

blames

the

whole

responsibility

college

Table 4.97 Examples of Usage of Verb to Be
Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Usage of verb to be

peoplei§._great

are

B-12-5-1

Can you guess him?

who he is

B-12-9-2

it's you teach me

you teach

B-12-11-10

She will healthy

will be

B-12-12-10

my study and life in school is happy

are

B-12-13-6

I am something wrong

do

B-12-15-2
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Table 4.98 Examples of Wrong Preposition Used after a Given Verb

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Wrong preposition used after

run at him

to

B-12-2-3

a given verb

He is not only good for us

to

B-12-8-5

treat to others friendly

treats

others in

a

B-12-8-5

friendly way
Yao works hard in his post

at

B-12-9-5

On going into the home

After going back

B-12-10-12

I learnd much for her

from

B-12-12-6

to

B-12-17-3

devotes himself for

the

children
threw the key to the indoors

B-12-18-4

under the door

I tell you a story which

about what happened

B-12-20-3

ha1mened on me

tome

happened on my father

to

B-12-25-2

I see my mother's smile on

in

B-12-25-9

the face
Table 4.99 Examples of Preposition with a Given Verb Is Missing

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Preposition with a given verb is missing

complained him a lot

a lot to him

B-12-4-3

care me most

cares for

B-12-12-8

she began to call me

call out to

B-12-18-5

Table 4.100
Examples of Preposition Is Used when Not Needed after a Given Verb

Category

Examples of Errors

Remedies

Sources

Preposition is used when not needed

He often took with me to climb

took

B-12-2-4

grey hair is nearly covered with

has nearly

B-12-2-7

my grandfather's head

covered

if I face with difficulty

face

do my best to pay back to her

pay

after a given verb

B-12-5-3
her

B-12-15-7

back
tears will be fill with my eyes

fill

B-12-18-9

teaches me with my Chinese

teaches me

B-12-22-4
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The above tables have listed different verb errors from the students' compositions and
have illustrated what might be corrected. This raises the question of how a specific
and authentic remedy can be made which would be grammatically useful in English
language teaching and learning. Similarly looking at these remedies which have
shown in above tables also raises the question of what the possible reasons students
make verb errors.

4.3 Analysis of the possible reasons of the typical verb errors

As mentioned above, 810 verb errors from 18 categories have been identified in this
study based on data. In order to give teachers and students useful information and
suggestions effectively, it is necessary to explore the causes of verb errors in terms of
students' compositions. The summary of problems and possibilities are analyzed as
follow.
Table 4.101 Types and Causes of Errors
Types

Causes

Examples

Interlanguage errors

Negative transfer

To learn knowledge
To open the light

(Interference errors)
Intralingual errors

Over-generalization

She is cleans.

Ignorance of rule restrictions

He showed to me his car.

Incomplete application of rules You like to read?
Developmental errors False concepts hypothesized

He is speaks Chinese.

Based upon Error Analysis (Richards 1974: 173) research in types and causes of
errors, three types of errors and possible causes of errors are listed in Table 4.101. In
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addition, Error Analysis (Richards 1974: 173) has been a widely used error study for
teaching and learning English as a second language. Therefore, five causes of verb
errors are analyzed for this study based on data.

4.3.1 Negative transfer

Negative transfer refers to the negative influence of learner's Ll over the acquisition
of an L2. It is believed that negative transfer from mother tongue is evidently a major
source of difficulty in second language learning. It is also believed that errors are
largely the result of 'interference'. When Chinese learners study English as a second
language, for instance, the habits of Chinese were supposed to prevent the learners
from learning the habits of English. Negative transfer, thereby is 'interference', and
leads to the result of errors and learning difficulty. As mentioned in chapter two, there
is a difference between Chinese and English. If Chinese learners ignore the difference,
they would make more errors in English. As Shoebottom (2009) states, "It is not
surprising that Chinese learners have trouble with the complexities of the English verb
system". Some examples provide typical verb errors found in students' composition
based on data: 1) The student employed learn more knowledge instead of gf}1 more
knowledge (Source: B-11-2-9); 2) The student misused it likes a light to replace it
looks like a light (Source: B-11-13-8); 3) The student misused he famous as a comic
actor instead of he became famous as a comic actor (Source: B-11-4-3). As can be
seen, students produce these deviant sentences caused by ignoring the difference
between Chinese and English.
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4.3.2 Over-generalization

In second language learning, students use previously available strategies to organize
the facts about L2, where the learner creates a deviant structure in place of the regular
structure on the basis of his experience of the target language. Usually, the reason why
learner makes errors is largely due to the failure of distinguishing the structures
clearly. For example, after learning the -s of the third person singular in the present
tense, the learner produces •she can dances, she is cleans. These hybrid patterns
derive from learners' overlearning of a structure. Here are some examples found in
students' compositions: 1) The student misused He is very care about me to replace
He cares about me (Source: A-10-20-3); 2) The student employed It is not only let me
know the history instead of It not only lets me know the history (Source: A-11-1-5). It

is concluded that student created a deviant structure in place of a regular structure on
the basis of his experience.

4.3.3 Ignorance of rule restrictions

Language learners use previously acquired rules in a new situation where they do not
apply. The contexts of the rules are ignored, because it is failure to observe the
restrictions of existing structures. It is believed that the reason why learners make this
kind of error is because they are employing the rote learning of rules. Usually, failure
to observe restrictions in verb usage may also derive from analogy; the learner
produces a deviant usage from his previous experience of construction. For instance,
she talked to me her thesis leads to ·he showed to me his car. Students produce these

incorrect sentences by analogy in the misuse of verb + preposition pattern. Here are
some examples of verb errors found in students' compositions based on data: 1) The
student misused teacher also smiled to me to replace teacher also smiled at me
(Source: A-10-25-8); 2) The student employed it will going instead of it will

gQ

(Source: A-11-15-11). Here it can be seen, students produce deviant patterns caused
by ignoring grammar rules.
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4.3.4 Incomplete application of rules

Incomplete application of rules results in a failure to develop a structure. Richards
(1974: 177) states that, "Under this category we may note the occurrence of structures
whose deviancy represents the degree of development of the rules required to produce
acceptable utterances". Based on this viewpoint, the second language learners ignore
the elementary rules so that they produce grammatically incorrect sentences. For
instance, after learning this sentence 'you needn't do it', student may produce '/need
do it' and use it in his composition. In this study, students made these kinds of errors
based on data. Examples include: 1) The student used I need do it (Source: A-10-7-9)
in place of I need to do it; 2) The student employed they putting the ball instead of
they were putting the ball (Source: B-11-14-8). It is concluded that students make
these kinds of errors caused by ignoring the elementary rules.

4.3.5 False concepts hypothesized

These kinds of errors derive from faulty comprehension of distinctions in the target
language. The reason why the second language learners make these kinds of errors is
the learners reproduce language systems or concepts from study materials but they do
not understand them clearly. That is to say, the learners photographically imitate
anything from their teachers and materials so that they build up false systems or
concepts. For instance, when taught that "is" may be the marker of the present tense,
students give the sentence: He is speaks Chinese. In addition, many course-books
concentrate too much on specific time for tenses teaching, such as "yesterday"
indicate the past tense, "today" is the present tense, "tomorrow" is the future, etc.
Consequently, learners tend to find out the specific times as signals of tenses without
due attention to the structure of the foreign language as a whole. Here are some
examples: 1) The student employed Bruce Lee become crazy instead of Bruce Lee
became crazy (Source: B-11-23-7); 2) The student misused his spirit would be
remained to replace his spirit will remain (Source: B-11-23-12); 3) The student
produced others are sleeping instead of others were sleeping (Source: B-11-9-4).
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These students tend to find the specific times as signals of tenses but ignore the
contexts of English language as a whole.
To sum up, an analysis of the major causes of verb errors - negative transfer,
overgeneralization, ignorance of rule restrictions, incomplete application of rules, and
false concepts hypothesized -

may give both teachers and students useful

information and help them learn and teach English as a foreign language.
However, it is not easy to distinguish these kinds of error causes in terms of
Richards's (1974: 172-181) research error theory. According to Ellis's (1994) error
theory, it is also concluded that second language learners produce errors, mainly,
caused by negative transfer. Many factors may influence Chinese learners to not
understand English grammar correctly, such as lack of English environment, cultural
differences, comprehension process, individual learning ability, etc.

4.4 Conclusion

This Chapter has analyzed the results of verb errors and compared the differences
among three grades (Grade 10, 11, 12) in two schools (School A, School B) in terms
of verb errors. All the research questions have been answered in this chapter. The next
Chapter will discuss the major findings and limitations of this study with some
suggestions for further research.
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Chapter five
Conclusion

This chapter presents overall conclusions about several major findings of this study in
terms of research questions, and presents some pedagogical implications. It also
discusses the limitations of the study and some suggestions will be provided for
further research.

5.1 Review of research questions

1. What are the types of verb errors found in Chinese senior high school students'
English compositions?
2. What are the differences among three grades (Grades 10, 11, 12) in two senior high
schools (School A, School B) in terms of verb errors?
3. What are the reasons for the verb errors found in the students' compositions?

5.2 Overall conclusions about Major findings

This study has made four major findings regarding Chinese senior high school
students' compositions.
Firstly, the result shows that participants made a wide range of verb errors
based on two senior high schools students' compositions. In total, 18 types of verb
error are identified and categorized as follow:
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Table 5.1
The Total Number and Percentage of Verb Errors in School A and School B
Categories

Number

Percentage

Past simple

200

24.7%

Verb choice

106

13.1%

Present simple

83

10.2%

Third person singular

76

9.4%

Infinitive

62

7.7%

Usage of verb to be

56

6.9%

Wrong preposition used after a given verb

51

6.29%

Preposition with a given verb is missing

33

4.07%

Modals

24

2.96%

Verb+ -ing

24

2.96%

Present perfect

20

2.5%

Passive

19

2.3%

Preposition is used when not needed after a given verb

19

2.3%

Future

13

1.6%

Past continuous

9

1.1%

Irregular verb

8

0.99%

Conditionals

5

0.6%

Present continuous

2

0.2%

Total

810

100%

As shown in Table 5.1, students didn't have many verb problems in some types, such
as present continuous, irregular verb, past continuous, future, passive, present perfect,
verb+ -ing, and modals. Students have big problems with past simple, and students
also have other problems, such as verb choice, verb plus preposition, present simple,
etc.
Secondly, a significant difference in numbers and percentages of verb errors can
be seen between School A and School B. School B shows a higher number and
percentage than School A. It is also true that School A is one of superior senior high
schools in Zhejiang province. In the contrary, School B is an ordinary senior high
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school in Zhejiang province of China. Students' English level is totally different from
the beginning of entrance to high school. The differences also exist among three
grades and two schools although students have been learning English in their senior
high schools. The differences have been shown in Table 5.2:
Table 5.2
The Comparison of Verb Errors between School A and School B (Total Grades 10, 11, 12)
School A

Categories

SchoolB

Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

Present simple

41

11 %

42

9.7%

Present continuous

0

2

0.5%

Past simple

112

29.9%

88

20.2%

Past continuous

2

0.5%

7

1.6%

Future

6

1.6%

7

1.6%

Present perfect

14

3.7%

6

1.4%

Modals

14

3.7%

10

2.3%

Conditionals

1

0.3%

4

0.9%

Passive

9

2.4%

10

2.3%

Infinitive

34

9.1%

28

6.4%

Verb+-ing

10

2.7%

14

3.2

Irregular verb

6

1.6%

2

0.5%

Third person singular

26

6.9%

50

11.5%

Verb choice

33

8.8%

73

16.8%

Usage of verb to be

21

5.6%

35

8%

Wrong preposition used after a given verb

19

5.1%

32

7.4%

Preposition with a given verb is missing

22

5.9%

11

2.5%

Preposition is used when not needed after a given

5

1.3%

14

3.2%

375

46.3%

435

53.7%

verb
Total

Thirdly, eighteen types of verb errors were identified and categorized in this study. In
order to give both teachers and students useful information and suggestions in
learning and teaching English as a second language in China, 150 students'
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compositions have been analyzed and the remedies for eighteen categories of verb
errors based on the data also have been suggested in chapter four (See Chapter Four:
Table 4.1 -4.101).
Fourthly, as analyzed, students make a certain progress during three years of
study in the senior high schools, but the progress still is not quite satisfactory. The
reasons why students have those verb problems as stated in chapter four, are stressed
here again: 1) negative transfer; 2) overgeneralization; 3) ignorance of rule restrictions;
4) incomplete application of rules; 5) false concepts hypothesized.

5.3 Limitations of the study
The data in this study comprise only 150 students' compositions from two senior high
schools in Zhejiang province of China. It is difficult to say whether they represent all
senior high schools in Zhejiang province or other provinces of China. Because of
limited time, the researcher didn't have chance to interview the teachers and students.
The researcher also didn't observe the classes and make any questionnaires. Therefore,
it's difficult to find out the reason why the numbers of verb errors are different among
three grades or two schools and compare the different results.
The study only focuses on verb errors rather than an overall analysis of
grammar errors. To look at grammar errors as a whole, it is also worthwhile to
examine all the grammar errors as significant pedagogical information for teachers
and students.
In this study, eighteen categories of verb errors based on the data have been
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discussed in detail. However, it does not analyze in depth each type of verb problems
in detail. Additionally, this study only focuses on verb errors rather than other errors,
such as adverb errors, adjective errors, and other preposition errors.

5.4 Suggestions for further research

There are countless possibilities for further research in English language teaching, but
I will highlight some avenues that I believe should be explored sooner rather than later.
First, this study collected data in a short period of time from only two senior high
schools in Zhejiang province of China. It would be good to investigate students'
English writing skill in other areas. Therefore, further research should devote more
time to collecting the kind of data from different provinces of China or other countries,
as well as other types of writing.
Moreover, this study only collected data which focuses on students'
composition of one theme. Thus it's limited in expressing students' English level. It
would be well worth pursuing more research that focuses on different data, such as
reading skill, testing, and students' journal, etc. This greatly contributes to investigate
student's English level and their grammatical competence.
In addition, because of limited, some other activities used in English class have

not investigated in this study. Further research should devote more time to collect
different data, such as interview, questionnaire, classroom observation, etc. This could
be beneficial to Chinese teachers for their teaching of grammar.
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Appendix:
Sudents' Compositions in Yanzhou Senior High School (Superior School-School A)

Note: A-10-1 =School A-Grade l 0-Student One
A--10--1

No Verb Errors
l. The person who I admire most is lames Murry, the editor of Oxford English Dictionary.
3. And he also influenced his two daughters.
5.

But it was a pity that he couldn't finish the dictionary.

7. I think he is a person who really loves his job.

8. And we may not be able to use the dictionary without his and many other people's work.
12. Because of their hard work, we can use the language rightly.
13. We should be grateful of them.
Verb Errors

2. He used almost his life to lilddiniil words for the dictionary.
4. Later, many people~ him in adding words for the dictionary.

6. Though I~ him from my text several weeks ago, I ~ave admire~ him very much.
9. So I think he~ an important role in English language's developing.

10. Everyone who lis speaking or learnind English should remember him and many other people who like him.
11. His story makes me know the English language l\Vas based onl a number of people's hard work.

A-10-2

No Verb Errors
I . Sometimes, it's not necessary for you to ask me who I admire; everyone has a hero in his or her heart, including

me.
2. The hero, a person I admire most is my father.
3. Maybe some people will laugh at me because their heroes are some great people or someone cool, like Li
yunchen.
5. But I want to say, my father is greater than any people in the world.
6. To be farther, without any knowledge, my father is unlucky in nowadays.
10. To be honest, I really want to grow up at once to help him.
11 . I ever heard a sentence: "father and mother I love you."

12. I love "family", especially my father.
Verb Errors
4.

In their eyes, father is really a common person whom !isn't worth to admir~.

7. He ~ecome~ a farmer andl has ~o do that, ~hat's no words to complain about, ~ut he@oes a lot and sends his lov~

~s much as he canl to us, sister and I.
8. In the early morning, he ~ up first when w~ sleeping.
9. At dusk, h~ come~ back with tiredness.

A-10--3

No Verb Errors
I.

Who do you admire most? Your father? Your mother? Your favorite star and so on?

2. The person I most admirable is a man.
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3.

He is 45 years old.

4.

He began to bring up me when I was born. Yes he is my father.

6.

My father is a businessman.

7.

In my memories, he always works all day.

8.

He is a good businessman outside. But at home, he is a serious but kind father.

9.

I love him but I have never told him.

10. My father is also first important teacher in my life.
11.

He teaches me to do many things.

12.

When I meet difficulties in some hands, he can give me some useful advice and encourage me.

14.

My father can be really stubborn sometimes.

16.

If there are difficult thing, he will be excited. Because he likes to challenge.

17.

I will try learning from him.

18.

I think he is great, brave, persistent and kind.

19.

And I want to be stronger.

Verb Errors

5.

There is a saying: father ~eem~ a mountain.

15.

Hq has ever said! that as long as I ~ave triedj my best, even if I failed, he would be proud of me.
Once he has made up his mind, nothing kan be change ill

20.

This is my father, the person I fuost admirablq.

13.

A-10--4
No Verb Errors

2.

I can see her every day.

3.

She is not the richer person or the most famous person in the world but I still admire her.

4.

She is my mother, an ordinary woman.

5.

But for me, she is as important as the whole world.

6.

I can't say how much love she has given me.

7.

The love always makes me fell warm.

10.

Day after day, she never gets tired of doing such boring things.

11.

I love her because of her great love.

12.

I can learn so much from my mother, when I fail in doing something, the first person who I think of is my
mother.

14.

She insists that I should succeed someday.

Verb Errors

1.

She is my ~dmire mosq person.

8.

Every morning she

9.
13.

!Wm appeilIJ with a cup of milk on the table.
Every evening, she !Wm appeilIJ with a cup of tea on my desk.
She ~s always tellinliJ me never to give up even if I haven't succeeded but I should believe in myself because
my motbeq is always believingj me.

15.

My mother is my ~dmire mosij person, she is ordinary but important.

A-10-5
No Verb Errors

1.

The person I admire most is Yu Gong.
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4.

So, Yugong decided to change the aspect, he managed to move the mountains to other places.

6.

Through his hard work, the two mountains were taken away at last.

8.

This helps me understand an saying better.

9.

That is ; " you should know nothing is difficult if you put heart into it."

Verb Errors

2.
3.

Yu Gong~ famous people in history that all Chinese~ him.
There was a beautiful story about Yu Gong: very long time ago, there~ two mountains called TaiHang
mountain and Wangwu mountain, the two mountains got in the way ofYuGong and his family's transport.

5.

Though he knew his difficult to do this work, he still[!ii]his best to make it possible.

7.

He is persistent and brave, I~ deeply moved by his success.

10.

It ~ncourag~ me to do more difficult work in the future.

A-10----6
No Verb Errors

1.

Of all the people around me, I admire my mother most.

2.

My mother is an ordinary person who was born in Jian De.

3.

When she was in school. She worked hard.

4.

But later she had to stop studying and went to do housework at home.

5.

Because her mother asked her to help her at home.

6.

What a pity it was!

8.

Once someone needs help, she is always willing to give them a hand.

9.

For example, one day, a stranger came to our village.

10.

He didn't know the way to his friend's home.

11.

When he turned to my mother, she took him to the place without a word.

12.

No wonder, mom is a woman who is warm-hearted.

13.

Another quality that is valuable is honesty.

14.

Actually it's not easy to be nest all the time.

15.

But how can she achieve that?

16.

She always asks me to be honest.

18.

Now, I'm trying to be more polite, warm-hearted and honest.

19.

No one can be a lonely island.

Verb Errors

7.
17.

Though my mother didn't finish ~er studyin~ in middle school, she always ~n well with others.
I kememberedj she said that a person should be reliable then others would trust you and become your friends.

20. I think these good qualities l\JJill influence

pur friendship, even our lives.

A-10--7
No Verb Errors

2.

This person I admire most.

3.

He was born in 1866, and founded the first republic in China I 1911 after many years' fighting.

4.

He strongly believed in the three principles: nationalism; people's right; people' live hood.

5.

The reason of I admire him is I think he played an important part in the history of China.

8.

So I think our teenagers shouldn't grow up with much parents' help.
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Verb errors
1.

Have yo~ hear~ a person named Sun Yat-sen?

6.

Hellij a great people because h~ has ~mproving thoughts.

7.

Sun Yat-sen ~ad already left! home, when he was a teenager.

9.

Parents gave me name but I reed do lit by myself.

A-10---8

No Verb Errors
1.

Every one has one people he or she likes best and the man must play an important part in his or her life.

2.

Now, more teenagers admire some movie stars instead of the people who are famous in our history than ever
before.

3.

As for me, I prefer Maozedong to other movie stars.

4.

Maozedong was the first president in modem Chinese history.

5.

By the 1940s, many Chinese people suffered from war and most of them became homeless and hungry.

7.

Luckily, they achieved their dream in the end.

8.

Maozedong was very interested in reading and he was good at writing poems.

9.

It is because he was knowledgeable that I love him very much.

Verb Errors
6.
10.

But Maozedong and other people~ farmers and workers to fight for the bright future.
My grandfather used t~ said to u~: ":if we ~ on't have Maozedong, we w!lll not have a new China."

A-11}-9

No verb Errors
1.

Every one has the person he admires most in his heart, and so do I .

2.

I like many famous athletes, such as Yao Ming, Liu Xiang and MaLln>

3.

But the person I admire most is DngYaping.

4.

Why do I like her so much?

5.

It's because she never gives up no matter how hard the difficulties she meets are.

6.

She was born in 1976. When she was 6 years old, she went to play table tennis, and she enjoyed it at once.

7. After that~ her father found her talent in playing table tennis, and asked her to practice more and harder.
8.

at the age of 13, Deng Yaping was sent to the national table tennis team.

9.

So she kept training harder and harder.

10.

Though during that time, she suffered a lot and even once her arms were badly hurt.

12.

So then she won many international champions though she was only l.5meters tall.

13.

Where there is a will, there is a way!

14.

If you put your heart into doing something you enjoy, nothing is impossible and you'll succeed at last.

15.

This is the thing that I should learn from Deng Yaping.

Verb Errors
11.

She told herself neve~ gave

ulJl

A-11}--10

No Verb Errors
1.

Speaking of this simple title, I can't describe how excited I am.

2.

There is a person in my heart that no one can take the place of him.
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3.

That is, my dear father.

4.

Brought up by him together with my mother, I can't express my thanks deeply to them, especially my father.

7.

Once he told me that the most important thing in his life was to provide a better life for me and my mother, he
didn't even think of himself.

8.

He just works and works till midnight.

10.

He is such a traditional person that no one can change his mind to enjoy life.

12.

However, I can understand him now.

14.

Thank you, my father.

15.

Besides, I learn a lot from my father.

Verb Errors

5.

He is just a simple person with an ordinary-looking face, but it is exactly his kind look that alway~ my
heart when ever I bow myself to despair.

6.

He ~s workin!il so hard that I can hardly see him during the day.

9.

He is a worker and he alway@part time job on weekends.

11.

It seems that h~ for nothing but money.

13.

As a great father, the only thing he can dq to help m~ is to earn money for my further education so that I can
make a bright future in a good condition.

16.

He tells me to be brave when [acin!il difficulties, perhaps it is the most valuable lesson I have ever got, for it
really helps me a lot.

A-10-11
No Verb Errors

1.

My brother is the person whom I admire most and his name is Fang Yanming.

2.

He has been in the Army for nearly eight years.

3.

My brother is l 75cm height and he is a little heavy.

4.

But now he is trying his best to fall height.

5.

My brother didn't study very well in the senior high school, but after being a soldier, he started to realize that
the important of study.

9.

On the other hand, my brother is not only brave and friendly, but also is very warm-hearted.

11.

For example, once he saved up for years to help homeless people.

12.

When I heard about his thing, I was moved deeply and I knew I should learn from my brother.

13.

In a word, my brother is a person whom I can learn a lot from.

Verb Errors

6.

And he always ~e to work hard in separate subjects of course.

7.

He began to study and read many useful books so that he bas graduated! from a college.

8.

Because of his hard-working and persist, I decide t~ pul my heart

10.

He lis always helpinii) others to solve many different problems.

tq my studies.

A-10-12
No Verb Errors

1.

If you ask me who I admire most.

2.

I'll answer you: my father.

4.

In my memory, father was full of knowledge and always read books with a smile on his face, and he usually
read stories to me.
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5.

There is a saying: "like father, like son."

6.

I soon became interested in books and writing.

10.

When my father knew it, he was too angry to say a word.

11.

but he didn't say anything but a sentence:" I think you have known you did something wrong.

12.

The only thing I want to say is that: honesty is the best policy,"

13.

What he said is so powerful that I can still remember it.

14.

Since then, I haven't done anything dishonest again.

Verb Errors

3.

He works as a middle school teacher and he funuenq me a lot.

7.

In other words, it ~ father who ~ my interest in reading.

8.

Though my fathe~ are always smelliniJ, he is very strict with me.

9.

Once, I ~heaq in the exam.

A-10-13
No Verb Errors

1.

There is a person whom I admire very much.

2.

I don't know his English name, and I can't write his Japanese name, too.

3.

But I know he is a hard-working carton work in Japan.

7.

Of course he could do something great, such as drawing and designing, but he had no chance for a long time.

9.

He knew he could just work hard until the chance came and his dream of carton would come ture one day.

10.

I have a dream seems like his, and I guess ifl learn the" insisting"" working hard" and" confidence" from
him, I' 11 get the second He.

Verb Errors

pn making carton movies.

4.

He is very old now, but he sli 111 insist

5.

So he ~ecome~ the most famous carton worker.

6.

When he was young, he kan just do ~omething dirty in the company, such as washing, sweeping and so on.

8.

And during that time, he !\Vas workingj hard without any other words.

A-10-14
No Verb Errors
I.

The person I admire most is Neil Armstrong.

3.

He is a famous American astronaut.

4.

He is still alive, and I want to have a face-to-face talk with him someday.

5.

I admire Armstrong because he was the first man to land on the moon in July 1969.

6.

When he landed on the moon. he said: "that's one small step for a man; one giant leap for mankind" instead of
"the America is the strongest."

8.

I want to be a astronaut, too.

9.

Though I am a little unhealthy.

10.

Armstrong let me know that anything is possible.

11.

Long long ago, people were willing to land on the beautiful.

Verb Errors

2.

Armstrong !\Vas born o~ 1930.

7.

He dared to go to the moon, so he~ be very brave and strong, it's the second reason I admire him.

12. It ~ave comq true for about forty years.
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13. I think peopl~ also able to go to some other stars someday.

A-10--15
No Verb Errors
1.

As we know, Bill Gates was the richest man in the past time.

2.

But do you know he had no money before he managed his company---Microsoft.

5.

I admire him very much because he is so smart and creative that he made so much money in such a short time.

7.

Bill Gates let me know, the greatest man has not only creativity and smartness, but also a warm heart.

Verb Errors
It is said he ~ad ever studied in the Harvard Universit)]. and when he was in this famous school, he liked

3.

computer very much and played computer every day.
4.

It 5ad influenced! him to give up studying to run his computer company.

6.

Another reason I admire him is he gave away his most fortune to the people who ~poor very much.

A-10--16
No Verb Errors
1.

Who is the person I admire?

2.

Believe it or not, Jack Chen is.

3.

As we all know, Jack Chen is one of the most famous actors in China, and is also well-known all over the
world.

5. He is completely a shining star!
6.

But if you think I admire him only because of these, you are wrong.

7.

You must remember the earthquake that took place in Sichuan province.

9.

So you can see, how great he is!

10.

I am really moved by him.

11.

He is so hard when he works, and he is always ready to help the people who need help at once.

12.

Isn't he a great person?

13.

We really should learn something from him,

Verb Errors
4.

Once he~ a movie, he must try his best to do it.

8.

Jack Chen gave away over lOOOOOOOyuan to the homeless people in Sichuan as soon as he~ the news
which made him very sad.

A-10--17
No Verb Errors
1.

Maybe many people admire singers, movie stars or heroes, but I only admire my grandfather although he is a
farmer.

2.

He is very old and thin, but he is very hardworking.

4.

I think that is why I admire him.

8.

He is a little stubborn, no one could change the decision that he makes.

9.

He wants my sister and I to be successful and gives us much love.

10. So I love him and admire him.

Verb Errors
3.

Every morning, before I~ up, hq has gon~ to fields and he ~oesn' t com~ home until I ~ave eate~ my
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supper.
5.

Recently, he~ not well, he~ ill. But he komes ouij to work as usual.

6.

So I ~him not to work and~ at home to ?ave a good rest.

7.

But he alway~: "I think I will finish the work which should be done today, don't leave it to tomorrow or
there will be more work to do."

A-10-18
No Verb Errors

1.

The person I admire most is my father.

2.

Though he is not very tall or strong, I admire he very much.

3.

He is 46 years old.

4.

He wears a piece of glasses. And he has a short straight hair. He is a teacher.

5.

He is a usual person. But he is a good teacher and also a good father.

6.

He is strict with me and his students.

8.

He is also very kind.

9. He bought me everything that I wanted that he thought it was good for me.
10.
11.
12.

He is very persistent too. He tries his best to do everything.
From him, I learned very much, I will do my best to do everything.
I will insist on learning. I will do more.

Verb Errors
7.

Once, ~the internet for too long, he came up and asked me to turn off the computer very angrily.

A-10-19
No Verb Errors
1. Who is the person that you admire most?
2.

As for me, I admire my father most.

3.

He is just like the sun in my life.

4.

My father is tall and a bit heavy.

5.

Don't you want to know the reason why I admire most? Let me tell you.

6.

My father is an usual person, but he not only can get on well with others but also is really helpful.

7. When you are in trouble, my father will give his hand and his power.
9.

Apart from this, my father is enthusiastic and thoughtful.

10.

It is because of my father with many advantages that I can learn to be a persistent person.

11.

I'm so happy to be his son that I can dream about being a person like him.

12.

in a word, once the people ask me for help, I'll try my best to help others whenever it is and wherever I am.

Verb Errors
8.

In case that my father isn't so, I think I~ mean and selfish, which !\Viii make me hated!.

A-10-20
No Verb Errors

1.

The person who I admire most is my father.

2.

He is so great.

7.

He is the great person in my eyes.
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Verb Errors
3. He always~ so late and~ so early to make money for my education bill, and he ~s

very care about]

~
4.

At school, he alway~o ask about my living and study.

5.

During the day off in school, sometime h~ will go schooij to see me.

6.

He always kouragtj to study hard and get good grades for myself, because he wants me to go to~ good
university and live with happiness in the future.

A-16---21
No Verb Errors
2.

But the person I admire most is Newton.

5.

How great he was!

7.

All his life is given to the study of science.

8.

Someone once said: ''because of the darkness and the ignorant ion of the people, Newton was born."

10.

Also, the most important thing is not how much you can do, but how much you want to do.

Verb Errors
There are many famous people in the world, and also many of them ~ontribution to

1.

discovering the

truth of the world.
3.

Heli one of the peopl~ who made great contribution in physic and math's.

4.

µust like a bdght light, lighij the darkness of science at that time.

6.

As far as I am concerned, the best job for a human i~ mak:in!iJ contribution in something that can make
everyone's life better, and Newton did it.
His experiencq maktj me ~eterrninedl to achieve my dream---become a person that can do something for

9.

others.

A-16---22
No Verb Errors

1. He isn't a great player or a creative scientist, but he has been the person I admire most since I was born.
2.

He sure is my father.

3.

He is medium height with strong bodies, and he does well in communicating with different people.

5.

He is always so persistent to treat everything as he used to be. not only his words but also his behaviors teach
me to be brave.

6.

Last week I got ill and it wasted a lot of time to spend on other things, I didn't dare to tell my father but at last
I did.

7.

Instead of asking me if I had fallen behind other classmates.

9.

I was so moved that I was determined to study hard in my heart.

10.

Yes, we must be brave to face everything, my father told me.

Verb Errors
4.

I used to be really weak as I was sent to hospital again and again, my father insisted on taking care of me
while he !\Vas busy with working to affordJmy whole family.

8. All h~as the health of me.
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A-10-23
No Verb Errors

1.

There is a person who I admire most, he is a famous writer from China, and he is one of the most popular
writers in teenager.

3.

He is Xu Xhimo.

4.

He was born in Raining, in Zhejing province in 1897.

5.

He was one of the most important people in the New Moon, a famous club with some famous members, like
Wen Yiduo and Hu Shi.

6.
7.
8.

I like writing because I think that is the most interesting work.
In fact want to be a writer like Xu although he is a poet.

He is a knowledgeable and hard-working people, but I am a bit lazy, so I need to work hard as him if I want to
be a succeed writer like him,

10.

I'll be hard-working because I want to improve my skill to be a great people as Xu.

11.

I'll try my best to do it.

Incorrect list

2.

Although he@oesn'g alive.

9.

his articl e~ differently feeling and I want to~ his article to learn this feeling, I know, that is difficult.

A-10-24
No Verb Errors

1.

Jackie Chan, a well-known Chinese actor, is the person that I admire most.

2.

He was born in Hongkong, so he used to use the name: Chengangsheng'.

3.

After Li Xiaolong's death. He was chosen by a movie company to make movies.

5.

He isn't only well-know in China, but also well-know in many other countries. He is our hero.

6.

Jackie Chen is also a kind man.

8.

And he also asked others to help the people in Sichuan.

9.

He said: "as Chinese, we should try our best to help others when they are facing problems."

11. These are the reasons why I like him.
12.

I learn something from him: we Chinese should be harmonious and should love China.

Verb Errors

4.

He lbad made ~any wonderful movies so far.

7. When hel knew ~he Sichuan earthquake, he gave awaylO million yuan at once.
10. He also took an active part in the 2008 Beijing Olympic games, and made some Olympic songs to encourage

peopl~ happily.
A-10-25
No Verb Errors

1.

She is a very normal teacher, about thirty years old.

2.

She is my English teacher.

7.

Once in an English class, I tried to find out the reason, it was just a smile.

11.

Because of that, I dared to speak in class; even I became so crazy about all thing about English.

12.

At the end of exam, I got an A in English.

13. I was very happy, and the teacher said; "you are clever and I always believe you can study well in English."
14. Teacher stopped a little and continued;" believe yourself, you are the best one."
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Verb Errors
3.

At the beginning of my English study, I was tired of it. I hated to memorize new words, ~the boring
grammar.

UB my mouth to pronounce a word or make sentences.

4.

In English classes, I never ppened

5.

All these ~hangedj since I mfil her. (have been changed-wrong verb tense)

6.

Believe it or not, shq's never taughij me alone, but I got great progress in English after a month, even myself
didn't know the reason.

8.

I noticed that my English teacher also ~miled t~ me,

9.

when I was upset over English, when I was not confident, sh~ energies through smiles,

10. sllq made me courage ab.lg, she made me confident.
15.

I am very grateful to my English teacher, she not only helped me in English studying, but also taught me how
to face the facts: IBeliev~ my self, I'm the best one.

School A--Grade 11

A-11-1
No Verb Errors
1.

My idol is a Chinese, he is a historian.

3.

Of cause, his name is Simaqian. Simaqian is a very famous writer and historian.

Verb Errors
2.

He~ tang dynasty.

4.

But in his life, nothin~ successful, he ~s bearingj a lot of miseries.'

5.

But he ~oesn't choosq death, because he~ to finish " shiji", it is a very famous book, ~.t is not only lctl me
know the history, but also has some valuable literature.

6. I like him because he ~oesn ' t gi ve up, he doesn' t! give up life, however, he IWants to lifq continue.
7.

So~ something from him, I will not give up.

A-11-2
No Verb Errors
1.

The person who I most worship is Yaoming, the mostfamous basketball star in China.

2.

I believe that many people like him very much. So, it is with me.

3.

Yaoming is a very gentle and humorous person.

4.

He is 2.26 meters hight, which is the heightest player in NBA now.

5.

In the 2002, he was selected by Houston Rockets.

6.

After that, he began his new career in America.

7.

Now he has become the core of Rockets.

8.

I worship him because he is the most great basketball player in China, and also the sprite ofnever give up.

9.

He is very generous and kind-hearted.

11.

He is also very humorous. So I like him.

12.

We can learn something from him, not only the basketball skill, but also the sprite.

14.

I like Yaoming. I hope that one day I can do like him.

Verb Errors
10. He alway~ the charitable career, and always kontributq the money to the poor.
13. I must work hard like him and always help the person who~ some help.
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A-11-3
No Verb Errors

2.

When hawking knew he had fallen ill, he became very frustrated.

3.

But he soon accepted the fact and started to study the black hole.

4.

Before long he found that there were many black holes in the universe.

Verb Errors

1.

The person I most ~dmiredj is Stephen Hawking, who is suffering from the severe disease, so he could only
move a few fingers, but his achievements are great.

5. Finally he wrote the book: "time history",and he ~ecomq very famous.
6.

From his story, I have learned that I should be iron, when I have trouble, I should solve the trouble instead of

~voi~ it.
7.

So I ~dmiredj Stephen Hawking.

A-11--4
No Verb Errors

1. The person who I worship best is Madame Lurie, who discovered radium.
2. And she ever won the Nobel Prize twice.
3.

One was for physics, one was for chemistry.

4.

Nobody could have the honor before.

5.

What was more, she was a woman!

6.

It's her determination and selflessness that move me.

7.

At that time, it was hard for her and her husband to do their experiments.

8. They had no suitable place to study, no equipment, no money, and they also had to take care of their family!
9.

But they never gave up. Finally, they discovered radium.

11 . But to our surprise, she contributed it to the institute.
12.

he said; "we only study for scientific career, not for the money!"

13.

hat is why they move me: learning from her, I will never give up whenever I meet troubles, and be more
selfless.

Verb Errors

10.

Afte~ discove6'1 radium,, Marie Curie could have been a very rich woman if she sold the patent of radium,.

A-11-5
No Verb Errors

1.

My favorite person is Newton who was a famous scientist from England.

2.

The reason why I like him was his determination, hardworking and modesty.

3.

The one of the great discovers found by Newton was the force made by earth.

5.

Being hit, Newton began to think why the apple fell down instead of flying away.

8. Then I will be a great person too.
Verb Errors

4. There's a story about the way he discovered it: one day when Newton was absorbed in lthinking ~hard
problem under a tree and an apple fell down, hitting Newtonllii! his head.
6.

Then after working day after night, he found

Vleearth make force cvcrythinmso he announced his famous

theory.
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7.

How great he was, I think if I can learn some of his personalities, such as never give up the problem and ~
willing to work hardl into some discover4

A-11---6
No Verb Errors

1.

I am a student and I have wide interest.

2.

So I respect a lot of great people such as Isaac Newton, Albert Einstein and so on.

3.

But I respect Nicolaus Copernicus most among them.

4.

Nicolaus Copernicus was a great scientist, who was born in Poland.

5.

He worked on space and he found the theory of church about the earth was wrong.

6.

His mathematical calculations proved the sun was the centre of the solar system, which is now the basis on
modern universe.

7.

He was cautious and didn't publish his theory until the theory was complete and he lay dying.

8.

His theory was accepted finally.

9.

I learnt much from Nicolaus Copernicus.

11.

Nicolaus devoted his whole life to his work.

12. So I should try my best to be a good learner.
13. The second thing is that you must be determined. Nicolaus showed his determination.
14. I should be determined and never give up.
Verb Errors

10. The first thing I learn is ffiat love lmy own job.

A-11-7
No Verb Errors

1.

Every one has their respectful people.

2.

It is said that one of my respectful people is Stephen Hawking.

3.

There is no doubt that he is a good scientist.

6.

The doctor told him that he had got a bad disease.

9.

But he didn't give up his life, going on working hard.

11.

There is no doubt that it is the major reason that I respect him.

12.

Forty years! How many difficulties should be in it! Can you describe them? Maybe you can't. 13.

course, I think I can't.
14.

But, I think that we can learn a lot from him.

15.

I have summed up them into a sentence: no matter how hard the life is, you can still go on.

Verb Errors

4.

He bad foun~ "the black hole" and a lot of theories about it.

5.

You know, forty years before, when he jusq graduate froilll the college.

7.

Soon

8.

He can onl~ sit at the chiliJJ everyday.

10.

hq can't movg his arms, legs and feet.

As several years passed, he finallyj~s-u-cc-ee(ij~.

A-11--8
No Verb Errors

2.

His name is Stephen.
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Of

3.

He is famous for his theory of black hole which shows us a new direction to explore the universe.

4.

Such great achievements he has made that you can never imagine that he is a cripple.

5.

he had a deadly disease when he was trying to get the doctor's degree.

8.

When we have trouble and we want to give up , we should think of him, his sprite can help us overcome all
the difficulties.

9.
10.

So what I learn from him is his spirit and his experience.
So brave his is that I love him very much.

Verb Errors

1.

The person who I~ best is an astronomer.

6.

But he ~ asn't give u~ since he knew the truth.

7.

On the contrary, he studied harder and harder which ~ead~ to his achievements today.

A-11-9
No Verb Errors

My respectest person is Alert Einstein.
2.

He is a great scientist bored in Germany, on March 14th, 1879.

3. in 1879 he entered a school in Switzerland to be trained as a teacher in physics and mathematics.
4.

In 1916 he published his paper on the general theory of relativity.

5.

During this time he also contributed to the problems of the theory of statistical mechanics.

6.

After his retirement he continued to work towards the basic concepts of physics.

7.

He gained a great number of awards in recognition of his work.

8.

I love him because I think he is not only clever but also determined.

10.

he had a way of his own and was able to see the main stages on the way to his goal.

11.

From his sprit, I learn that we should have our own views and try to solve problems by ourselves.

12.

In this way we can improve ourselves a lot.

Verb Errors

9.

He always appeared to have a clear view of the problems and he kan insisij on his own theory to solve them ,

A-11-10
No Verb Errors

1.

I worship Bill Gates as he is the richest the man in the world.

3.

So he was able to develop a new program for the computer.

9.

With the help of Bill, the people in African live a better life than that before.

10.

That's why I worship him.

11.

From Bill, I can learn a lot.

12.

First, I can't give up when I face the challenge and I can't give in to the difficulties.

13. Also. I should be generous to others ..
14.

So I can share with them.

Verb Errors

2.

When Bill was a child, he liked the computer very much; he played iij and )learned knowledge about

4.

Though the work of developinffiery difficult, He kontinued iij.

ill.

5.

At last, he l\Vas succeed! and he [oun~ a company called Microsoft which is well-known in the world now.

6.

After founding the company, Bill[ make~ lot of money.
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7.

Being rich, he~ not miserly.

8.

He kontribute~ money to the African people who~ hard to make his living.

A-11-11
No Verb Errors

1.

I think Caocao is a person whom I most respect.

3.

He was a prince and made his family stronger,, and he was a man with outstanding wisdom and value in
troubled times, was a hero and expert in peaceful times.

4.

In addition, he was very brave to kill Dongzhou by himself, and clever to unify northern.

5.

He was very great, clever, brave and so on.

6.

But he died in regretion finally.

7.

He is a hero forever in my heart.

9.

I think it is the key to success.

11.

We should be brave, never give up.

Verb Errors

2.

Maybe someone considers he was a flunkey. But I don'~ it.

8.

When I read his poems and writings, I alway~ fully convinced by his hero's mettle.

10.

We !Wouldn't ~e afraid when~ trouble.

12.

So weals~ and be respected.

A-11-12
No Verb Errors

2.

He wrote the very famous novels. Such as Crazy Dairy , the story of A Q and so on.

4.

I like him also because he devoted all his life to Chinese revolution.

5.

I learned to pay attention to the poor and to be responsible and determined from him.

6.

Read his book, I began to be interested in reading and writing.

7.

Adversity makes a man wise, not rich. I have made up my mind to be a man like LuXun.

Verb Errors

1.

The man who I most respect is LuXun, a great Chinese writer, who ~ against enemy by writing and
encouraged Chinese people to struggle for homeland and freedom.

3. I like him because he was brave enough to ~xpose t~ the frightened government.

A-11-13
No Verb Errors

1.

The person who I admire is Yuan Longping,.

2.

He is a famous scientist who is working the land, born into a poor farmer's family;

3.

he knew the great need for reasing the rice output.

4.

So after he graduated from the agricultural college, he searched for a way to increase the rice, finally he
succeeded.

5.

He is the pride of China, and his hybrid strain can protect people from hunger, the reason why he succeeded is
that he devoted his life to his work.

7

I want to be a person like Yuanlongping to make a contribution to our mother land.

Verb Errors

6

Although he is old, he also ~his job, ~is spirits wortN learning;
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A-11-14
No Verb Errors
1.

The person who I worship best is DengXiaoping.

2.

As we all know he was a great leader as well as a good learner.

3.

He was born in Guangan country, Sichan province on August 22, 1904.

4.

His family was poor, in spite of which he studied hard, and at the age of sixteen, he went to France to study
communism.

5.

In 1924, he joined the party and began his revolutionary work.

8.

On how to solve the HongKong problem, he gave good advice ---one country two systems.

9.

In this way, our country was finally reunited.

11.

I will always remember him and train myself to be a useful person to the society.

Verb Errors
6.

When he became old, he fulvancecJI a new suggestion---~ and~ to the world.

7.

From then on, our country ~hangecJI a lot.

10. He was the person who was willing to sacrifice and~ all his life to making people's life move better.

A-11-15
No Verb Errors
1.

I don't know much about many of famous persons like Stephen Hawking, who are very[}perseverant.

2.

Because I think I am far from them.

3.

I know my sister well, and I learn lot from her, who is disabled but confident.

4.

She has love and care. She often said:" live is valuable."

5. She never killed ants or other small lives. Only did she drive them out of house.
8.

She often said that she liked it and believed she could do it well.

9.

I thought I couldn't change her mind, so I gave up.

10.

I admire her for another reason is that she never blamed me or my brother ever though we made mistakes.

12.

But she often blamed herself when she made a mistake.

13.

She often bought something like clothes, food, books and so on for me, but she hardly bought something for
herself.

14.

~o

I felt sorry.

I appreciate my sister for her spirits.

Verb Errors
6.

In addition, she{H sorry for the pain of patients, so she ~hosed !the work of nurse.

7.

Every time I ~aid tQI her that the worklliJ not good.

11.

Only did she say: "it will ~oingJ, don't be concerned about it.'

A-11-16
No Verb Errors
1.

Do you know the "black hole'?

2. I think most of you have heard something about it.
3.

Yes, it will absorb all things approaching it.

4.

This theory amazed all the people around the world when it was put forward by the great scientist, Stephen

6.

When Stephen Hawking was young, he was told that he had had a rare disease that couldn't be cured.

Hawking.
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7.

He could never stand again by himself.

8.

As time went by, he became even worse that he couldn't say a word any more.

9.

But the illness didn't beat him.

13.

I think I should be enthusiastic, brave and hard-working as him. In that way, I will succeed sooner or later.

Verb Errors
Most people~ amazed when tb e~he world-famous astronomer was such a poor person whol can'ij

5.

move any parts of his body except three fingers.
10

He was enthusiastic about his new life and devoted himself@he universe.

11

After many years, he put forward the theory that the black hole ~bsorbl the things and the things~
@sappeil1j.
Up to now, he ffiink~ his old theory ~ong aad~ravc enough to correct his fault.

12

A-11-17
No Verb Errors
1.

Mao Zedong, I admire you!

2. It is known to all that Mao Zedong is the first chairman of China.
3.

He led the China's war of liberation and in 1949 the great man founded the people's republic of China.

4.

Without Mao Zedong, we can't live a happy day.

6.

The reasons why I admire him are his confidence, bravery and optimistic.

7.

When China was in its hardest time, Mao never gave up; he faced all the difficulties with his courage.

8.

I think that was why he was the leader of the red army.

9.

I've learnt a lot from Mao Zedong, the most important point is that when I face problems, I will try my best to
solve them,.

10.

All in all, Mao Zedong is the only one I admire up to now.

Verb Errors
5.

And also, he is a poet; ~·ve learnij many poems written by him.

A-11-18
No Verb Errors
1.

The person I like most is Nicolaus Copernicus, for he discovered that the earth is not the center of the uni verse
while the sun is the center of the solar system.

3.

I have many reasons to like him.

5.

I admire him for his courage.

6.

I also admire him for his cautions.

Verb Errors
2.

He[ii}he first person to do this.

4.

The first is that he~ to doubt the theory of the eart@he center of the universe which ~protected by the
Christian church.

7.

Itllij very dangerous for him to show his idea because the Christian church rejected his theory an~ punish
him, it{lij obviously that to be cautious ~quite important.

8.

Learning from Niculaus Copernicus I ~ many things such as courage, and to be cautious when I ~

~tudyin~, it may be helpful and useful.
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A-11-19
No Verb Errors
1.

The person I admire is Stephen Hawking.

2.

He is a great scientist; he worked on "black hole" for many years and made great contribution to the theory
that explains the "black hole".

4.

It was very strange.

5.

And then he even couldn't stand, walk or speak.

6.

At last, he could only move three fingers.

8

It was really terrible to a scientist.

9

But he wasn't defeated by the disease.

11

He kept studying and working, finally his dream came true.

12

He is not only a great scientist but also a great man.

13

What I admire most is not his theory but his spirit.

15

So I won't be afraid of difficulty any more.

Verb Errors
3.

When he !Was studyin!il at the university, he found that he always fell down.

7.

By now, he has spent 40 years~ the wheelchair.

10.

He never [eel~ hopeless and his mind never~ working.

14.

I ~earnt ~at we should be strong whe~ facind disasters in the life and we will succeed at last from him.

A-11-20
No Verb Errors
1 Do you have an idol inspired you?
3

I think most of us will answer "yes".

4

From a musician named Yo-Yo Ma, I know how to be a successful person.

5

Yo-Yo Ma, born on October 7, 1955, in Paris, is a outstanding musician, having been dubbed by many people
as" the world's finest cellist".

6

In his youth, he went to America in order to study music with the whole family.

7

His first performance took place in London with the Royal philharmonic orchestra.

8 It was a nice beginning for his career.
11

He determined to have the operation. In the end, it was a success.

12 In my opinion, a great man must have enough courage to overcome a various of difficulties
13

And as much knowledge as possible. His achievements suggest if we have a dream and work hard. Whatever
difficulty will disappear.

Verb Errors
2

Do you want to ~ecame ~great person?

9

Later, he won eight Gramnys and ~~-as-p_e_rl_o_nn_~...., throughout the world with the finest artists.

10 In 1980, unfortunately, he had a slight curvature in the back, which ~revenij him from continuing his artistic
ambitions.

A-11-21
No Verb Errors
1. Si maqian, who was a great writer, lived in our ancient society.
2.

Since he argued for LiLing so directly that made the king unhappy.
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3.

Unfortunately, the king punished him severe. But he didn't give himself up.

4.

The live is the test of gold adversity of strong man.

6.

As a result, He worked hard and finished the great book< siji>

7.

Adversity makes a man wise, not rich.

Verb Errors

5.

Among the choice of living or death, he was determined to choose hlvinliJ.

8.

In my opinion, I ~houghij it~ difficulty to learn English well, but we should try our best to do it and we

~ succeed sooner or later.
A-11-22
No Verb Errors

1.

I admire Albert Einstein.

2.

He is a great scientist in physic.

3

He was born in Germany.

4

But he had to move to America when he was young.

5

He wasn't very clever when he was a junior student. Others even thought he was a fool.

6

But he didn't think so. With his hard working, he became a famous physical scientist.

7 I like him, for his spirit makes me feel inspired. I also want to be a scientist like him.
8.

So I must work hard and never give up my dreams.

9

He created many things especially his theory.

10 He let human beings reach a higher attitude in physic as well as other ways.
11

I learn his thought from Albert Einstein.

13

I believe I will seceed if I do like this.

Verb Errors

12 He thought every one was equal and only working hard ~an leij people ~ecamq different from others.

A-11-23
No Verb Errors

1.

Stephen Hawking, a great scientist, is from England.

2.

He is so great that people put him in the same place with Albert Einstein and Isaac Newton.

3.

Hawking is great, however, he is also an unlucky man.

4.

He can't move his body except a finger.

Verb Errors

5.

But he once said that God didn't give him a usual life, but he gave him a cerebrum which could observe and

~hink !the world.
6.

That was full. So the God was equal. Relying on optimistic and hard working, Hawking ~ecome~ a great
man.

7.

I worship him only because of his spirit, which ~are bq against his own life.

8.

Many of ordinary people can not~ their life, so they're losers.

9.

Because of that. We llJlust workj our life outsides, instead of ~efeate~ by our life.

A--11-24
No Verb Errors

1.

The person I admire is Charlie Chaplin.
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2.

He was born in a poor family in 1889.

3.

His parents were both poor music hall performers.

4.

Charlie was taught to sing as soon as he could speak and dance as soon as he could walk.

5.

His childhood was hard.

6.

Because his garther died when he was young, He had to look after his sick mother and his brother.

7.

But through his humor, he became one of the most popular child actors in England.

8.

He began making films when he grew up.

9.

He grew more and more popular as his charming character, the little tramp who was poor and homeless but
determined to overcome all difficulties.

10.

I like him because he brightened the lives of Americans and British through two world wars and the hard
years in between.

11.

He also inspired people with great confidence.

Verb Errors

12.

I want to be a person likes Charlie who lis never give uPl and pvercomq all difficulties with optimism.

A-11-25
No Verb Errors

1.

Li Xiaofeng is a warcraft 3 player, a member of the team of WE.

2.

At most time, as his fans, we like to call him sky, which is used in many competitions.

5

So we call him "the king of human".

7

So sky's finger skill is as wonderful as KaKa's foot skill.

Verb Errors

3.

When he was in university, he learned to be a doctor, but he bad faun~ that he could be a player of warcraft

4 ~o making his fan~ disappointed, he won the first prize ofWCG, a world computer game competition, apart
from that,
6

hq had also madq many great successes in ESWC, and so on.

Although ~here are still lots of people thinking) that the computer game is just an entertainment, now some
computer game have~ made to be a DE program.

8

Because sky's APMlli)more than 200, which we .--ka_n_'_t-im_a_gt_.n_e_o-.4

9.

From sky,~ learneCJI that when you have began to do one thing, please don't give up. You can

be the best.

Superior school--Grade 12

A-12--1
No Verb Errors

1.

Helen Keller is one of the most famous people in USA.

2.

When she was young, she got a special disease and became blind.

4

With the help of her teacher, she entered the university and became a famous writer.

5.

Now she is known by the world as a original but great woman.

10 Compared to her, I feel that I must develop myself, we should be optimistic to our life and troubles with
smiling.
Verb Errors

3.

Not like other disabled people, she never~

6

I like her characteristics whic~ her ko succes~.

7

Although she trul~ she~ see forever, she~ hopeful and optimistic to her life.
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8.

Every morning she IWilikSI along the road by herself, smelling the flower's perfume, enjoying the fresh air, she
!beliefS! tomorro~ be better than today.

9.

Also sh~ big desire to~ knowledge, she spent all her life learning the unknown and novel things for
herself.

11.

When yo~ trouble, don't give up, ~eeping o~ continuing.

12.

Bcsid~plimi Lie view, we should improve our abilities every time. (having-wrong verb form)

13.

Only after you are able to get rid of troubles, ~ren't you afraid about) difficulties.

14.

In short, every time you want to escape when ~etting in ~rouble, you should ~ke_rm_·_n_d_o~ij Helen keller who will
help you rebuild confidence.

A-12--2
No Verb Errors
1.

Yuan Longping is one of the most famous scientists in China.

2.

he was born in Beijing in 1930.

3.

when he was a young man, he saw the great need for increasing the rice output, so he devoted his life to
finding ways to grow more and more rice after he graduated from southwest agriculture college in 1953.

4.

Through his effect, 22 percent of the world's people are fed from just ?percent of the farmland in China.

5.

Although he has made a great contribution to our society to solve the problem of hungry, he is still very happy
to be called a farmer.

Verb Errors
6.

H~ care~ little about leading a comfortable life and~ millions of yuan to help others do their research in
agriculture. That's why I admire him.

7.

After I Jkllow the ex perience ofYuanLongpinlil, I find that the extremely valuable things are ~oingj something
to solve the problem of the society or lffiakingj a contribution to the society what I@o can he!~ millions of
people.

8.

Also, his actions tell me~ rich and famous is not the most important thing. Money is just a sign.

A-12--3
No Verb Errors
1.

Helen Keller is in truth a great woman, though she looks like ordinary.

2.

Only after reading" if a had the power of sight for three days." Will you know what a great woman she is.

3.

Helen became deaf and blind when she was so young that she couldn't remember it at all.

4.

Since then she led a life of darkness and silence.

6.

Therefore, she learned to write and speak as ordinary persons.

7.

And it is in truth a miracle that she became a great writer, for she is such a disable person.

8.

Helen held the belief that nothing is impossible.

9.

It is her optimistic attitude and the determination in learning that move the whole world.

Verb Errors
5.
10.

Luckily, she preferl to live an active life rather than a negative one.
The most important is that her success ~ncourag~ me to overcome any difficulty in life.

A-12--4
No Verb Errors
4

The reason why I like him is not only his achievements but also his personalities which have a great effect on
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me.
6

Soon he was successful in this field.

7

But what attract me most was his attitude after his success.

8

He said: " so many people said it couldn't be done, but all it takes is an imagination." That's something I have
learned.

9

Just take some imagination and everyone have the chance to be NO. one.

Verb Errors
If you like swimming, you must know a person who~ miracles in the 29th Olympic games in Beijing.
2

He name is Michael Phelps. Because of his achievements, he /Was called! the Baltimore Bullet.

3

At the age of 23, Phelp~ has seij a record for the total number of medals ~by a male Olympian with 16. and
now, he is treated as a phenomenal athlete.

5

When he was young he JWas suffered froillj ADHD and~ focus on anything but he was so determined that
he stopped taking pills and ~ to learn swimming.

A-12---5
No Verb Errors
He is one of the ordinary people all over the world.
4

Do you know who he is? He is my father----a Lazy and kind man.

7

But I like my father best even though he is so ordinary to others.

13

This is the person who I most venerate.

Verb Errors
2
3.

With a round small face and fat body. He~ not as handsome as he was young.
He likes talking and always! smile tOI others.

5

I think others fuust sa~ hey like famous people such as Dengxiaoping, Yuanlongping and so on.

6

They all~ a difference in our lives.

8

He is lazy but neve~ his work careless, he is fat but can do sports very well.

9.

He always ~mil~ but neve~ his principle.

10 When he was a teacher, everyone in class said that he~ the best teacher they had never seen_before.
11

When he ~o ouq to do business, he is a good boss to others, he told me one thing: when you do something,
you mu:;t try your best to do it well.

12.

I remember his words. !Thinking back rCJI his life, he~ me his words, whatever you do, you must try your
best.

A-12---6
No Verb Errors
1.

Just imagine you're a blind person, if you have the power of sight for three days, what will you do?

2.

Helen Keller, a ordinary but great American woman gave us her answers.

3.

In her childhood, she lost ways to learn the world-listening and speaking.

5.

However, being disabled doesn't mean losing the belief to lead a good life.

8

There is an old saying that life just gives back what you've brought to it.

9

It was her optimistic attitude toward life that made her limited life unlimited wonderful.

Verb Errors

I

4.

She lived in a world without voice and colors, which is hard to ~e imagined by u normal people.

6

She didn't~ her fate and struggle~ the world around her in her own way.
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7

She was so eager to ~owledge that she got great achievements finally under her teacher's help.

A-12-7

No Verb Errors
1.

The person I admire most is Alexander Graham Bell.

2.

He was born in 1847 in Scotland.

3

He is a great inventor.

5

His most famous invention is telephone which we still use today.

6

There are three reasons why I admire him. The first reason is his kindness.

7.

As we know. His mother was almost entirely deaf.

12

The finally reason is his never giving up.

13.

There are many difficulties in the process of invention telephone.

14.

But he never gave up just continued.

15.

There are many things I can learn from him. Such as his kindness, his bravery, his never giving up.

Verb Errors
4

His invention~ covered! many areas.

8.

The majority of people may ~houghq that was a shame to have such mother.

9.

But the thought occupied Bell's mind ~just how to help deaf people communicate.

10 The second reason is his bravery. He always told himself~hat leavtj the beaten track occasionally and dive into
the woods.
11.

Diving into the woods is a thing beeds bravtj, isn't it?

A-12-8

No Verb Errors
1.

He is a farmer, but he is different from most farmers in China, he is also a famous scientist, who makes a great
contribute to the country by growing the super hybrid rice, his name is Yuan Longping.

2.

I respect Dr Yuan, he has a strong responsibility to his work and the country.

4

De Yuan is rich, but he cares little about spending the money on himself, instead, he donated it,. what a
generous man!

5

Dr Yuan is a great scientist, his responsibility to the society; his determination and generation affect me greatly.

6

I should work hard and make a contribution to the society like him.

Verb Errors
3

When he saw the great need for increasing rice output. He devoted himself to this work without any words, and

~truggledJ five decades to get the solution, we can't image, how many difficulties !has faced himl during this
time, but h~ overcome ~I of them, what a determine man!

A--12-9

No Verb Errors
Jane Goddall is a famous scientist who has lived in Africa for many years.
4.

It is believed that women can not live alone in forest for many years. But Jane did.

5

She researched chimps all her life in Africa.

7.

What's more, when she studied chimps, she knew chimps are human being's friends.

9.

It appears that only after you do, will you discover the deep meaning rather the phenomenon on the fall which
e.veryone can gain easily.
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10.

There is no doubt that Jane is a great woman.

11.

I learn something from her.

13.

Secondly, I must dive into researching. As far as I know, determination can effect people through their lives.

14.

Moreover, it may let people know the importance of live better.

15.

It is also good for me. In a word, her spirit inspires me to work harder.

Verb Errors

2

She ~evote~ herself to researching and protecting chimps.

3

Most great people we know about are important people, but important people~ great people.

6.

It ~ her determination that fuupport~ her to research chimps.

8.

So she argued for them to be left in the wild and pot used f01] entertainment.

12.

Firstly, I know when I do one thing, I should keep on until

li scomplete~.

A-12-10
No Verb Errors

2.

Charles Babbage was born in Britain and when he was young, he was not in good health so he was educated at
home.

3.

During the period at home, he showed an interested in mathematics and read many books.

4.

Babbage began to work on a small difference engine in 1819, which in a very short period of time could work
out mathematical tables by itself.

5.

He completed it by 1822.

7.

Again he spent a lot of his own money and all his spare time in trying to build this machine.

8.

But he never did it and in 1871 he died peacefully.

9.

His plans are still the ideas on which computers today are built.

11 . But he is remembered as a great man.
Verb Errors

1.

If someon~ me who I admire, I~ list many famous people, but my favorite person is Charles

Babbage.
6.

In 1934 he invented the Analytical Machine which~ the prototype of a computer.

10. The reason why I regard him as my favorite person is that he ~s not only de veloPl the technical of computer, but

also~ many people by his strong spirit in researching, !Which are lacM~n many peopl{i including me, so I
want to learn from him to make more efforts on my study or work in the future!

A-12-11
No Verb Errors

1.

Alexander Graham Bell was born in 1847 in Scotland, but his family moved to Boston, USA when he was
very young.

2.

Because of his mother's deaf, Bell became very interested in helping deaf people communicate and in deaf
education.

4

The good qualities led him to be a great inventor. that is, he often left the beaten track and dived into the woods
to find a new way, because of which he made some big discoveries that changed our lives such as telephone,
additionally, Bell was an inventor all his life because he invented things from his young to old.

5

in a word, Bell is a great man who made our lives better and for more convenient.

6

I like Bell very much because of his spirit.

8.

I hold the belief that I should always have our own opinions towards problems.
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9.

So, the spirit of exploring is important for me.

Verb Errors
When he was a child, he tried to invent useful machine that~ disabled people, which~ his mind

3

creative and opened.
He ~he spirit of exploring, which led him to a new way to ~roblems.

7

A-12-12
No Verb Errors
1. Alexander Graham Bell is the person who I like most. Not only for his achievements but the spirit he owned.
2.

Alexander was born in 1847 in Scotland, later his family moved to Boston.

3.

As his mother was entirely deaf, he became interested in helping deaf people communicate and in deaf
education.

4

But he was famous for his inventions especially the telephone.

5

Also, he interested himself in many other areas of invention.

7

"Leave the beaten track occasionally and dive into the woods." He said.

8 I like the sentence which shows nearly all his characters including bravery and detennination. Apparently,
which is useful for our study.

Verb Errors
6

Moreover, Bell was an inventor all his life and he was in truth a continuing searcher after practical solution[!£}

~mproviniiJ the quality of everybody's life.
9
10.

On the other hand, he was the inventor jWho weren'ij trapped in one area, which is also fit in_our study.

Above all, I think ~ie a person who worth learningJ

A-12-13
No Verb Errors
1.

The person I respect most is Helen Keller, who is the famous writer in USA.

2.

To be honest, I don't know much about her experience.

5

Then I began to learn more about her.

6 It was very young when Helen was blind and it's hard for her to know everything in the world.
7

However, with the help of her kind teacher, Helen tried to learn characters, read books and even write books
herself.

8

No matter how hard the life was, Helen was optimistic all the time.

9

What's more, Helen traveled around the world and gave her idea about treasuring our lives to all the people.

10

What her went through and what her attitude towards the life really shocked the whole world.

11

After reading Helen's other works, I was really shamed by my own attitude towards life.

15

So life is not useless, on the contrary,. everyone may make a difference if he can make up his mind to develop
himself.

Verb Errors
3.

I've only learned about her in our Chinese book and some magazines but I'm ~nfluenc~ by her sprite gradually
before I know it.

4

However, only when I kead abouq her article < if I had the power of sight for three days> !Was I deeply moved

I

~ her determination and bravery.
12

I used to believe that !ifellij short and tiny, which we ~old too many things.

13

but through Helen Keller, the ordinary but great woman. Through her optimistic jWritte~, I know everyone can
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hold his own life through hard work and strong mind.
14.

Even if he fails finally, his effort l\Vill admittedj and respected by the whole world!

A-12-14

No Verb Errors
1.

As we know, Helen Keller is a ordinary but great woman.

2.

She is the people who I most respect.

10 This book brings hope to many disabled people and they are all encouraged.
11
12

Yes, to us, life is a stage, all of us play an important role and you should play your role well.
As far as I am concerned, every time I fail, I think about Helen Keller and her spirit encourages me. this is
also the reason why I like Helen Keller so much.

13

So from Helen we can learn that no matter what difficulties we meet,. don't give up, just try our best and hold
the belief that: " who you are make a difference."

Verb Errors
3.

She [il;o unlucky for she couldn't speak, see or listen after several day of her birth.

4.

To hee, lif@o difficult.

5.

Although fat@nfair,

6

She !Overcome~ many difficulties and~ her best to accept the challenge which the life~ to her.

7

Everyday, Helen [earn~ knowledge by heart from her teachers and she ~ make more efforts than other

sh~.--d-o-e-sn_'_t_gi·v_e_u---,ll

people.
8

I think these troubles and difficulties ~e not that everyone could berul.

9

Now ~tis no douby that Helen's all efforts~ she is famous in the world, she ~as ever written~ book
called "if I had the power of sight for three days".

A-12-15

No Verb Errors
1. The person who I admire most is Alexander Granam Bell.
2.

He was born in 1847 in Scotland, but moved to Boston with his family when he was young.

3.

His mother was entirely deaf, which made him interested in helping deaf people communicate and in deaf
education, his famous invention is telephone and it has a great impact on our social life.

5 There are three reasons why I admire him.
6

Firstly, he is a very kind person.

8

Secondly, he is a creative man.

11

I should offer more help to the disabled people so that they can live a much easier life.

12 And when I recognize a problem I should find ways to solve it but not ignore it.
13

In addition, I should not have too high an opinion of myself when I succeed or it will lead to the next failure.

Verb Errors
4

Be~ many other famous inventions, too.

7

Not only did he help deaf people communicate but also !Was he continuind to research practical solutions ~
[IllprovingJ the quality of our life.

9

Thirdly, h~ a spirit that never .--kC-s-lhi-.-ms-el_,ij when he got a great achievement.

10 I believe that Bell is a person who is worth ~eing learnt fro.ID!,.
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A-12---16
No Verb Errors

1.

Alexander Graham Bell was a person who was very helpful.

2

because his mother was entirely deaf, he was interested in helping deaf communicate and in deaf education, it
was this exploring around problems that led to his most famous invention-the telephone

3 I like him because of his determination.
Firstly, Bell was an inventor all his life, he made his first invention at eleven and his last at the advanced age of

4

seventy-five years old.
I should more be active and careful to observe the things and people around me.

7

8 In short, I want to be a useful person who has a great impact on our society like Bell.
Verb Errors

5

He was always thinking about life which influences me very much, secondly, Jhe was in truth a continuing

I

~earcher afte~ practical solutions to improve the quality of everybody's life although he !Wm be known! for his
invention of the telephone.
Only after I know about his personalities! can I hold! the belief to achieve my dream.

6

A-12---17
No Verb Errors

1.

Helen Keller is an ordinary but great woman who I respect most.

3 But it seemed not to be a matter, she was so brave and optimistic to overcome the disability and gained great
goals in her study.
4

She was eager to learn and there was no doubt that she was bound to succeed in education and writing.

8 I regret that I always give up doing something when it is a little difficult and be passive when fail in test.
Verb Errors

2

Maybe God lffilike a joke t~ her, she was both blind and deaf since she was born.

5

What attracts me most was her hopeful, even though she was blind, she didn't stop imaging the days she Ean

I

~
6

She ~escribq three wonderful days if she had the power of sight to give people one hit to enjoy their life.

7

Compared to Helen, I~ that I'm undisabled in physics but disabled in mental.

9

I think I'd better do as Helen ~ave saidj: " use your eyes as if tomorrow you would be stricken blind."

A-12---18
No Verb Errors

5

He is good at writing computer language and almost all computers now use Microsoft software!

8

I admire his courage fighting with American government and his competitor.

9 The government wanted to make Microsoft into two companies so that neither of them was so strong nor so
rich, he is also a generous man.
10

He has given millions of dollars to help the education and health of many children around the world.

13

Besides, paying back to society and helping other sis important as well.

Verb Errors
I.

~that you ~ave heard ~his name: Bill Gates.

2

He ~ad bee~ the richest man in the world.

3

After he ~tudied i~ the university for two years, he left there to set up his own company. "Microsoft" and/ makq
his own software.
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4

But he~ clever!

6

Of course hel had made~ lot of money!

7

He™ so successful that ~very regard !hls story to be a myth.

11

From his successful experience, I know we should katch ug the chance immediately when it is around us.

12

Only the one who is good at searching and katching ug the chance can he be successful.

A-12-19
No Verb Errors

5

However, she was so optimistic that she continued studying by her hands.

6 With the hard work she had done, she succeeded finally; she became the winner of the life.
10

At last, I think we should always consider Helen Keller 's words that: " if I had the power of sight for three
days."

Verb Errors

There are many great people who ~worth being remembered by the world.
2 Their spirit kncouragedj people at that time or even at present to work hard.
3 For this reason, they !were regarded iiSI heroes in people's heart, and Helen Keller is just one of the heroes in my
heart. (are regarded as-wrong form)
4

as most people~ that Helen Keller was disabled, she was unlucky to be the person who was blind by
illness at the age of three.

7

Helen Keller was ordinary, just like us, but she was also great, l\Vhich lea~ us to be positive in our life.

8

what' more, her experience ~ us that disability ~ not the excuse for being lazy and failure.

9 Everybody has the ability to !master their lifr).

A-12-20
No Verb Errors

1.

John Snow was a well-known doctor in London.

2

In his doctor career, he defeated 'King cholera" and saved thousands of lifes.

5

He helped a lot of people without getting any money, but the thank ness from those people.

8 In a word, I learned many great spirits from John snow.
Verberro~

3 There~ many reasons for why~ him best.
4

Obviously, one of these reasons ~his kindness.

6

Secondly,~ his spirits, hel didn'ij attracted by Queen Victoria's rich and powerful.

7

To be frank, how many people there !Would be could g·ive u~ these good chance to get benefits

9

l!!:iiJ no doubt that they wlJll lead rn~ a good life in the future.

A-12-21
No Verb Errors

3 There was a problem in China "who offer the grain to keep Chinese alive?"
7

Based on the introduction above. I'm proud of him.

Verb Errors

Yuan Longping,
2

pn ordinary farmeg.

He has black skin kor exposaj the sun too much time, but he achieved a great achievement by a couple of
farmer 's hands.
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4 thanks to Yuan, he furovideS{_a new specie of grain, which solved the problem, only [gfow the new grain can we I
~void suffering hungJ)j.
5

Yuan beemed ~o be rich, but he~ the life as before.

6

What's more, h~ offer money to ~upport the research of agriculturc4

8 And I know to ~chiev~ an achievement is important, but to keep an ordinary heart after achievement is more
important.

A-12--22
No Verb Errors

1.

As far as many people are concerned, Louis Armstrong is a great person not only because of
his achievements but also because of his personality.

3

He dived into music all of his life and achieved a lot.

4 To be honest, which attracts me most is not his great success in music but his continuing effort and optimistic
mood.

6 The reason why he could succeed is that he had his own aim and tried again and again.

7

Personally, Louis Armstrong has a great impact on me.

8 I learn to be more confident and optimistic, so that I will have more energy to devote myself to my dream,.
faults, failures and pains can not beat me easily and I will be stronger like him.
In a word, thanks to Louis Armstrong, he teaches me how to be a truly useful person.

9

Verb Errors

There is no doubt that Louis Armstrong wh~a poor childhood is the most influential jazz musician of all

2

time.
Even though failed, he tried again and again to achieve his dream never ~

5

A-12--23
No Verb Errors

Helen Keller is an ordinary but great woman;
2

she became blind and deaf when she was very young.

3

facing such pains, she did not therefore break down. Instead, she stood up as one of the world's ten greatest
women.

5

Helen Keller is no doubt a heroine in my heart.

6

Firstly, I'm amazed at her courage in front of difficulty.

7

Despite her disability, she was not beaten and she wasn't afraid of future's life.

8

Actually, driven by great desire for life, she got through the darkest and most painful periods, which was
beyond our imagination.

9

Secondly, I'm much encouraged by her optimism.

11

While what Helen taught us was that never give in to disaster, even if it seems hopeless.

12

Another reason given is that she had wide love for others, especially the ones in trouble, I'm really moved by
her kindness and love for the world.

13

From Helen, we can learn a lot of things, and what I will remember forever is that no difficulty can beat us
unless we let them do, and that our love and efforts can make a difference.

Verb Errors

4
10

And she !Was and will be forever remembered! for her optimism and kindness.
As we know. Once a manl loses hope for Lit~, he is in truth dead.
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A-12-24
No Verb Errors
1.

With sun burnt face and arms, slim body, he is just like a farmer.

2.

Actually, he is one of China's most famous scientists whose name is Yuan Longping.

4

Now his effort is rewarded with the rice called super hybrid rice.

5

Using the rice farmers are producing harvest twice as large as before.

6

So it is available to rid the world of huger.

7

Though Yuan is rich and famous now, he continues to do his research and works just like a farmer.

8 I like Yuan Longping not only for his achievements but also for his personalities.
9

12.

He is hard-working. He is optimistic.
Now he is doing his best to achieve it. And it also tells us that big dreams and dreams big.

Verb Errors
3

Yuan hasl struggl~ for five decade to search for a way to increase rice harvests.

10. H~ determination, he cares litter about being famous .....
11.

Yu~ a special dream, in which he saw rice plants as tall as sorghum, each ear of rice was as big as an ear
of corn and each grain of rice was as huge as a peanut.

A-12-25
No Verb Errors

1.

Willian Shakespeare who I love most is without a doubt a man of all ages.

3 There' re many famous words in his works and the most invaluable one is that life is a stage.
4

There're three reasons why I love Shakespeare most.

5 First of all, his beautiful words can let you think about the life.
6 In this way, we can learn something new.
7

Moreover, we also can get a spectacular view of the history of a long time in Europe.

8

His works are many mirrors in fact.

9 To be honest, the main reason is that there are lot's of people which can show the reality thoughts of human
being in his plays.
10

In a word, I love Shakespeare most because of his great works

Verb Errors
2.

He ~orned

iJl countryside of England and ~ecame succeed! because of his works which ~cludtij plays and

poems.
11

In the end, I should say I learnt only a little meaning of his work, but just in this way, le fell I touch the really I

~·

Students' Compositions in Xinaojiang Senior ffigh School (Ordinary School-B)
Note: B-10---l=School B--Grade 10---Student One
B-1~1

No Verb Errors
1.

My favorite idol is Jack Chen.

2.

Jack Chen is a famous star.

3.

He has made a lot of action films.
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4.

All of the films are exciting and most of people like it.

5. They often go to the movies to see his action movie.
6.

Jack Chen's family name that is Fang. However, he has another family name that is Chen.

Verb Errors
7.

Because his ancestor was poor, so he had to @aking a livinliJ by begging, and he didn't want others to know
his family name, so he !make the Chenl instead.

8. But Jack Chen was hard-working and became a great star. So if I want to change my life. I !must hard workin~.

B-lG--2
No Verb Errors
2

The reason of how I know him is that I like playing basketball.

3

Kobe' s one of the best basketball player in NBA. He plays basketball fluently.

4

So he always gives a beautiful smash to show him.

S I'm exited when I see that.
10 It told me: where there is a will; there is a way.
11

Kobe Bryant, you will be luckily in the future.

Verb Errors
1

He is a super star, you must like him, if you like playing basketball or watching NBA on TV. He ~ Kobe
Bryant.

6

To be honest, I like him not only h@basketball very well. But also I have learnt more from him.

7

H~ start pla~ basket ball when he @roung.

8

He always ~jured at playing basketball.

9

Bum those difficulti~ him meet with success.

B-lG--3
No Verb Errors
1. My favorite person is Wang baoqiang.
2.

He was a worker before. But now he is a actor.

6

We should believe that we can change us life/

Verb Errors
3

I like him because he ~ard to work.

4

Because of his hard-working. He ~s becomingJ famous actor.

S His story~ me that if I want !o be succeed! I must try my best to do.

B-10-4

No Verb Errors
1. Mothers are the greatest persons in the world I think.
2.

So my mother is the most important person in my life.

8

Because of these, I know how to become a good students.

Verb Errors
3

She ~s very love mtj.

4.

It is believed that mother hlways love ~er children, right?

S Sometimes she is kind, everyday, she~ early~ some breakfast for family and do a lot of washing.
6

She is very tired afte~ finisN there work, but sh~ never say ~red.
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7

Sometimes she is strict with me, especially when I@g something wrong, but she never hit me, instead she told
me why I was wrong an~ me to correct.

9.

I

I'mvery thanks rod my mother.

B-10-5
No Verb Errors
1.

My father is forty-six years old now.

2

He likes playing cards with other people.

3 I admire him because of his character.
4

When he has a problem, he never gives up and stops till he finishes doing it.

5

It's easy for me to give up doing some difficult things.

6

He is also a loving father.

8 In daily life, I' m helpful, I also like to help others, because of that I have lots of friends/
Verb Errors
7

When I get into troubles, he alway~ solve the problems and he !likes taikl with me even if he is very busy
and tired.

B-10----6

No Verb Errors
1.

Jacke

2.

He is a very good actor.

3.

I like his movies very much , such as a series of ZuiQuan, and a series of police story.

6

Chen, is a very popular actor.

Now , he is older, but he also is my worship actor/

Verb Errors

4 His movie~ very interesting and exciting.
5 It ~ me happy when I IWatchingj his movies.

B-10-7
No Verb Errors
1. The person of my favorite is Luo Zhixiang.
2

He is a very popular singer.

3

He is handsome and has good voice.

4

He dances very well that I like he very much.

7

Now, he is better than before.

9

I believe I can do better.

Verb Errors
5.

Hq didn'ij popular before, but he ~s workincl hard and p rac ti ce sing and dance ~vcryd ay.

6

He never~ up his dream.

8

So I think I will leaml for ~im.

B-10--8
No Verb Errors
1.

Different students have different favorite stars, so do I.

2.

and I like the pop band named F.I.R. when they released their first album.
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3.

I just started to buy their album. Because their songs are very beautiful.

4.

They are different from other singers.

5.

The songs were all written by themselves, I think it's not easy in this social.

6.

And the most important reason is when the others all assailed them, they never gave up.

7.

They tried their best to solve the problems

Verb Errors
8.

I hope that everybody can learn from them to try their best to do everything, and we ~ make the grade.

B-10-9
No Verb Errors
1.

The people I most respect is my mother, my mother is a Chinese teacher in my school and bought meals for
me everyday.

5

She is the head of Chinese teachers in Xingzhong.

6

That's who I most respect.

7

And she is worth being respected.

Verb Errors
2

When w~ an exam, she~ teachers for results soon.

3

From time to time, she ?J o teaches me with my ChinesCI and gives me some study methods, and the most she

~me is to save time.
4

She not only looks after me, but also Foncem~ her students, such as their healthy and study, students like her
too.

B-10-10
No Verb Errors
1.

My grandmother is sixty-seven years old.

2.

She is very healthy and very happy.

Verb Errors
3

In my childhood I was at my grandmother's home. She~ me so much that ~reaij me very well.

4.

But sometimes when I ~o somethinliJ wrong, she

5

So I ~earnt much for ~er.

6

Now I grow up but my grandmother~ older and older,

7

everytime when I went to see her she ~et the best things to

8

My grandmother's lov~ to me is very vaJuablCj.

9

So I will treasure this love forever. And I will do my best to ~ her.

10

!Wm blame mCj seriously.

rnq and~ me most.

I wish she~ healthy and live longer.

B-10-11
No Verb Errors
1.

My worshiper is my workaday father.

2.

He's only a worker.

5.

he isn't a knowledge person.

6.

He can't understand all the words, and he often tells us:

7.

From my father, I realize what brave is, what work hard is.
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"to be a honest person."

Verb Errors
3.

He lffilly don'ij have handsome look and a smart brain. But he is the best in my heart.

4.

He &ay don't hav~ beautiful clothes, but he gives the best things to my brother and I.

B-10-12
No Verb Errors
2

He was a soldier in the army when the China was set up.

3

He was one of the best soldier in the army.

6

In the free time, he helped old people do chose.

Verb Errors

1&1y most adore people lisLei Feng.
4

He always helped others if anyone ~elp.

5

Also, he keached Pthers how to repair the truck and usually ~layed jokes with othcr4

7

But unluckily, he was killed by accident on one day night, though he~ but we will learn_the spirit of
absolute selflessness from him, learn he displayed the spirit of selflessness.

B-10-13
No Verb Errors
1.

My favorite star is Wang Xinling.

2

Her English name is Cyndi.

3

She is a great singer.

4

Her voice is very sweet, so people call her" sweet queen".

5

I like her song which is called "the day you went away" very much.

7

And these soap operas are very popular.

9

Now, Wang Xingling is 26 years old, and I believe she will succeed one day.

Verb Errors
6.

She not only sings well, but also~ many soap operas.

8.

She also went through difficulties in the past few years, but she never gave up singing, and tried to ~et it over~

B-10-14
No Verb Errors
1.

Now young people almost have their favorite stars.

2.

Of course me, I have my own favorite movie star and singer.

3.

But I like them during a time. And I will be tried of them,

4.

Actually my favorite person are my families. They give me love.

5.

They work very hard in order to make me go to school to stdy.

6.

I know they are concerned about me in anytime. Now, I'm 17 years old :

10.

They also taught me to do housework to look after myself.

13

My family are important for my life.

Verb Errors
7

and in the 17 years, they~ care of me, and helped me deal with many difficult.

8

When I got good grade, they l\Vould more happ~ than me.

9

If I was sad, they l\Vould mak~ me happy, and they l\V~ou_l_d-te~ij me how to become a person [Who are others all

~
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I

11

Because of them, now I study in another town alone. But I ~idn'q feel helpless.

12

I ~an to do anything by ~1Y own.

14

When I grow up. I will ketum bacM the love to them.

15

I know study is very hard, but with my family's love, I pever give uPI.

B-10-15
No Verb Errors
1.

My favorite people is Han Geng.

2.

Han Geng is a famous star in China amusement circle.

4

Then, he had a long hard physical training in Korea.

7

The combination's name is SJ.

8

I like Hang Geng because he is very firm.

10

It's very not easy than he could have today's brilliance.

13.

Everything is possible.

Verb Errors
He is very cool, several years ago, he was choosed by SM, l\Vhat th~ famous amusement company.

3

Next, he l\Vas com~ on the stage with 12 cool boy.

5
6

Soon, this combination ~ecom~ very rea.

9

Ifl l\Vas him, I must can't ~ecome famous.

Because I don't have his firm willpower.

11

From he, I know I have to be firm and I have to be diligent kor stud~.

12

If I study hard. I lmust be succeed!.

B-10-16
No Verb Errors
3

And I have seen all of them; they always make sb feel happily and sadly.

Verb Errors
My favorite person is Zhou Jielun, because of his songs, ~e sings songJ is interesting to my ear and makes me
comfortable.
2

He isn't only a singer, but also a great movie star, his movies fu"e hot to sell.I

4 He also uses his songs to ltiducatio~ teenagers, such as "listening to mother's say', it is the most important
reason.
5

So he makes me know that mother ~s always care o4 me, I should listen to mother's say.

B-10-17
No Verb Errors
1.

Jolin is my favorite star.

2.

She is a singer who has the beautiful voice.

3.

I think she is a successful person, because she is popular with young people, even many older people also like
her very much.

4.

I like her very much too because of her English songs.

5

She does well in English.

6

She can speak English very well.

8

So I should study English as well as I could. Although it is difficult for me to do this.

9

I will try my best to solve the problems about English.
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10.

And I hope my dream will come true,

Verb Errors
7

I want to ~ecam~ this person like her when I 'm older.

B-10-18
No Verb Errors
1.

My favorite people is my classmate, his name is Ji Jianxiong.

2.

He is good at all lessons, but his English lesson is best.

5.

I admire him very much, because he has more than one ways to study English.

Verb Errors
3.

Sometimes I asked him howl did he stud~ English.

4.

He said he ~isLens to English music and takes ~ote.s in English class; moreover sometimes he bhould go tCJI the
English movies.

B-10-19
No Verb Errors
1.

My favorite person is Zhou Enlai.

4

In 1972, Zhou Enlai met the America president in China.

5

After that, America started communicating with China. in this things, Zhou Enlai was very important.

6

So we can know Zhou Enlai was good at communicating with other.

7

Of course, he was very confident.

8.

So I think I should communicate with other people as much as I can.

Verb Errors
2

He ~ad plaYtidl a important part in Chinese development history.

3

He ~ the premier of China from the 1950s to the 1970s.

B-10-20
No Verb Errors
1.

The man who I worship is my father.

2.

I think he is the best father in the world.

6

He asks me to be good to others.

7

In fact, he has done what he said.

8.

If I become a friendly person that must be my father contribution.

Verb Errors
3 We often lt8Jk abouij each other and we have no generation gap as others.
4

He often ~ me the right way to thing.

5. Although my father is a businessman, he still ~alk witN me if he has little time.

B-10-21
Verb Errors
2.

Not because he is well-known in international films, but he is warm-hearted.

5

Jacik Chen, a Chinese actor, who has a great achievement.

6

But he still works hard.

8

He never gives in when he has difficult in working. That also moves me.
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No Verb Errors
1.

A person of my favorite---Jacik Chen.

3

He alway~ove !Q other people.

4

He gives a hand to people~ difficulties.

7 He alway~ put himself t~ his work.
9

His behavior moves me, I shoul~ him to give love to people around as possible as I can.

10. That not onl~ let that helped people feel w~, but also can improve ourself.

B-10--22
No Verb Errors
1.

My favorite person is my father .my father is a forty-year-old man.

2 He is a worker and he is very common.
3

Although these, he is a great man in my heart.

4 I also remember that day when I was a little girl.

5 in that winner day,
7

my father went to work as usual.

He was hurt and the woman walked here quickly.

8 The woman's face was red.
10 He said:" don't be careless in next time.'
Verb Errors
6 When he walked, a wo~ something~ him.
9 I thought my farther woul~ shout to ~er, but he~ that.
11 . The woman was shocked for a minute and then she~~m-ell_ed_s_ai-.dj: " thank you !"
12. since that time, JI still as Jmy farther as my hero.
13.

Every person is common, but in sometimes, he IW.-ill-b_e_a_h_e_
ro_i...,~ someone's heart.

B-10--23
No Verb Errors
1.

Who is the most rich people a:ll over the world?

3

How silly question. yes, he is my favorite adore people---Bill Gates.

4

Bill Gates is very successful and very rich.

8

He is very good at writing computer language s and a:lmost a:ll computers now use Microsoft software.

9

He has done this by making sure that no one else will be able to compete with his software.

10

He is very rich and that makes people jealous.

12. How lovely man he is !
13.

I always wonder how he could get so rich so quickly.

14 Has he done it by fair means? Or has he done it by being a computer bully?
Verb Errors
2.

Who~ millions of dollars to help the education and health of many children around the world?

5 When h~ is student!, He left Harvard University to set up his own company "Microsoft" and make his own
software.
6 This~ many people~ surprised.
7
11

But he~ the clever one!
But he is generous, he~
~as-gi-.v-e...,~ millions of dollars to help the education and health of many children around
the world, and he often went to Africa to ~ poor people.
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B-10--24
No Verb Errors
1.

Do you know Hunan TV?

2. I believe most of people know that, because the Hunan TV is very hot.
3.

And do you know Hunan TV has ever held a game called voice of happy boy?

5

He is a poor boy, and he was born in Si Chuan. But he is handsome in my opinion.

6

Also his voice is very good, he can sing a lot of difficult song.

7

Of course, his English is pretty perfect.

8 There are reasons why I love him.
10 His love is worth studying for us. I'm proud of him
Verb Errors

4

I like it very much, especially I like a boy l\Vho nameJ Zhang Jie.

9

One day, I found that he had set up a school. It ~ me impressed.

B-10--25
No Verb Errors
1.

Most of the young people like stars, besides me.

2.

Maybe you like them because of their famous.

3.

But my favorite the star is not only famous, but also knidheart. He is a actor--ChengLong.

6

He's willing to give away the money and books to the poor place.

8 He is kindheart and warmheart.
9

This is why he's my favorite adore people.

10 I will make a contribution to serving the people, like Cheng Long.
11

So, I hope that everyone can do that. If so, China will be stronger and stronger.

Verb Errors

4

He~ children.

5 When he~ that a lot of children~ go to school because of the poor.
7

Also, China ~uffer froaj many challenges. He encourages Chinese to be brave.

B-11-1
No Verb Errors
1.

Charlie Chaplin, the people I worship most, is famous for his humor.

2.

He was born in a poor family.

3.

As his parents were all poor hall performers.

4.

Chaplin was taught to sing and dance very early.

7.

he was given a special scar for his outstanding work.

8.

I like his humor which makes people laugh.

10.

And he was kind to others though they were unkind to him.

Verb Errors

5. Though his childhood was not easy, he ~ecomq famous when he grew up.
6.

And he could~ films he starred in. (make-wrong verb form)

9.

But what I like more is his determination and optimism. He never~133

11.

From him I can learn that no matter what difficulty I meet, ~ever give uPI, then I canl succes4

B-11-2
No Verb Errors
1.
3.

Ernest Hemingway, a America novelist, born in a doctor's family in 1899. he had a outstanding life.
Most of people thought he was a bad boy.

4.

Unfortunately, he old life was not lucky, he joined the batters some times.

7.

Then In 1954, Hemingway gained the Nobel Prize. At the same time, he also became a outstanding novelist. In
general, he was a great man.

8.
12.

I like him not only was he a great man, but also he was a good novelist.
I adore Ernest Hermingway very much.

Verb Errors
2.

At the age of nine, he began ~o smokin!il, and then drinking, playing with others very late.

5.

Finally, he killed himself an~ in 1961.

6.

But in my opinion, he was a real hero, at the time of batters. He@idn'ij afraid of all difficulties.

9.

Reading his novel, I can~ more knowledge.

10.

He ~old I; "man is not made for defeat, a man can be destroyed but not defeated."

11.

He teaches m~ brav~ and hopeful. So I hope I can be a man like him who could have determination to
overcome all difficulties.

B-11-3
No Verb Errors
2.

She had almost devoted all her life to her favorite work.

4.

What sadness, a real hero died. Isn't she a real warrior?

5.

What a brave Chinese woman! what a example to us all !

6.

no wonder, you must know the woman, a national hero, Ren Changxia.

7.

I admire her today, I will respect her forever!

Verb Errors
1.

The first time I ~her name was many years ago. She was a policewoman died of fighting_with scoundrels.

3.

The day she died, a lot o people couldn't help theirselves to weep to show their respec@er.

8.

The memory of her dead will be a kind of power~ fresh impetus to my life ~et's lovq her together!

B-11-4
No Verb Errors
5.

He is a very clever person and never gives up.

6.

He could do without Hollywood's blessings, but what I liked most was his so-called wulitou humors.

7.

I think we can learn from his humor so we can bring laughs to others.

Verb Errors
1.

Do you know the Hong kong's king of comedy---Zhou Xingchi! He is the person who I~ most.

2.

Zhou was born in Hong Kong in June 1962. in 1988, he played one of the leads in the film Final Justice.

3.

He had his first starring role in 1990 and then ~e famou~ as a comic actor.

4.

He ~ave appeareCJI in more than 40 films and won many Hong Kong film awards and was regarded as Hong
Kong's Kong of comedy.
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B-11-5
Verb Errors
1.

He~ a basketball player in NBA nearly 10 years.

2.

He can score 13 goals in 35 second, you have~.-o-s_u_rp_n-.s-.t}

3.

But hq hadn't gahll one champion. His name is Tracy McGrady.

4.

lPoini for poinij, I like him. Not only his score ability and wonderful act but also his love.

5. Last year he kam~ to Africa, when he saw the African Children lived so hard.
6.

He~ his mind to help these poor children.

7. This year he @o, carrying ouy his promise.
8.
9.
10.

~an unlucky person, in ten years, he~ 10 relatives, but he never ~ose heartj.
he knew pnly keepj happy, &ou will run ouij sadness.

He~ so unlucky, but he sti~thers.

11 . l1t's him leij me know love, ~me tell myself, never~. you must kee~ yo~ a failure.
12.

l1t's also he teij me know help the poor and unlucky people is everyone duty.

B-11--6
No Verb Errors
1.

The person who I most adore is my uncle.

3.

When I was a child, I was afraid of his eye content, he looked very gravity.

6. I knew he did everything with constant willpower.
7.

After graduating from college, because our family was poor he must look for job himself without help.

Verb Errors
2.

In my eyes, hq is vary frollll other relatives.

4.

In most cases, when I saw him, I wouJdl.-hi-.d-e_a_w
_a_y_fr
_
oJrl
~ him.

5. But as I grow up, puling oij curiosity, I began to komprehensioilJ from my mother.
8.

He neve~ whatever how hard the difficult was/ in return after years he ~
.--et_h_o-ld_o_f....,~ high post.

9.

I think if I have the constant will power as him, nothin!!ill impossible for me.

B-11-7
No Verb Errors
1.

Who is my most worship person? He is my father.

5.

Father is a simple person. He will do what he needn't do.

6.

His friends always tell him that he needn't do it.

10.

Father always says ; "do what you think you should do. Go on means win."

Verb Errors
2.

Although father isn't boss. !He just a8I a worker, but I am very pride of him.

3.

Everyday he jWakes ulJI to factory and comes back late.

4.

He works very hard. So his boss always ~him.

7.

But fathers always ~mile wm]j them, ~o on d~ it.

8. My father ~on't like talk to each other.I
9.
11.

So many people will think he isn't easygoing. JBut know hilij will find he is a good man.
When I [eel triedj~ to give up. The word will come into my heart. it gives me confidence, then I think I
can do it and go on.

12.

fThank you for fatheq, I am very pride of my father!
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B-11--8
No Verb Errors
1.

There is a person who never complains about his busy work.

2.

The person never uses his own mentality to conquer me.

3.

He offers his power to support a family.

4.

He is my father and I most adore him.

5.

Perhaps he is not the most great man in the world, but he is the best father in my heart.

12.

I adore his consideration to my mother's bad temper.

14.

Leaming from him, I know the meaning of incumbency.

16.

He is just a man I most adore.

Verb Errors
6.

He ~as already bee~ 50 years old. He likes mar-fang very much.

7.

But in fact, ~is most time is cost to do with businesSI,

8.

He often tells me ~nly I stud~ harder and harder, I can get the future life that I want.

9.

I adore his spirit on working, he never gives up, he never allows any opportunity ~~s-c-ap_in_g~.I

10.

Hej is always workin!il even he~ ill.

11.

What's more, he never complains.

13.

I am moved bt his smiling o~ my caprice.

15.

At the same time, I can ~el more experience of~ociety and to realize my dreams with my own hands.

B-11-9
No Verb Errors
3.

I also worship them, but the person who I most worship is my father, a farmer.

4.

My father, an ordinary man, who always is busy.

9.

If you want to lead a better life you need to learn more than others.

10.

My father, a simple farmer, worked always, but he let me know: living in the world, you need to be best you,
do your best in everything.

Verb Errors
1.

Everybody ~the world has his own idols.

2.

Maybe somebody l\Vorshie some stars, artists or those great leaders.

5.

Everyday h~ at half past five in the morning, at that time others ete sleepin!il.

6.

After getting up he ~ to feed animals first, then he l\Vm havtj breakfast.

7.

After having breakfast he ~ to the field to do farm work, an~ home after ~he sun falls down!.

8.

Although he(B tired, but he ~las never tol~ us, and he always~ me he~ ok and always ~irnil~, he always

~me that in today's world of cultural crossroads.

B-11-10
No Verb Errors
1.

The people who I venerate most is my father.

2.

He is forty-seven-years-old, but he looks very old. He is a humorous person.

5.

When he does a thing, there is always smile in his face.

6.

You couldn't see something serious in his face.

7.

And he thinks of things in an all-round way, so he could do things successfully.
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Verb Errors
3.

When I was a child, he often[!ill humorous stories to us, and we often~ help laughing, I also will
remember the interesting things in my childhood forever.

hlrn! because oij his confidence.

4.

The major point I venerate

8.

I hope that I can become a man like him, and I wish hel werq healthy.

B-11-11
No Verb Errors
1.

Are there any people you adore?

2.

I adore my mother; she is a kind lady who has many friends.

4. There are three reasons for which I adore her.
5.

First, she never gives up even if she has a big problem that can't be solved.

7.

She isn't the most beautiful person in the world, but she has a most beautiful heart.

8.

The last one, she brings laughing and happiness to her family.

9.

From her, I learn that trouble, friends and family are parts of our life.

Verb Errors
3.

Her friends said : " she is not only a good mother but also a good friend." I~ glad to hear that. In my heart,
she is a super star.

6.
10.

She always &milt) to face it. Second, she is so kind that everyone likes her, including me.
When troublekomingj, we should smile.

11 . When friends kominlil, we should be kind,
12.

When family members komingj,, we should give our love to them.

B-11-12
No Verb Errors
1.

Who is my most worshipful person? The reason is sure, she is Jolin.

2.

She is a girl, she sings very well and now she can dance very well, too.

3.

At first she couldn't dance very well, but now almost no body can dance better than her in China.

5.

so she is staunch and unremitting.

6.

But only a little people know how hard she works behind us.

8.

So she is not arrogant and she is tolerant.

10.

Because of her, I always try hard to reach my dream and be unremitting.

Verb Errors
4.

She~ very hard and said; " I don't like showing my ~to others, because I know many singer work
very hard, I !Won't beatelll by them."

7.

She also ~as sai~: 'thanks forl those who llook down aij me;

!thanks for them gi vCj me so big strike, which~

me always work hard."
9.

She ~s always contented withl the children who ~Lay in hungry or who is ~omel ss, so she is full of sympathy.

11. I know that our future is in our own hand, we mus~ do hard for ourse lf.I
12.

Now the harder we work, the better future we c~

B-11-13
No Verb Errors
2.

He was born in an ordinary family.
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3.

There was an event what changed his life.

4.

Yes, it was very sad, his legs were cut off.

5.

And he also was very sad in a long time. His dream was broken. He couldn't be an officer.

6.

But he didn't give up, so he wrote the" Sun Zi Bin Fa" at home. He also had been a strategior.

7.

"Sun Zi Bin Fa" is used in many ways today, for example business, military affairs, intercourse and so on.

Verb Errors

1.
8.
9.

Sun Wu~ the person who I@doreaj best. He is famous for his "Sun Xi Bin Fa".
JlL likes a light JFor me; I~ understand many things in life. I can catch more ideas than ever before.
That's why I@dore~ him.

10.

~ learned! it when the trouble comes, how I can do.

11.

Just" unremitting", do my best, ~elievq myself, I can overcome the trouble, and win at last,

B-11-14
No verb Errors

2.

Although he is regarded as "fly man'. Kebe is also very good.

6.

But he didn't give up, he said that the next year they would come again.

11.

Kobe loves his basketball as well as we love our lives.

12.

So we should put our heart into the life as well as he plays the basketball.

Verb Errors

1.

!Kobe, one oij the most famous NBA players. I think he is the best player after Jordan.

3.

After he got the point of 81, he~ more famous in the basketball fans, and I was one of them.

4.

Kobe, never ~i vc up the dream of his is gelling) champion ring.

5.

The last year's league, the team. That Kobtj played flighted at lasij, but they failed. He was very depressed.

7.

When I~ Kobe, I fell happy. I like basketball. It is a wonderful sport.

8.

It always ~ people feel excited, when the~ the ball into the basket.

9.

But the back of the success, they trained very hard and jWere placed on many hopesJ.

10.

so they must !flight witN themselves. It is not easy.

B-11-15
No Verb Errors

1.

There is a Negro, 1.98 meters high, jumps from the penalty kick line.

2.

The greatest basketball player's name is 'Jordan". He is called "the basketball god".

3.

But in his childhood, he was not taller and stronger than other children.

4.

He made up his mind to be the best player.

5.

Since he was in high school, he tried his best to practice playing basketball.

6.

Then he became more taller and stronger and famous in the university.

8.

The Bulls had been the most cause of popular in NBA: won 72 matches, only lost 9 matches
in a sports season.

9.
10.

In playoffs, he helped the team win first place 6 times, creating the dynasty of the Bulls.
He also joined "The Dreaming Team" and got the gold medal in Olympic Games.

Verb Errors

7.

He could do anything on the basketball ground lheaJ became

onl the "all star player" in a short time.

11.

He !Was always telling to ~oung people" "never give up, you will be the best."

12.

Now his basketball shoes "Air Force" stil~ sell~ well.
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B-11-16
No Verb Errors
3.

Although she is not tall but she works very hard and tries her best to do everything.

4.

To else one's surprise, my mother's family name is the same as mine.

Verb Errors
1.

The people who gave me the life, the people who looked after me carefully when I was small baby, the people
who ~ me to have a dinner everyday.

2.

Yes, she is my mother; she is ~lso my most worship peoph~.

5.

Somebody may ask why I worship her, there !Were three reaso~.

6.

The first: sh~ make the family wantj and happy. I like it very much.

7.

The second: she is willing to help someone whether she kealizfj.

8.

The third is the most important: she is very kind and she ~are about my everything).

9.

I learn from her ~s never sa~" give up" even though~ met ~he problem.

10.

I love her and she~ me too,

B-11-17
No Verb Errors
1.

There are many arguments about him, bad or good. Someone regards him as a fool.

2.

Someone thinks that he is crazy. Others, on the contrary, like him very much, one of them am I. his name is
Hanhan, a famous writer in China

6.

From his experience. I realize that there is not only one way to success.

7.

If you find a way, carry on, that's right.

9.

He, the person I most respect, is still working hard for his dream, so am I.

Verb Errors
3.

I think he isn't only a star, the story that he !Write~ is really good.

4.

I am common, so is he. But he has done something that I~ to do but haven't done.

5.

Although, these thing~ is difficult to sa~ right or wrong.

8. Don't be worried, if you [aile~, ther@o pity.
10. I just want to say: keep moving, ~.-e-e_p_t_o_b_e_s-el-f-.B-es_t_w_i-sh_e_s-to--.uSj.

B-11-18
No Verb Errors
6.

Caocao lived in a time of Sanguo, as we all know; every place in Sanguo was in rule or in war. 7. So as a

child, Caocao made up his mind to be a hero who could unify the whole area, then he
joined the army.
10.

How brave he was! how clever he was!

Verb Errors
I.

Who~ you worship? Luxun, Jay or superman?

2.

Also I~ an idol; he~ a person who lived thousands of years ago.

3.

He ~ famous for his great deads.

4.

Do you know whom he~? Yes, his name is Caocao.

Ps an enemy. In my eyes, he~ a hero.

5.

Although he IWas regret

8.

Several years later, he was the leader of army~ on his outstanding achievement.
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9.

His own~ wasn't easy, but with his hard work, he became a success.

11.

What a&ucceed livqhe had.

12.

Time~ a great person. He's just that one. I can see his differences and his great. I l\Vas worshiB him.

13.

I l\Vante~ to be a person! liked

hq, Whatever people~ of him.

B-11-19
No Verb Errors

4.

He is also a person who loves and cares for his people.

5.

He made it possible to produce one-third more of the crop in the same fields.

Verb Errors

1.

I worship f4lc people who calle~ Yuan Longping.

2.

Dr Yuan Longpin~ grows what is called! super hybrid rice, and rid the world of hunger.

3.

When he was young, he ~ad madq up his mind to~ a kind of hybrid rice~~n-a_d_e_p-eo_p_l_e_o_u_to_f_l_m_.n_g~
e~, he
struggled for the past five decades, and he never gave up his mind.

hq isn't care abouij being famous.

6.

He saved thousands of people in the less developed countries. But

7.

From the story, I know once you! bad madfj up your mind to do one thing, you should not~~·

B-11-20
No Verb Errors
I.

When I was in middle school. There was a teacher who taught me more than in classes.

2.

He was a very friendly teacher.

4.

You could see his always smiling, and he got angry only when we talked loudly in the class.

9.

This is the teacher who I most worship

Verb Errors

3.

He taught us maths. We all~ to take his classes.

5.

After class he often played basketball with us and always~ us@oing something difficult~~·

6.

He never !fouled on of u~ and we all~ to ~him "the brother of teacher"

7.

lfle just

8.

Something what I learn from him~ that we should~ kind to everyone w~.

likq a friend of us, but not a teacher.

B-11-21
Verb Errors

l.

Look, the man who is tall and strong is my father.

2.

He is fifty-two years old.

3.

Smile doesn't always stand there looking out. It seems as if he is thinking about something.

4.

He is not only a father, but also a teacher.

6.

He also teaches me to be a good man.

7.

My father always thinks of me for more than himself.

8.

He is like a big tree. When it rains, he keeps me from being wet.

9.

He always protects me from being injured.

Verb Errors

5.

Although he doesn't talk much with me. but he often tells me that study probably is the only way that I can
change my life, an~ learnin~ more knowledge is not bad.

10.

I think he is the greatest man. I'm pride of him. And ~le also is !who I most worship
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B-11-22
No Verb Errors
1.

Tracy Mctgrady, a basketball player who is now in Houston Rockets basketball team.

2.

He has played basketball for many years, and he has got the most points in a sports season for twice.

3.

The reason why I worship him is because of his excellent performance.

4.

He not only knows how to control the rhythm of match, but also knows how to make a chance for others.

6.

Of course, he trains very hard while taking a rest. And now, I like playing basketball, too.

7.

I have learnt that we should have teamwork spirit when we do something together and when we want to get a
good achievement we must work harder than others.

Verb Errors
5.

When I~ him playing basketb~ TV, I feel very strong emotion.

B-11-23
No Verb Errors
1.

Bruce Lee, Chinese name is Lin Xiaolong. Original name is Li Zhengfan.

3.

Though his nationality is America but he is a real Chinese. His father is a famous theatre.

4.

He hoped Xiaolong's name could be known in Sanfan city.

5.

So he gave him the name-Li Zhengfan.

8.

However, he was not only a master of wushe, but also a actor, singer, director, dancer, philosopher and so on.

13.

I think we should learn his spirit. So our country will be more strong!

Verb Errors

!was barned in SanFan city in Americ~.

2.

Because he

6.

When he was young, he was a naught child. So his fathe~ him to a old man who was a master ofYongchun
boxing.

7.

Since then, Bruce~ crazy about Chinese Kunfu.

9.

Hq was graduated) from the philosophy department of British University.

10.

When Chinese were called "Sick Man In East Asia". He, Bruse Lee, ~e let the foreigner admiij that Chinese
weren't the sick man in East Asia.

11.

He~ national hero, he~ a patriotism. He~ a Chinese dragon.

12.

Though he was only thirty two years old when he died. What a pity! But his spirit !Would b~ kemainaj forever.
It's the reason I adore him.

B-11-24
No Verb Errors
1.

The person I like best is my father.

2.

in my mind he is very tan handsome, and he is warm-hearted.

4.

The most important is that he is responsible.

5.

My father is a farmer.

7.

On the contrary, he looks after us very well and his smile is very sweet.

9.

In the factory, he works very hard. If he does any mistake, he won't evade.

Verb Errors
3.

When someone asks him for help or h~ somebody in trouble. He~ his best to help it.

6.

He does farm work in the day and l\Vork in a factof)I! in the night, but he never ~omplai~.
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8.

I know he is very tired, but he loves us, h~ it's his responsibility to protect us.

10. Because of my father. I realize a word ''responsibility'', I won't disappoint him, I will ~ responsibility too.

B-11-25
No Verb Errors
2.

He never gave up and grew more crazy about the space.

3.

He is a marvelous person.

6.

People have to respect him.

Verb Errors
1. My favorite person is Stephen Harking, even if~is daily activates must ool the wheelchair.
4.

Before he couldn't speak, he ~ommunicate with others nJ.y L.houghij feeble sound.

5.

lHc couldn't write readin g book mu s~ use the machine for browsing book.

7.

He [s holdin~ the post of the loftiest professor headship now, IW.----h-io_h_w_as_N_e_wt
_
on
_
an
_d_D
_
ic_
ac_ar
_
hav_e_h_ad--,~e
post the Rocars match professor.

8.

I lWill make him example for

makq and learn from him.

B-12-1
No Verb Errors
1. I respect my mother very much, I think mother's love is the greatest love in the world.
Verb Errors
2.

Mother~ my life and~ me all of her love.

3.

Though mother komplete I' Cl1J not do well, but I think she still~ me very much, so I think I should give my
mother love too.
we don't~ them , we should give more love to them.

4.

Mother is great,

5.

We shoul@them we love them, make she know.

6.

I think when they llisten to we say about! this. They will be very happy.

B-12-2
No Verb Errors
1.

Grandfather is my most respectable.

2.

When I was a child, I liked to go to the grandfather's~

5.

The funny thing was that he carried me on the water, which made me very proud, crying" I can swim, I can
swim".

8.

Now , he has passed away for 8 years.

9.

The memory that grandfather affected me is still creative.

Verb Errors
3.

every time@d I seq him, he always smiled at me with busy hands, then I couldn't wait to~
excitedly,

4.

He pften took with meJ to climb or swim. However, I was afraid of water, even ~ in it.

6.

Time llies, I

7.

Meanwhile, the grey h ai~ is nearly covered

full growingj day and day.

willll my grandfather's head.
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B-12-3

No Verb Errors
1.

The person I respect most is my father, my father is a middle school teacher, who has been teaching for more
than twenty years.

2.

As a teacher,

he gains respect from his students. because he is strict with their study and cares about their

life.
4.

I still remember one time when I was about seven years old, I didn't want to go to school one morning.

5.

He tried to persuade me to go to school, but I insisted on my opinion. then he hit me with willow. At last I
went to school.

Verb Errors
3.

As a teacher, he knows the importance of study, as a father, he wants we to have a better life in the future, so
he is strict with my study, sometimes, I

6.

l\Vill" hate'j him.

Though the way may be not true, he only~ my life ~etteq, so, however I respect him.

B-12--4

No Verb Errors
5.

In my heart, my grandfather is not only a family but also a people who is very great.

6.

I have learned an important thing from my grandfather is that giving help will make your life more beautiful.

Verb Errors
1.

During my life, It have a lot of people to respecq, but my most kespecq person is my grand father.

2.

My grandfathe@ monitor of our town, he always put work in first place, and put his family in the last.

3.

Though my grand mother FOmplained him a loQ, shelli] very happy to have a such husband.

4.

Although my grandfather has~ for many years, many villagers ofte~ remin~ him. So

I am very proud of

my grand father

B-12-5

No Verb Errors
2.

I think everyone has a person in their heart, this person must make a great impact on them, for example, I have
a person in my heart, and I respect him mostly.

5.

In normal life, there are all kinds of people we meet, but the most people we need is a few.

Verb Errors
1.

As we all know, peoplelliJ great, the different between human beings and animals is that people have feeling
and canl think ovcq.

3.

This people is my best friend, he offers help to me both in life and study, if I [ace witN difficulty, he will help
me without any words.

4.

Therefore, ~he friendships becom~ more and more stronger. I respect him, he also~ me as me.

6.

We need people who can provide help for us. tf'his people we will respecq.

B-12---6

No Verb Errors
1.

There are many people in my life who give me their help, love, encouragement. . ... .. I thank them all so much.

2.

But the one I respect the most is my father.

3.

My father is tall and handsome.

4.

He supports the whole family by his hard work.
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5.

He is a party member who has good quantity.

6.

He loves all of us very much.

7.

As far as I am concerned, my father is the greatest person in the world.

8.

Although he is not good at expressing himself, I still can feel his strange love by his action, his words .... . .

10.

She gave birth to me 18 years ago.

12.

she gives all the love she has to me, my little bother and my father.

13.

In my heart, my parents are the best of all the parents.

14.

I love them as much as they do. I respect them for their kindness, love and selfless forever.

Verb Errors
9.

Except my father, my mother is also worth pf respecting./

11.

I can'~ how painful she was at that time, she has taken care of me for nearly 20years up to now.)

B-12-7
No Verb Errors
1.

The most respectable people in my life is my mother, she is now forty-four years old, and she is a worker in a
~actory,

5.

When I don't have a good record in my study, she can comfort me and encourage me to do much better.

6.

And she often says:" there is nothing, my child is the best. I believe'.

7.

When I have a bad mood, she may play many jokes and take a lot of funny things to make me happy.

9.

In a word, my mother is the most respectable people in my life.

10.

The end, I want to say: "I love you, my mother."

Verb Errors
2.

she gives me a quantity of love and Jpay out a lot of herseUJ for me.

3.

when I get hurt, ~he is always the most nervous./

4.

She ~ooked afte~ me very carefully in day and night.

8.

In a word, my mother gives me too much love andjr-gi-·v_e_o_u...,ij all of the things that she owns.

B-12-8
No Verb Errors
1.

In our daily life, each of us has respectable people, such as teacher, mother, father, grandparents and so on, in
my opinion, my father is the most respectable person, there is some white in his black hair, and he is tall, not
very fat.

2.

He is used to working hard and when he has some trouble, he always solves it by himself.

4.

He uses the actions to express his love instead.

6.

In a word, he is the parson who I respect most.

7.

My father teaches me to treat others well as much as I cam, and I will live a happy live.

Verb Errors
3.

He is also like a doctor who can cure me of little illness, what's more, he~ me and my mother without any
words.

5.

He is not only goo~s. but also ltfeat to others friendl)l.

B-12-9
No Verb Errors

1.

My most respectable people is a basketball player.
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7.

What's more, he can team up with his teammates well.

8.

Yao is a person who is determined and has the sense of duty. So I respect him.

Verb Errors
2.

Can you gues@?

3.

Now let me tell you, it is Yao Ming, he ~oe a servicg to Rockets.

4.

He@stinguisbJ himself by his wonderful ball game skills.

6.

Although he is tall and large, he can lfemovg rapidly on the court.

B-12-10
No Verb Errors
1.

"Your living well is a great comfort to me." it is the words that a kind woman often says to me.

3.

In my childhood, I lost my mum for some reason.

4.

Then my grandma brought me up.

5.

When in grade 8, I was addicted to playing computer.

6.

So my school record began to drop, and I was tired of study gradually.

7.

At that time, she appeared. She tried every means to help me get rid of computer.

9.

However, I changed my attitude to her.

11 .

I saw her standing in front of me shortly after I opened the computer.

14.

She is just a woman, but a special woman to me, a woman who teaches me to show love to others.

Verb Errors
2.

She is not my mother, but she~ me love more than a mother.

8.

On the beginning, I hated her so much because she stopped me fro~ computer.

10.

At a time, I~ an excuse to buy books in order to go to the net bar;

12. !On going into thlij home fuhe told me the words aboveJ: '1 just want to give what you lost even if you are not
my son. And I know you can make It."
13.

~he added with her tears rolingj her face.

B-12-11
No Verb Errors
1.

He may be not the greatest not get a high achievement, not have the wealth which is admired by the others.

2.

But he is the one I respect the most. He is my father.

3.

He is not tall, but he does all the work in the family

7.

When we are ill, he takes care of us.

8.

When we are despondent, he tells stories to us and encourages us.

9.

And even when we are in trouble, he is the first people appears when and wherever he is.

Verb Errors
4.

He is not strong, but he~ the whole responsibility for the family

5.

He is not clever, but he just~ hard to make money for us.

6.

He is the one I respect the most, he~ the family all his love.

10.

He is the one I respect the most, I love you father, ~t's you tecbl me the value of a person is giving the people
all his love.
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B-12--12

No Verb Errors

1.

My grandmother is sixty-seven years old.

2.

She is very healthy and very happy.

3.

In my childhood I was at my grandmother's home.

9.

My grandmother's love to me is very valuable so I will treasure this love forever.

Verb Errors
4.

Sh~ me so much ~hat teaij me very well. (

5. But sometimes when I~ something wrong. She jWm blamtij me seriously.
6.
7.

8.
10.

So I learnd muc~ her.
Now I lifow u~ but my grand mother~ older and older.
Everytime when I~ to see her, sh~ the best things to me and~ me most.
And I will do my best to~ her. I wish she IWil J healthy and live longer.

B-12--13

No Verb Errors
2.

And also, my mother is my most respectable person.

4.

At school,. I always ring back home to tell my mother what has happened in my class and my school work.

5.

Sometimes she can give me advice about studying and health.

7.

At last, I want to say;" I love you, mother." My most respectable person.

Verb Errors
1.

Mother, ~s regard a~ the most great person in the world.

3.

At home, mom always takes care of me. She §now how to do the housework and how to overcome the
difficulties in life.

6.

So my study and life in schoo@appy and full of energy.

B-12--14

No Verb Errors
1.

When I was 14-years old, someone asked me who I respect.

3.

One day on my way to school on early morning, I saw somebody cleaning the street.

4.

I was puzzled that who was so early to work.

7.

You can see the cleaners whenever you walk in the street.

Verb Errors
2.

At that time, I couldn't reply at once. But now, I~: "the protector of environment."

5.

Only after I walked close did I see that the cleaner !\Vas busingJ cleaning l~B-e-nd-d-ow
_
n_an_d_b-en-d-do_w_n~I. not

~omplaining ~bout anything, he did his work willingly.
6.

I was moved, it was very freezing cold, and everyone was lost in their sweet sleep, but the cleaner didn't say a
word bu~. I respected him.

8.

In fact, they are the makers of the city. They make contributions to fuakingj the city tidy and beautiful; they

~ave our life improve a lot.I
9.

lit is certain for us to respecy. We should learn patience and work-hard from them, so we will become stronger.
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B-12-15

No Verb Errors
I.

My most respectable person is my mother.

3.

But now, I know whatever she does is for me.

4.

To offer the fate of school, she must work more than 12 hours.

6.

Looking at this, I think she is the most respectable person through she is normal ,

Verb errors
2.

Although she is very strict with me, and sometimes she scolds me when Jj am ~omelhing wrong.

5.

Every time she[fil..back from work, ~xhaustedj.

7.

her sprite inspires me that I must do my best toj,....p_a_y_b_ackto....,~er.

8.

The person wh~ mother is better that the one who hasn't.

B-12-16

No Verb Errors
I.

If you ask me who is my image? I will tell you the man is Zhou Enlai.

3.

I love Zhou Enlai, his spirit always encourages me to study hard even if the question is very

4.

Everyone has different images in different time, but for me, Zhou Enlai is my image will last forever.

difficult.

Verb Errors
2.

He devoted all his life to communist party of China, and he worked hard, !never give up, never goneJ. which

~communist party of China improve quickly.
B-12-17

No Verb Errors
I.

Teacher, a man who teaches others knowledge.

2.

Teacher, a man who makes others enjoy their lifes.

4.

I respect teachers, I think they are the most nice people in the world.

5.

They make all people know the importance of study.

6.

They change many people's lifes.

7.

From time to time, I would ask myself why teachers' work so hard and enjoy their job so much.

9.

But no"'., I know that teachers are the most kind people and they never need reward.

10.

They just want their students to have more chances to make a good life.

Verb Errors
3.

Teacher, a man who ~cvotcs himself for ~e children.

8.

I@on 't know ~he answer when I was young.

B-12-18

No Verb Errors
I.

The person who I most respect is my grandmother.

2.

She is neither tall nor short, neither fat nor thin. And she has a closely face.

7.

At last, I opened the door. She didn't blame me.

10.

I love her, love her hard working, love her kind-hearted, love everything she has.

Verb Errors
3.

In my fifth, I didn't go to school, and I often ~ad a strong sJcecl. As soon as I l\Vake u0. I would look for my
grandmother.
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4.

One day, I lWake ulJl and found that grandmother was out and threw the ke~ to the iodooraj as usual. I was sad
and angry and I decided not to open the door when grandmother came back. So I did.

5.

She thought I might be out. So she began to~ in the big rain.

6.

~hear~ clearly indoors. I ~an ' t stand and can't help crying out).

8.

But I blamed myself all the time. So I~ to support her until~·

9.

Every time I think of this thing, tears lWill be fill withl my eyes.

11 .

Grandmother, she is my most kespecij person.

B-12-19
No Verb Errors

2.

The reason why I respect is that he was the first university student in my hometown before my birth.

Verb Errors

1. In my memory, there is a man who ~ad lived! near my needs my respect. Although he is now homeless and
become a crazy person.
3. At that time, it{iil valuable to become a university student.
4.

So some people wh~ much money and powerful right~ their children go to the college instead of him
in some ways.

5.

So h~ no chance to go to college.

6.

Suffering from this attraction, hq becomq crazy.

7.

Although he is crazy, he is still worth ko my respecij.

B-12-20
No Verb Errors

1.

In my mind, I most respect my grade adviser.

2.

She has a beautiful appearance; also she has a nice heart.

4.

On day, I was cast down because I got a very bad result in my examination.

6.

I pulled down my head and did in an unusual way.

7.

All of a sudden, my English teacher, my grade adviser, called my name.

8.

At that time, I was in trouble to answer her question.

9.

I didn't know what to do.

10.

Then she said: "just trust yourself, you will make it."

11 .

And when I looked at her, she also gave me a sweet smile, and an encouraging eye.

12.

I'll never forget her words and her expression. She let me know: where there is a will, there is a way.

Verb Errors

3.

If I tell you a story jWhich happened on m~. you will agree with me.

5.

Therefore, in the English class~ no interest to learn the text.

B-12-21
No Verb Errors

1.

I am very fortunate that I have a good father.

3.

My father isn't like others' fathers, he seldom force me to get an achievement which I get hardly.

4.

He always says to me" if you work hard, the result is not important."

7.

I can't list all of my father's influence to me, but I wish I can deal with different things in the way like him
that everything can be done well.
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Verb Errors
2.

I respect him because h~ me as a friend.

5.

When I complain school life is too tiring to~. he~ me to relax and forget these unhappy things.

6.

If I~ with others, he ~just help me without any reason, he~ analyze who is wrong then tell me

what bhould I d~.

B-12---22
No Verb Errors
1.

The people I most respect is my mother.

3.

When we have an exam, she will ask teachers for results soon.

6.

Students like her too, she is the head of Chinese teachers in Xing Zhong.

Verb Errors

rod me everyday.

2.

My mother is a Chinese teacher in my school and ~ought meals

4.

From time to time, she also keaches me with my Chines~ and gives me some study methods, and the most she

~me is to save time.
5.

She not only looks after me, but al ~concerns her student~, such as their healthy and study.

7.

~ who I most respect, and she is worth being respected.

B-12---23
No Verb Errors
1.

The man who I respect is my father. although he is a normal farmer, he always gives me the unnormal
teaching.

Verb Errors
2.
3.

He in order to let me have the good study and life environment and~ hard.
The hard work usually ~im tired, but he never ~omp13i111. Under his influence, I have got some good
habits.

4.

Father gives me all of his loves, but ~on't needj my requiting. So I respect my father.

B-12---24
No Verb Errors
1.

In my life, the person I respect most is my father.

2.

He is a worker. But he is not only my father, and also a teacher to me.

3.

I think he is the most kind father in the world.

4.

in order to make a living, he has to work from morning to night.

6.

Every time I couldn't get good marks in exams, he didn't blame me but encouraged me by saying :"keep on
trying and success is just around the comer."

8.

I will work hard to get good marks and don't make my father disappointed.

9.

I love my father and he is the most important person in my life.

Verb Errors
5.

Even though he ~ery tired, he ~oncerned withl my study.

7.

So I~ my confidence again.
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B-12---25
No Verb Errors

1.

My mother is the people I respect most.

4.

He needed to have more rest at home.

8.

Maybe in her opinion, our happiness is the best present for her, so she think it is worthwhile working for us.

10.

I respect my mother so much, and I'll love her forever.

11.

In my heart. She is the greatest mother in the world though she is only a worker/

Verb Errors

2.

She became the central of our family after the accidenq happened o~ my father,

3.

as my father ~uffered from ~e car accident, he couldn't work as he did before.

5.

So my mother~ out to work for support the whole family.

6.

She worked so hard that I ~ see the white hair among the black ones.

7.

Though she ~ust in her thirties, but she is even happier to see us lead a good life.

9.

Whenever I see my mother's smile~ the face, I fell warm.
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